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ABSTRACT
Background: Although 3D motion capture is considered the “gold standard” for recording and analyzing kinematics, 
2D video analysis may be a more reasonable, inexpensive, and portable option for kinematic assessment during pre-
participation screenings.  Few studies have compared quantitative measurements of lower extremity functional tasks 
between 2D and 3D.

Purpose: To compare kinematic measurements of the trunk and lower extremity in the frontal and sagittal planes 
between 2D video camera and 3D motion capture analyses obtained concurrently during a SLS.

Study Design: Descriptive laboratory study.

Methods: Twenty-six healthy, recreationally active adults volunteered to participate. Participants performed three 
trials of the single leg squat on each limb, which were recorded simultaneously by three 2D video cameras and a 3D 
motion capture system. Dependent variables analyzed were joint displacement at the trunk, hip, knee, and ankle in 
the frontal and sagittal planes during the task compared to single leg quiet standing. 

Results: Dependent variables exhibited moderate to strong correlations between the two measures in the sagittal 
plane (r = 0.51–.093), and a poor correlation at the knee in the frontal plane (r = 0.308) at (p ≤ 0.05) All other depen-
dent variables revealed non-significant results between the two measures. Bland-Altman plots revealed strong agree-
ment in the average mean difference in the amount of joint displacement between 2D and 3D in the sagittal plane 
(trunk = 1.68º, hip = 2.60º, knee = 0.74º, and ankle = 3.12º). Agreement in the frontal plane was good (trunk = 
7.92°, hip = -8.72º, knee = -6.62º, and ankle = 3.03°).

Conclusion: Moderate to strong relationships were observed between 2D video camera and 3D motion capture analy-
ses at all joints in the sagittal plane, and the average mean difference was comparable to the standard error of measure 
with goniometry. The results suggest that despite the lack of precision and ability to capture rotations, 2D measure-
ments may provide a pragmatic method of evaluating sagittal plane joint displacement for assessing gross movement 
displacement and therein risk of lower extremity injury. 

Level of Evidence: 3

Key Words: Movement pattern, sagittal plane, screening, single leg squat
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INTRODUCTION
Many athletic movement patterns, including decel-
erating, cutting, pivoting, and landing from a jump, 
have been linked to an increased risk of lower 
extremity injury.1-4 Dynamic knee valgus (DKV) is 
often described in the literature as a biomechanical 
risk factor for lower extremity injury, and it has been 
reported to prospectively contribute to anterior cru-
ciate ligament (ACL) injury as well as to the develop-
ment of patellofemoral pain (PFP).5-7 Furthermore, 
deficits in dynamic stability of the trunk8 and lower 
extremity asymmetries7,9 have been purported as 
mechanisms that initiate this faulty position and 
contribute to injury risk. 

Functional assessments such as the Functional 
Movement ScreenTM,10 Selective Functional Move-
ment Assessment,10 Star Excursion Balance Test,11 
and the Landing Error Scoring System12 all have 
the ability to identify discrepancies in movement 
quality. Common clinical limitations among these 
assessments are the lack of measurable kinematic 
output, the training required for testing, and the time 
involved with test administration. While some obser-
vational screenings have been shown to be valid and 
reliable,12-14 others have exhibited poor reliability,15 
and inadequate sensitivity.16 Previous literature has 
identified that rater experience,15 perception,17 and 
visual acuity17 may play a significant role in the stan-
dardization of observational screenings. The ability 
to easily identify quantifiable kinematic risk factors 
for lower extremity injury may allow sports medi-
cine professionals to intervene more effectively and 
enable them to educate athletes about sport-specific, 
at-risk positions. The single leg squat (SLS) has been 
used as a qualitative measure to evaluate lower 
extremity injury risk.18,19 While this task is simple, 
and can identify unilateral dysfunction,20 kinematic 
evaluation is not commonly included in the SLS 
assessment. 

Laboratory-based 3-Dimensional (3D) motion cap-
ture systems are considered the “gold standard” in 
the evaluation of biomechanical risk factors.21 These 
systems are reliable22,23 during many functional 
tasks and can accurately determine multi-planar and 
dimensional kinematics, including rotational forces 
across joints. However, 3D motion capture systems 
have limited application in the clinical setting due to 

the high-priced equipment and time consuming set-
up, application of multiple electromagnetic sensors 
that do not always relate well to the performance 
of functional tasks, and difficulty to incorporate into 
pre-season screenings. Video screenings are a poten-
tial solution to the current limitations (e.g. portabil-
ity, time and cost effectiveness, and standardization) 
in the aforementioned clinical movement assess-
ments. Video assessments can take place in a physi-
cal therapy clinic or physician’s office and results 
can be readily discussed using phone or tablet appli-
cations. Additionally, these 2-dimensional (2D) 
video systems are portable, time and cost effec-
tive, and require little training.21 Since the major-
ity of knee injury risk factors occur in the cardinal 
planes of movement, it was hypothesized that video 
analysis in the sagittal and frontal planes would be 
comparable to the same kinematic measures using 
3D motion capture. Currently, limited research 
has addressed the relationship between 2D and 3D 
methods of kinematic analysis during functional 
tasks. Gwynne et al reported moderate to strong cor-
relations between 2D and 3D analyses at the knee in 
frontal plane during the SLS (r = 0.64–0.78).24 The 
study, however, did not compare data from the two 
systems collected during the same session. Similarly, 
Ayala et al found a strong relationship between 2D 
and 3D analyses at the knee in the frontal plane dur-
ing the drop vertical jump (r = 0.82–0.97).25 A limi-
tation of both of these studies was the absence of a 
sagittal plane evaluation during the functional task. 
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to compare 
kinematic measurements of the trunk and lower 
extremity in the frontal and sagittal planes between 
2D video camera and 3D motion capture analyses 
obtained concurrently during a SLS.

METHODS
This was a descriptive laboratory study with a single 
session of data collection.  The independent vari-
able was observation method at two levels: 2D video 
camera analysis and 3D motion capture.  The depen-
dent variables included joint displacement at the 
trunk, hip, knee, and ankle in the frontal and sagit-
tal planes.  These variables were calculated as the 
displacement between the kinematic value at quiet 
standing and the corresponding kinematic value at 
peak knee flexion, for each joint.
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Participants
Twenty-six healthy and recreationally active adults 
(age: 22.26 ± 2.99 years, height: 1.70 ± 0.12 meters, 
mass: 67.43 ± 12.24 kilograms) were recruited as a 
volunteer sample of convenience from a University 
setting and the surrounding community. An a priori 
sample size estimate was performed based on previ-
ously published data26 exhibiting a correlation coef-
ficient of 0.36 and effect size of 0.60 between 2D and 
3D measurements of knee valgus during a side jump 
task.  It was estimated that 26 total subjects would 
be sufficient to find statistically significant differ-
ences at an α level of 0.05, and power (1-β) of 0.80. 
Participants were excluded from the study if they 
reported a history of lower extremity surgery, his-
tory of lower extremity injury within the last year, or 
any lower extremity or balance condition that may 
have affected the participant’s ability to complete 
the task. The study was approved by the University 
of Virginia’s Institutional Review Board and each 

participant provided written informed consent prior 
to the start of data collection. 

Three-Dimensional Motion Capture
Lower extremity joint kinematics were recorded with 
the Flock of Birds 6 degrees-of-freedom electromag-
netic tracking system (Ascension Technology Inc., 
Burlington, VT, USA) and integrated with the Motion 
Monitor Software (version 8.85, Innovative Sports 
Training, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Ten electromagnetic 
sensors were secured with double-sided adhesive 
tape and non-adhesive elastic wrap to the subject’s 
skin: one on each calcaneus, one on the dorsal aspect 
of each foot, one on the middle third of each lateral 
shank, one on the middle third of each lateral thigh, 
one over the sacrum, and one at T1 (Figure 1). Height, 
mass, and joint centers were subsequently calibrated 
using the stylus. Sensors were secured and digitized 
by the same clinician for each participant. Kinematic 
data were collected at a sampling rate of 144 Hz.

Figure 1. 2D retrorefl ective marker (black circles) and 3D electromagnetic sensor (gray squares) locations.
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Two-Dimensional Video Camera
Fifteen anatomical landmarks were identified with 
retroreflective markers and secured with double-
sided adhesive tape to the subject’s skin: one at the 
sternoclavicular notch, one on each acromioclavicu-
lar joint, one on each anterior superior iliac spine, 
one on each medial joint line of the knee, one on 
each lateral joint line of the knee, one on each medial 
malleolus, one on each lateral malleolus, and one on 
each base of the fifth metatarsal (Figure 1). Retrore-
flective markers were affixed by the same clinician 
for each participant, with a level of accuracy of less 
than 8mm. Two-dimensional videos of the SLS were 
captured using three Canon Vixia HF R42 digital cam-
eras (Canon USA, Inc., Melville, NY, USA). Each cam-
era was placed on a tripod at a height of 1.2 meters 
from the floor, and at a distance of 2.4 meters from 
the participant. One camera was placed in the sagit-
tal plane, and two were placed in the frontal plane 
(one anterior, one posterior). Each camera was lev-
eled using the Bubble Level application (version 2.1, 
Lemondo Entertainment, www.lemondo.com) on the 
clinician’s smartphone. Two-dimensional data were 
collected at a sampling rate of 60 frames per second.

Data Collection Procedures  
The participants performed three trials of a SLS on 
each leg (order randomized), for a total of six trials.  
Participants received verbal standardized instruc-
tions on the performance of the SLS maneuver20 from 
the researcher and were permitted up to three prac-
tice trials per leg.  Each participant was instructed to 
look straight ahead, stand on the test limb with the 
opposite knee flexed to approximately 90°, and fold 
his or her arms across their chest. They were then 
asked to squat down as far as comfortably possible 
without losing balance, and to return to the starting 
position. Each SLS task was recorded individually, 
capturing the quiet single leg stance through the 
self-selected peak knee flexion, and back to the start-
ing position. A trial was discarded if: the participant 
lost balance during the movement; the clinician 
determined that the movement was uncontrolled; a 
reflective marker or sensor fell off; or the trial was 
interrupted. The participant was permitted as much 
rest as they felt necessary between repetitions, and 
after three successful trials the participant repeated 
the process on the opposite limb.  

3D Data Processing
Kinematic data was collected at 144 Hz for the ankle, 
knee, hip, and trunk during the six total trials of the 
SLS task for each participant. Lower extremity joint 
rotations were calculated using the Euler rotation 
method in the following order: Y (flexion-extension 
axis) X (abduction-adduction axis), Z (internal-exter-
nal rotation axis). The hip joint center of rotation 
was determined using the Bell method.27 Data was 
filtered using a 4th order low-pass Butterworth fil-
ter at 6 Hz. For each trial, one virtual event marker 
was placed at quiet standing, and one virtual event 
marker was placed at peak knee flexion. Kinematic 
values at each joint that corresponded with peak 
knee flexion were extracted and compared with 
quiet standing to determine joint displacement. 

2D Data Processing
Two-dimensional videos were processed using Kinovea 
Software (version 0.8.15, Kinovea Open Source Proj-
ect, www.kinovea.org). For each trial, two still images 
were created in the frontal and sagittal planes (one at 
quiet standing, one at peak knee flexion). On each still 
image, the clinician measured joint angles at the trunk, 
hip, knee, and ankle using the retroreflective markers, 
and calculated the joint displacement between quiet 
standing and peak knee flexion. All angles were mea-
sured by the same clinician. 

In the sagittal plane, trunk flexion was measured as 
the angle between a vertical line (perpendicular to 
the ground) bisecting the sacrum and a line bisect-
ing the thoracic spine.28 Hip flexion was measured as 
the angle between the AC joint and lateral knee joint 
with the greater trochanter serving as the fulcrum. 
Knee flexion was measured as the angle between the 
greater trochanter and lateral malleolus with lateral 
knee joint serving as the fulcrum. Ankle dorsiflex-
ion was measured as the angle between a line from 
the lateral knee joint through the lateral malleolus 
and a line parallel with the fifth metatarsal.

In the frontal plane, lateral trunk flexion was mea-
sured as the angle between a vertical line bisecting 
the contralateral ASIS (perpendicular to the ground) 
and a line from the ASIS to the AC joint marker.29 
Hip abduction was measured as the angle between 
a vertical line bisecting the ipsilateral ASIS (perpen-
dicular to the ground) and a line from the ASIS to the 
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point half the distance between the two knee joint 
markers. Knee abduction was measured as the angle 
connecting three points: one bisecting the malleoli 
of the ankle, one bisecting the femoral condyles, 
and one on the proximal thigh parallel to the ASIS.30 
Ankle abduction was measured as the angle between 
a line bisecting the calcaneus and a line bisecting 
the distal 1/3 of the lower leg, using a rear foot view.  

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The mean of the three trials on each limb and for 
each system were used for statistical analysis. Pear-
son product moment correlation coefficients were 
utilized to assess linear relationships between mean 
2D and 3D displacement measures at the trunk, hip, 
knee, and ankle in the frontal and sagittal planes. 
The strength of the correlation (r) was interpreted as 
poor (0 to 0.49), moderate (0.50 to 0.75), and strong 
(> 0.75).31 Bland-Altman plots with average mean dif-
ference (AMD) and 95% limits of agreement (LOA) 
were used to evaluate agreement between 2D and 
3D measurements for each dependent variable. Left 
and right average mean differences were combined 
for an overall analysis. The presentation of the LOA 
allows for the visual judgment of how well the two 
techniques agree. The smaller the range between 
the upper and lower limits, the stronger the agree-
ment is. Statistical analyses were performed using 
SPSS software Version 23.0 (IBM Corporation, Chi-
cago, IL, USA). Bland Altman plots were generated 
using the Microsoft Excel® software (Version 14.4.0, 
Microsoft Corporation, Redmond WA, USA). Alpha 
was set a priori at p ≤ 0.05)  

RESULTS   
Dependent variables were all significantly corre-
lated between the two measures in the sagittal plane 
at the trunk (r = 0.53, 95% CI: 0.30–0.70, moderate), 
hip (r = 0.93, 95% CI: 0.88–0.96, strong), knee (r 
= 0.86, 95% CI: 0.77–0.92, strong) , and ankle (r = 
0.51, 95% CI: 0.28–0.69, moderate), and in the fron-
tal plane at the knee (r = 0.31, 95% CI: 0.04–0.54, 
poor). Correlations between 2D and 3D analyses 
were not significant in the frontal plane at the trunk, 
hip, or ankle (Table 1). 

Bland-Altman plots revealed agreement in the AMD 
between 2D and 3D measurement techniques in the 
sagittal plane at the trunk (1.68°; LOA -54.45 to 57.81; 

Figure 2a), hip (2.60°; LOA -15.48 to 20.68; Figure 
2b), knee (0.74°; LOA -9.70 to 11.19; Figure 2c), and 
ankle (3.12°; LOA -8.89 to 15.14; Figure 2d). Agree-
ment in the frontal plane at the trunk (7.92°; LOA 
-6.65 to 22.50; Figure 3a), hip (-8.72°; LOA -21.90 to 
4.45; Figure 3b), knee (-6.62°; LOA -29.83 to 16.59; 
Figure 3c), and ankle (3.03°; LOA -7.96 to 14.02; Fig-
ure 3d) was not as strong. A positive value indicates 
that the 2D analysis measured larger displacement 
than 3D analysis, whereas a negative value indicates 
that the 3D analysis measured larger displacement 
than the 2D analysis.

DISCUSSION
The relationship and agreement between two meth-
ods of commonly used biomechanical analyses: 2D 
video camera and 3D motion capture were evalu-
ated. Utilizing both Pearson’s correlation coefficients 
and Bland Altman plots when comparing two mea-
surement techniques allows for a more robust evalu-
ation of consistency between measures by providing 
both linear association and agreement. The stron-
gest relationships between the two measurement 
systems in the sagittal plane were observed at the 
hip and at the knee. This is consistent with previous 
literature, where Norris et al evaluated the relation-
ship between a similar 2D measurement technique 
and goniometry in the sagittal plane during mechan-
ical lifting.32 During this bilateral and foundational 
task, the researchers were able to observe near 
perfect reliability at both the hip (r = 0.99, 95% 
CI: 0.98–0.99) and at the knee (r = 0.98, 95% CI: 
0.96–0.99), with a standard error of measurement 

Table 1. Pearson’s correlation coeffi cients and associated 
95% confi dence intervals between 2D and 3D analysis. 
Statistical signifi cance denoted as p ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 2. Bland Altman plots comparing 2D and 3D analyses of the SLS in the sagittal plane with 95% limits of agreement 
(dashed lines). The difference between the 2D and 3D measurement score plotted against the mean of the two measurements for 
each dependent variable.

Figure 3. Bland Altman plots comparing 2D and 3D analyses of the SLS in the frontal plane with 95% limits of agreement 
(dashed lines). The difference between the 20 and 30 measurement score plotted against the mean of the two measurements for 
each dependent variable.
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of 0.75° and 1.4°, respectively. The SLS task that 
this study utilized requires a greater degree of pos-
tural control and proprioception than double-legged 
foundational tasks, which could could account for 
this slight decrease in reliability. In support of this 
theory, Gribble et al evaluated sagittal plane joint 
angle measurements between a 2D video method 
and standard goniometry during a SLS. The authors 
reported a difference of < 4° for the knee and < 11° 
for the hip, with strong reliability (r = 0.76–0.89).33

While significant relationships between 2D and 3D 
techniques were observed at all four joints in the sag-
ittal plane, the only significant correlation observed 
in the frontal plane was at the knee, which was con-
sidered poor. Although previous studies have evalu-
ated the reliability between 2D and 3D analyses, the 
systems are frequently just compared at the knee 
in the frontal plane. Similar to these findings, the 
side-step (r = 0.40), and the side-jump (r = 0.32) 
also exhibited poor reliability between the two tech-
niques when evaluating knee varus/valgus motion.26 
In contrast, moderate to strong reliability has been 
observed during the SLS (r = 0.64–0.78), and drop 
vertical jump (r = 0.82–0.97).25 A potential expla-
nation for the lack of clinically relevant findings in 
the frontal plane could be related to the decision 
to allow participants to self-select their SLS depth. 
Eltoukhy et al found similar results at the knee in 
the frontal plane when utilizing a self-selected SLS 
depth in their comparison between the Kinect cam-
era and 3D motion capture (r = 0.144).34 As a result, 
this variation could allow individuals to utilize mul-
tiple movement strategies to complete the task – 
in particular the incorporation of transverse plane 
motion both proximal and distal to the knee at the 
hip and ankle. 

Bland Altman plots allowed for the quantification of 
the agreement between these two clinical measure-
ment techniques. The AMD between the two mea-
sures was less than 4° at each joint in the sagittal 
plane and less than 7° in the frontal plane. Previ-
ous literature reports interrater standard error of 
measurement of goniometry for the lower extremity 
ranging between 0.62° and 7.8°.35-39 While the 2D and 
3D measurements had stronger agreement in the 
sagittal plane, it is important to note that both planes 
of motion exhibited an AMD that is clinically accept-

able. Additionally, although there were no patterns 
in regards to which system consistently measured 
greater joint angles, and wide LOA were observed 
(particularly at the trunk). This finding could be the 
result of transverse plane motion that could not be 
accounted for in the 2D video assessment.40

It has been suggested that sagittal plane body posi-
tions affect lower extremity biomechanics and the 
risk of knee injuries.41 Landing with the body in a 
more erect position increases vertical ground reac-
tion forces attenuated through the entire kinetic 
chain, which is believed to increase both acute and 
chronic knee injury risk.42,43 At the deepest landing 
position, hip flexion has been significantly related 
to knee flexion moment in a drop vertical jump as 
well as a single leg drop vertical jump.42 Subjects 
who used less hip flexion in the sagittal plane upon 
landing relied more heavily on frontal plane knee 
moments to decelerate their center of mass.42 Simi-
larly, it has been demonstrated that females perform 
the SLS with less trunk flexion, greater knee abduc-
tion, and greater hip adduction when compared to 
males.40 While it is known that increased moments 
in the frontal plane lead to a significant increased 
risk for injury,5 an erect position coupled with the 
medial collapse at the knee has been suggested 
as a faulty movement pattern that predisposes an 
individual to non-contact ACL injury.44 The ability 
for clinicians to effectively measure sagittal plane 
kinematics during functional tasks adds a valuable 
component to functional assessments and risk factor 
screenings. 

Clinical Relevance 
Although poor movement quality exhibited dur-
ing functional tasks may be attributed to deficits 
in lower extremity neuromuscular control, spe-
cific kinematic variables have been highlighted as 
primary risk factors for knee injury.7,20,21 There is 
evidence that peak knee flexion is the strongest pre-
dictor of SLS performance,20 and that males perform 
the task with greater knee flexion than females.20,45 
While SLS depth was not standardized in this study 
in an effort to maintain clinical applicability, we 
may consider this modification in the future if com-
paring kinematics between sexes. The ability to 
detect these faulty movements during the SLS task 
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in 2D provides clinicians with a valuable kinematic 
measurement tool to utilize in screenings and dur-
ing rehabilitation.

Limitations 
It is anticipated that the method of 2D measure-
ment utilized may have contributed to the results of 
this study. The points utilized to construct the joint 
angles were each explicitly identified by a retrore-
flective marker in the sagittal plane, whereas sets 
of anatomical landmarks were bisected to identify 
several points in the frontal plane. Although these 
methods are consistent with the literature,28-30 they 
could also potentially explain more variation in the 
identification of the frontal plane angles, as the clini-
cian visually identified several points that comprised 
the joint angles (i.e. at the knee and at the ankle). 

One factor that must be considered is that 2D meth-
ods are unable to measure rotation. Rotation of the 
trunk, hip, and tibia are included in the definition of 
DKV,46 and contribute to other biomechanical abnor-
malities that were unable to be analyzed. Previous 
authors have indicated that frontal plane move-
ments during 2D video analysis may not be a true 
representation of 3D kinematics, as rotation cannot 
be measured.30,47 Indeed this presented a problem in 
this study, as those who had greater discrepancies 
between the two methods of measurement visually 
appeared to show more trunk rotation. This finding 
is supported by previous authors,26,48 who suggest 
that joint rotations at the hip and knee contribute 
to the appearance of 2D frontal plane kinematics. 
Another limitation to this study is that the maximal 
values for the calculation of joint displacement were 
taken at peak knee flexion. Recent data has shown 
that the deepest part of a squat or landing is a com-
parable position to an athletic task,7,49 however, dis-
crepancies in movement and visible weaknesses 
may occur throughout the task. 

CONCLUSION 
The results of this study indicate that 2D video 
analysis is comparable to 3D motion capture when 
evaluating sagittal plane joint displacement during a 
SLS. Clinically, a valid 2D analysis may help health 
care professionals identify at-risk athletes and apply 
targeted interventions to  these athletes, especially 
when they do not have access to a 3D motion analy-

sis system, or the financial means to acquire one.29 
Future studies should evaluate the use of mobile 
technology in the quantification of lower extremity 
kinematics during functional tasks, in an effort to 
move towards an even more expedient and efficient 
method of assessment.
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ABSTRACT
Background: There are varied reports in the literature regarding the association of the Functional Movement Screen™ 
(FMSTM) with injury. The FMSTM has been correlated with hamstring range of motion and plank hold times; however, 
limited research is available on the predictability of lower extremity range of motion (ROM) and core function on 
FMSTM performance. 

Purpose/Hypotheses: The purpose of this study was to examine whether active lower extremity ROM measurements 
and core functional tests predict FMSTM performance. The authors hypothesized that lower extremity ROM and core 
functional tests would predict FMSTM composite score (CS) and performance on individual FMSTM fundamental move-
ment patterns.

Study Design: Descriptive cohort study

Methods: Forty recreationally active participants had active lower extremity ROM measured, performed two core 
functional tests, the single leg wall sit hold (SLWS) and the repetitive single leg squat (RSLS), and performed the 
FMSTM. Independent t tests were used to assess differences between right and left limb ROM measures and outcomes 
of core functional tests. Linear and ordinal logistic regressions were used to determine the best predictors of FMSTM 
CS and fundamental movement patterns, respectively.

Results: On the left side, reduced DF and SLWS significantly predicted lower FMSTM CS. On the right side only 
reduced DF significantly predicted lower FMSTM CS. Ordinal logistic regression models for the fundamental move-
ment patterns demonstrated that reduced DF ROM was significantly associated with lower performance on deep 
squat. Reduced left knee extension was significantly associated with better performance in left straight leg raise; 
while reduced right hip flexion was significantly associated with reduced right straight leg raise. Lower SLWS was 
associated with reduced trunk stability performance.

Conclusions: FMSTM movement patterns were affected by lower extremity ROM and core function. Researchers 
should consider lower FMSTM performance as indicative of underlying issues in ROM and core function. Clinicians 
may consider ROM interventions and core training strategies to improve FMSTM CS. 

Level of Evidence: Level 2B 

Key Words: Dorsiflexion, FMSTM, range of motion, Single leg wall sit
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INTRODUCTION
The Functional Movement Screen™ (FMSTM) is a clin-
ical screening tool used to assess seven fundamental 
movement patterns.1 Summing the scores from each 
of the fundamental movement patterns creates the 
FMSTM composite score (CS). The FMSTM CS has been 
associated with injury risk in some studies,2–5 but not 
others.6–9 Additionally, researchers have suggested 
that injury history affects FMSTM movement pattern 
score10 and when injury history was combined with 
FMSTM CS of less than 14, Division I and club sport 
athletes participating in a variety of sports demon-
strated a 15 times increased injury risk.11 Further, 
asymmetrical performance in fundamental move-
ment patterns that are scored separately on the right 
and left limb have been predictive of injury risk;7 
the combination of scoring below 14 on the FMSTM 
CS and asymmetrical performance in fundamental 
movement patterns was highly specific (87%) for 
injury occurrence in American football.12 Therefore, 
it is important to investigate the body mechanics 
that may affect the FMSTM as this area has not been 
studied extensively13 and may contribute to the dis-
crepancy in injury risk. 

The FMSTM purports to assess coordination of func-
tional movements,1 which may be related to core 
function. Recent studies on firefighters14 and chil-
dren15 suggested that core muscle endurance, mea-
sured via a plank test, was significantly correlated 
with FMSTM CS. However, McGill’s trunk muscle 
endurance tests were not associated with FMSTM CS 
in recreational athletes.16 The McGill trunk muscle 
endurance tests, with the exception of the exten-
sion position, have been significantly, positively 
correlated with the repetitive single leg squat;16 this 
finding may suggest that it is necessary to isomet-
rically contract the trunk muscles to stabilize the 
upper body during the dynamic repetitive single leg 
squat. The single leg wall sit test has been suggested 
to identify athletes with rapid fatigue of lumbopel-
vic, hip and lower extremity muscles.17 Further, 
reduced neuromuscular control of core musculature 
is related to lower extremity injury.18 The single leg 
wall sit test has been used as a measure of lower 
extremity stability, and when combining the single 
leg wall sit test, a core endurance test, with a large 
number of football games played, high Oswestry 

Disability Index, and low trunk-flexion hold time as 
injury predictors, researchers suggest that core sta-
bility is important in injury prevention.17 

In Coast Guard cadets, the FMSTM CS demonstrated 
moderate accuracy in injury prediction (sensitivity: 
60.3%, specificity: 61.4%) in females, but low accu-
racy in injury prediction in males (sensitivity: 55.2%, 
specificity: 48.8%).19 This difference in findings 
between males and females may be related to FMSTM 
performance differences due to documented differ-
ences in flexibility.20 Further, males and females per-
form differently on the FMSTM.10,21,22 A six week yoga 
intervention improved trunk flexibility and FMSTM 
performance,23 suggesting that improved flexibility 
may improve FMSTM performance. Further, supe-
rior performance on the FMSTM has been associated 
with increased hamstring flexibility in a sample of, 
primarily male, military cadets;24 however, the role 
of flexibility in other lower extremity joint motions 
has not been established. Therefore, understand-
ing the association between lower extremity active 
range of motion (ROM), in addition to core function, 
with FMSTM score may improve the interpretation of 
and intervention for specific scoring. The purpose 
of this study was to examine whether active lower 
extremity ROM measurements and core functional 
tests predict FMSTM performance. The first hypothe-
sis was that lower extremity ROM and core function 
would predict FMSTM CS. The second hypothesis was 
that lower extremity ROM and core function would 
predict performance on the all FMSTM fundamental 
movement patterns except shoulder mobility.

METHODS

Study Design
This study was a cross sectional cohort design. The 
predictor variables included dorsiflexion, knee flex-
ion and extension, hip flexion and extension active 
range of motion, single leg wall sit hold, and repeti-
tive single leg squat test. The criterion variables 
were FMSTM CS and six of seven (shoulder mobility 
was not included in this part of the analysis) funda-
mental movement patterns of the FMSTM.

Participants
A total of 40 participants (Table 1) volunteered to par-
ticipate in this study. To be included in this study, all 
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ground. Once that point was established, an incli-
nometer (Fabrication Enterprises INC, White Plains, 
New York 10602 U.S.A.) was placed at a point 15 cm 
below the tibial tuberosity to measure the angle of 
the tibia in relation to the ground. This method has 
been shown to have good inter- (ICC = 0.97) and 
intra-rater (ICC = 0.97 to 0.98) reliability.26 

Following the weight bearing lunge all participants 
had lower extremity active ROM measured in the 
following order using standard positioning and a 
goniometer: knee flexion (supine); knee extension 
(90/90 Active Knee Extension Test); hip flexion 
(supine); hip extension (prone). For knee flexion, 
the participant actively slid one heel toward as far 
as possible towards their buttock. For knee exten-
sion, the participant held onto the back of their thigh 
to maintain 90° hip flexion while actively extend-
ing the knee as far as possible in this position. For 
hip flexion, the participant was supine on the table 
with both knees bent with feet flat on table and they 
actively flexed one hip as much as they could, bring-
ing their knee as close to their chest as possible. For 
hip extension, the participant was instructed to keep 
their trunk stabilized while simultaneously lifting 
their leg up toward the ceiling, keeping their knee 
extended the entire time. Three ROM measure-
ments were obtained for each joint motion and the 
average was used for analysis.

Participants then completed two single leg core func-
tional tests bilaterally: single leg wall sit hold (SLWS) 
and repetitive single leg squat (RSLS). The SLWS was 
performed bi-laterally and required the participant 
to sit for as long as possible with their back against 
a wall in a position of 90° knee and hip flexion; the 
time began when one leg (the participant was free 
to choose which leg they started with first) was lifted 
from the ground (Figure 1). The RSLS required the 
participant to perform repetitive single leg squats 
using the Dynamic Trendelenburg Test, (one repeti-
tion every six seconds) reaching an estimated 60° 
knee flexion and 65° hip flexion, while maintaining 
less than 10° hip adduction/abduction and less than 
10° knee varus/valgus,27 until they could no longer 
complete the task correctly; the number of squats 
was recorded (Figure 2).16 Both the SLWS and the 
RSLS were explained and demonstrated to the par-
ticipants before performing these tests.

participants had to be between the ages of 18 and 30 
and recreationally active, which was defined as par-
ticipating in physical activity of at least 30 minutes 
per day on at least two days per week. Participants 
were excluded if they reported any current injury 
that limited daily activity or if they answered “yes” 
to any question on the Physical Activities Readiness 
Questionnaire (PAR-Q).25 This study was approved 
by the Institutional Review Boards at Daemen Col-
lege and Northern Arizona University. All partici-
pants reviewed and signed an informed consent 
form before any data collection was initiated. 

Procedures
All participants began the data collection by warm-
ing up on a stationary bike at a self-selected pace 
for five minutes. Next, lower extremity range of 
motion was measured starting with ankle dorsiflex-
ion, which was measured with the weight bearing 
lunge.26 The weight bearing lunge was used as it is 
a more functional position than a non-weight bear-
ing measurement. To perform the weight bearing 
lunge, the participant stood 10 cm away from a wall 
with their great toe at the 10 cm mark of a tape mea-
sure affixed to the floor. The participant was asked 
to assume a lunge position and try to touch their 
knee to the wall. The participant was instructed to 
keep their heel in contact with the ground while per-
forming this movement. If the participant was able 
to touch their knee to the wall they moved back one 
centimeter and repeated the same movement. This 
was repeated until the participant reached a distance 
at which they were unable to touch their knee to the 
wall without lifting their heel. In the event that the 
participant lifted their heel while touching their knee 
to the wall, the participant then slid forward one mil-
limeter and continued this movement until a point 
was reached where the participant could touch their 
knee to the wall without their heel rising up off the 

 N Age  
(yr ± SD) 

Weight
(kg ± SD) 

Height
(m ± SD) 

Female 24 23.2 ± 2.4 64.8 ± 9.7 1.7 ± 0.1 

Male 16 24.0 ± 2.7 82.4 ± 10.9 1.8 ± 0.1 

Total 40 24.0 ± 2.5 71.8 ± 13.4 1.7 ± 0.1 

Table 1. The distribution and demographics of male 
and female recreational athletes
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(3-0) with a 3 representing ideal movement without 
compensation, a 2 representing ability to perform 
the movement with compensation, and a 1 repre-
senting inability to perform the movement; while a 
0 was reserved for pain with movement pattern or a 
positive clearing test.1 The FMSTM CS was calculated 
by summing scores from the seven movements, and 
in the case of a movement pattern that was scored 
on both the right and left side the lower of the two 
performances was used in the calculation of the 
FMSTM CS which has a maximum score of 21.

Statistical Analyses
Demographic data were calculated and are pre-
sented as means ± SD (Table 1). Predictor data were 
checked for outliers; a value that was 1.5 times less 
than the 25th percentile or 1.5 times greater than the 
75th percentile was considered an outlier. Indepen-
dent t-tests were used to assess differences between 
right and left limb in all ROM measures and the 
results of the core functional tests (Table 2). Linear 
and ordinal logistic regressions were used to deter-
mine the best predictors of FMSTM CS and six of the 
fundamental movement patterns (shoulder mobility 
was not predicted from the lower extremity range 
of motion or core tests), respectively. Data analysis 

The seven fundamental movement patterns of the 
FMSTM were performed in the standard order: deep 
squat, hurdle step, inline lunge, shoulder mobility, 
straight leg raise, trunk stability, and rotary stability; 
and clearing tests were performed as indicated.1 The 
movements were scored using an ordinal scale of 

Figure 1. This is the test position for the Single Leg Wall Sit 
Hold.  Participants were asked to hold this position for as long 
as possible.

Figure 2. This is the lower test position for the Repetitive Single Leg Squat.  Participants started in single leg stance then were 
asked to reach this lower test position repeatedly until failure.
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forward selection was used. Pseudo R2 and odds 
ratios were used to assess prediction.

RESULTS
The mean FMSTM CS score for all participants was 
14.86 ± 2.43. The means and standard deviations 
for the SLWS and the RSLS and the active range of 
motion tests can be found in Table 2. There were 
significant differences between right and left limb 
in SLWS and hip extension (Table 2). Therefore, two 
separate regression models were developed; one for 
right predictors and one for left predictors for each 
criterion variable. After outliers were removed, 37 
data points remained for analysis and indicated, on 
the left side, that reduced DF and SLWS significantly 
predicted lower FMSTM CS (R2=0.39; p < 0.001). On 
the right side only reduced DF significantly pre-
dicted lower FMSTM CS (R2=0.27; p = 0.001). 

Ordinal logistic regression models for the movement 
patterns demonstrated that reduced left and right DF 
ROM was significantly associated with lower perfor-
mance in deep squat (Table 3). Reduced left knee 
extension was significantly associated with better per-
formance in left straight leg raise; while reduced right 
hip flexion was significantly associated with reduced 
right straight leg raise. Lower right and left SLWS was 
associated with reduced trunk stability performance.

DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to predict FMSTM per-
formance based on lower extremity ROM and core 

was completed in SPSS v.20 (IBM, Armork, NY) and 
SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc. Cary, NC). The sample 
for this study included 40 participants; therefore, 
it was sufficient for estimation of regression coef-
ficients as two participants per predictor has been 
found to provide adequate estimation in regression.28 
For the FMSTM CS dependent variables, linear regres-
sion, with forward selection, was used with an initial 
alpha of 0.25, and all predictors were simultaneously 
entered into the model. Only those predictive of 
performance were entered into the final prediction 
equation; the alpha level was set at 0.05 to calcu-
late the R2 for the regression model. Similar methods 
were utilized for the six FMSTM fundamental move-
ment patterns as the dependent variables. Because 
each fundamental movement pattern is measured 
on an ordinal scale, ordinal logistic  regression with 

 SLWS 
(sec)

RSLS
(reps) 

DF
(°)

KEXT
(°)

KFLEX
(°)

HEXT
(°)

HFLEX
(°)

MeanL
(SD)

23.38
(14.78)

22.22
(12.03)

47.78
(9.10)

20.06
(12.07)

135.61
(11.97)

15.48
(6.16)

120.07
(13.70)

MeanR
(SD)

26.44
(17.22)

25.76
(17.96)

47.57
(8.65)

20.24
(11.17)

135.83
(12.25)

17.19
(6.61)

119.08
(13.37)

p-
value

0.04 0.12 0.76 0.82 0.65 0.02 0.33 

MeanL = mean for left limb; MeanR = mean for right limb;  
SLWS = single leg wall sit; RSLS = repetitive single leg squat;  
DF = dorsiflexion; KEXT= knee extension; KFLEX= knee flexion;  
HEXT = hip extension; HFLEX=  hip flexion

Table 2. Means [Standard Deviations (SD)] between left and 
right limb core tests and ROM, and p-values for statistical 
analysis  (n = 37)

 Le� SLWS 

OR 

[95% CI] 

Pseudo R
2

Right SLWS 

OR 

[95% CI] 

Pseudo R
2

Le� DF 

OR 

[95% CI] 

Pseudo R
2 

Right DF 

OR 

[95% CI] 

Pseudo R
2

Le� KE 

OR 

[95% CI] 

Pseudo R
2

Right HF 

OR 

[95% CI] 

Pseudo R
2

Deep 

Squat ----- ----- 

0.92 

[0.85-0.98] 

0.86

OR=0.92 

[0.85-0.99] 

0.78

----- ----- 

Right 

Straight 

Leg Raise 

----- ----- ----- ----- 

0.95 

[0.90-1.00] 

0.85

Le� 

Straight 

Leg Raise 

----- ----- ----- ----- 

1.11 

[1.04-1.18] 

0.85 

----- 

Trunk 

Stability 

0.92 

[0.88-0.98] 

0.91

0.94 

[0.90-0.98] 

0.91

----- ----- ----- ----- 

OR = Odds Ra�o; 95% CI = 95% Confidence Interval 

Table 3. Signifi cant ordinal logistic regression predictors for individual 
FMSTM fundamental movement patterns
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on the six FMSTM fundamental movement patterns 
assessed in this study. This was supported in the 
prediction of several movement patterns: deep 
squat, active straight leg raise (ASLR), and trunk sta-
bility. Reduced DF ROM and SLWS resulted in worse 
performance in the deep squat. This finding sup-
ports previous research that dorsiflexion ROM was 
significantly associated with anterior reach in the 
Star Excursion Balance Test (SEBT),35 which is very 
similar to motion required by the deep squat, where 
anterior tibial translation on a fixed foot is necessary 
to complete both movements. Dorsiflexion ROM was 
found to explain 28% of the variance in performance 
of the anterior reach of the SEBT.35 It would stand to 
reason that ankle dorsiflexion is a major contributor 
to deep squat performance as the compensation for 
inability to perform the deep squat with the feet flat 
on the floor (to score a “3”) is to place something 
under the heels, which shortens the gastrocnemius/
soleus muscles and reduces stress on the Achilles 
tendon.

Reduced right hip flexion resulted in reduced ASLR 
on the right side; while reduced left knee extension 
was associated with improved ASLR on the left side. 
The former of the two may seem intuitive as hip 
flexion is an integral part of the active straight leg 
raise fundamental movement. The latter of reduced 
left knee extension being associated with improved 
ASLR is a bit more counterintuitive. It is important 
to note that the active knee extension ROM test used 
in this study was the 90/90 active knee extension 
test. In the 90/90 active knee extension test the hip 
is placed in 90 degrees of hip flexion before there is 
an attempt to extend the knee. 

To be successful in the ALSR fundamental move-
ment the participant needs to flex their hip (while 
maintaining knee extension and ankle dorsiflexion) 
so that their lateral malleolus moves beyond a point 
that is half way between the ASIS and the medial 
femoral condyle (this position is roughly mid-thigh); 
the contralateral limb must remain flat against 
the ground in full extension without any internal 
or external hip rotation. This is different from the 
90/90 active straight leg test as the participant is first 
placed in 90 degree of hip flexion and 90 degrees of 
knee flexion; the participant is then asked to extend 
their knee as far as possible. Therefore, it is likely 

function. It appears that some lower extremity ROM 
and core function deficits lead to diminished perfor-
mance in FMSTM CS and some FMSTM fundamental 
movement patterns. This may suggest that injury 
risk might be affected by lower extremity ROM and/
or core function, which could be manifested as poor 
FMSTM performance.

The first hypothesis was that lower extremity ROM 
and core function would predict FMSTM CS. This was 
partially supported in that reduced ankle dorsiflex-
ion ROM and SLWS resulted in lower FMSTM CS. This 
is an interesting finding as a previous report indi-
cated that participants with worse deep squat per-
formance also had lower FMSTM CS performance and 
the deep squat and the FMSTM CS were positively and 
significantly correlated with one another.29 Further, 
ankle dorsiflexion is one predictor of squat depth 
in males and females.30 The results of this current 
study, combined with previous results, suggest that 
dorsiflexion ROM affects FMSTM CS. 

The SLWS also predicted FMSTM performance such 
that decreased SLWS hold time resulted in decreased 
FMSTM CS. This was only seen on the left side 
regression model, which may be a result of the sig-
nificantly lower performance of the SLWS hold time 
on the left limb compared to the right limb. Wall 
squat training has been demonstrated to increase 
transverse abdominis and internal oblique muscle 
thickness suggesting that this exercise may impact 
core muscle function.31 The findings of this study 
may suggest that those with decreased SLWS hold 
times had inefficient performance of core muscles, 
which impacted FMSTM CS performance. Because 
the SLWS hold has been described as a predictor of 
lower extremity and core injury,17 it is possible that 
previous studies demonstrating the FMSTM CS can 
predict injury risk2–5 were really demonstrating that 
injury risk was associated with core muscle function 
rather than FMSTM CS. The findings of reduced dorsi-
flexion ROM and SLWS test performance predicting 
FMSTM performance may further support the ques-
tions in the literature surrounding the validity of 
using the FMSTM CS as a single construct32 for injury 
predictability.33,34

The second hypothesis was that lower extremity 
ROM and core function would predict performance 
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that these two tests were not measuring the same 
lower extremity ROM. 

The addition of ankle dorsiflexion during the straight 
leg raise limits hip flexion by approximately 10°.36 
Thus, the requirement of ankle dorsiflexion during 
the ASLR may affect performance by causing distal 
tensioning of the sciatic nerve;36 therefore, hamstring 
length may not be the sole contributor to successful 
performance of the ASLR. Further, there is a nega-
tive correlation between the ASLR and the active 
knee extension test, which is suggested to be related 
to an inability to keep the knee fully extended at the 
end range of hip flexion37 (or the final test position 
of the ASLR of the FMSTM). Lastly, the ASLR is likely 
affected by lumbar spine stability in the transverse 
plane;38 while the 90/90 active knee extension test is 
affected by pelvic tilt.39 These findings suggest that, 
while the core is likely involved in successful perfor-
mance of both the ASLR and the 90/90 active knee 
extension test, the function of core stability may be 
different between these two tests. Thus, it is possi-
ble, in the current study, that the reduced left knee 
extension association with improved ASLR on the 
left side and the reduced right hip flexion resulting 
in reduced active straight leg raise on the right side 
may have been related to differences in core func-
tion rather than range of motion. 

In this study reduced SLWS hold time was associated 
with reduced trunk stability performance. The trunk 
stability fundamental movement was developed to 
test stabilization of the core in the sagittal plane 
during the closed chain activity of a symmetrical 
push up.40 Poor performance on the trunk stability 
fundamental movement is evidence for inefficient 
stabilization of the trunk or core muscles,40 while 
wall squats appear to be a means to train abdomi-
nal core muscles.31 Therefore, it seems reasonable 
that reduced SLWS hold time would predict lower 
performance during the trunk stability fundamental 
movement.

While this study is the first to simultaneously eval-
uate the impact of lower extremity ROM and core 
function on FMSTM performance there are a few 
limitations. We did not measure limb dominance; 
however, reduced left compared to right SLWS and 
hip extension ROM may indicate that these two 

variables are affected by dominance. Additionally, 
this study was performed on recreational athletes 
limiting external validity to other populations. It is 
worth noting that dorsiflexion range of motion did 
not predict inline lunge or hurdle step performance 
in this study. It is assumed that dorsiflexion range of 
motion is an important component of both of these 
fundamental movement patterns. Therefore, it is 
imperative that researchers continue to evaluate the 
biomechanical basis of the fundamental movement 
patterns so as to elucidate underlying mechanisms 
before implementing interventions to improve 
FMSTM performance. Finally, while there were sig-
nificant regression models in this study, only 30-40% 
of the variance in FMSTM CS performance was able 
to be explained by individual factors . This suggests 
that the FMSTM CS, while influenced by dorsiflex-
ion range of motion and/or SLWS hold, is certainly 
impacted by other factors. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The results of this study suggest that FMSTM move-
ment patterns are affected by lower extremity ROM 
and core function. Thus, injury risk may be affected 
by lower extremity ROM and/or core function, as 
these appear to affect FMSTM CS and some of the fun-
damental movement patterns. Researchers should 
consider evaluating bilateral lower extremity ROM, 
additional measures of core function, and limb dom-
inance in relation to the FMSTM in order to further 
examine implications for injury risk and targeted 
injury prevention intervention programs based on 
more comprehensive findings.
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ABSTRACT
Background: ACL injury prevention programs are less successful in female basketball players than in soccer players. 
Previous authors have identified anthropometric and biomechanical differences between the athletes and different 
sport-specific demands, including a higher frequency of frontal plane activities in basketball. Current injury risk 
screening and preventive training practices do not place a strong emphasis on frontal plane activities. The medial and 
lateral triple hop for distance tests may be beneficial for use in the basketball population. 

Hypothesis/Purpose: To 1) establish normative values for the medial and lateral triple hop tests in healthy female 
collegiate athletes, and 2) analyze differences in test scores between female basketball and soccer players. It was 
hypothesized that due to the frequent frontal plane demands of their sport, basketball players would exhibit greater 
performance during these frontal plane performance tests. 

Study Design: Cross-sectional. 

Methods:  Thirty-two NCAA Division-1 female athletes (20 soccer, 12 basketball) performed three trials each of a 
medial and lateral triple hop for distance test. Distances were normalized to height and mass in order to account for 
anthropometric differences. Repeated measures ANOVAs were performed to identify statistically significant main 
effects of sport (basketball vs. soccer), and side (right vs. left), and sport x side interactions.

Results: After accounting for anthropometric differences, soccer players exhibited significantly better performance 
than basketball players in the medial and lateral triple hop tests (p<0.05). Significant side differences (p=0.02) were 
identified in the entire population for the medial triple hop test, such that participants jumped farther on their left 
(400.3±41.5 cm) than right (387.9±43.4 cm) limbs, but no side differences were identified in the lateral triple hop. 
No significant side x sport interactions were identified. 

Conclusions: Women’s basketball players exhibit decreased performance of frontal plane hop tests when compared 
to women’s soccer players. Additionally, the medial triple hop for distance test may be effective at identifying side-to-
side asymmetries

Level of Evidence: 3

Key words: Basketball, frontal plane, hop testing, performance tests, screening, soccer
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INTRODUCTION
Multidirectional women’s sports, including basket-
ball and soccer, have relatively high anterior cru-
ciate ligament (ACL) injury incidence rates.1 With 
these elevated risks, ACL injury prevention pro-
grams have been designed to decrease the risk of 
injury and subsequent long-term ramifications (e.g. 
financial costs, increased risk of osteoarthritis) asso-
ciated with an ACL rupture.2,3 Most prevention pro-
grams encompass some combination of strength, 
agility, and plyometric training to improve lower 
extremity biomechanics during high-risk sport 
related activities like jumping and cutting.4 How-
ever, the effectiveness of these programs is different 
between the sports, as women’s soccer players have 
shown a higher reduction of injury risk compared 
to women’s basketball players.5,6 The reason for the 
lack of effectiveness for injury prevention programs 
in women’s basketball is unknown. 

One reason for the decreased effectiveness of pre-
vention programs in basketball may be because 
women’s basketball and soccer players differ anthro-
pometrically, and employ different biomechanical 
movement strategies during sport-specific tasks. 
Women’s basketball players are taller, heavier, have 
greater lean body mass, and possess a higher body 
fat percentage compared to women’s soccer play-
ers.7-9 Biomechanically, basketball players jump and 
land with larger ground reaction forces, while soccer 
players display higher ground reaction forces during 
cutting tasks.10 While jumping, landing, and cutting 
with higher ground reaction forces may increase 
explosiveness and performance, this strategy may 
also place these two different groups of female ath-
letes at a relatively higher risk of injury during their 
respective tasks. Support for this contention is found 
in that 60% of ACL injuries in basketball occur dur-
ing a jump landing, whereas the majority of soccer 
injuries are the result of a cutting mechanism.11-14 

Another reason that ACL injury prevention programs 
may have differing success in women’s basketball 
and soccer players may be related to the distinctly 
different demands of the two sports. Basketball play-
ers jump vertically and move medially and laterally 
to a greater extent than soccer players while soc-
cer players cover more ground horizontally while 
cutting and running in a straight line.15-18 Current 

prevention programs lack emphasis on medial and 
lateral demands, consequently making them more 
specific to the demands of soccer, and potentially 
more successful in soccer than basketball players. 

Similarly, conventional physical performance tests, 
such as the drop vertical jump, triple hop for dis-
tance, broad jump, and timed 6M hop test are com-
monly used to help identify those that may be at 
risk for injury and a good candidate for preventa-
tive training by assessing landing biomechanics or 
side-to-side asymmetries,19 yet these standard tests 
are predominantly based in the sagittal plane and 
do not analyze an athlete’s ability to move in other 
planes. Compared to sagittal plane movements, fron-
tal plane movements elicit distinct lower extrem-
ity kinematics and kinetics.20 Frequent movement 
in the frontal plane may alter performance and/or 
injury risk and warrant screening tests that empha-
size frontal plane demands to complement standard 
sagittal plane tests. 

The frontal plane-focused medial and lateral triple 
hop for distance tests are relatively new tests that 
may help to identify deficits in frontal plane move-
ments to help explain differences between basketball 
and soccer players; however, these modified single 
leg performance tests have only been assessed in 
dancers with hip pathology.21 Thus, the purpose of 
this paper was to 1) establish normative values for 
the medial and lateral triple hop for distance tests 
in healthy female collegiate athletes, and 2) analyze 
differences in test scores between female basketball 
and soccer players. It was hypothesized that due to 
the frequent frontal plane demands of their sport, 
basketball players would exhibit greater perfor-
mance during these frontal plane performance tests. 

METHODS

Subjects
Thirty-two NCAA Division-I female athletes (20 
soccer, 12 basketball) participated in this study. All 
participants exclusively participated in either bas-
ketball or soccer at the collegiate level. Participants 
were excluded if they were not medically cleared for 
full sport participation. Informed written consent, 
approved by the High Point University Institutional 
Review Board was obtained prior to testing.
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Procedures
Testing occurred as part of a larger pre-season injury 
risk factor screening session. The medial and lateral 
triple hop for distance tests were performed as pre-
viously described by Kivlan et al.,21 by measuring 
the distance traveled over continuous, consecutive 
single-leg medial or lateral hops. A standard cloth 
tape measure was affixed to a rubber floor in a bio-
mechanics laboratory setting. Participants started 
on a single limb, perpendicular to the start of the 
tape measure with their upper extremities and unin-
volved lower limb in a self-selected position. For the 
lateral triple hop, participants were instructed to hop 
laterally (with respect to their weight-bearing limb), 
with measurements taken from the lateral surface of 
the shoe. The medial triple hop test was conducted 
in the same manner as the lateral hop test but in 
the medial direction of the stance leg. In accordance 
with previous studies and to ensure the most natural 
movement pattern, there was no standardization of 
upper extremity or uninvolved lower extremity posi-
tion during the test.21 Participants were required to 
control their final landing, keeping their toes point-
ing straight forward, parallel to the starting line, 
throughout the duration of the hopping trial. Both 
direction and limb were randomized across all par-
ticipants for each trial. Each participant was given 
one practice trial on each limb, in each direction 
prior to measurement. Three trials of each limb in 
each direction were then completed, with all three 
trials averaged and normalized to 1) height, 2) mass, 
and 3) height and mass, because of the considerable 
anthropometric differences between the two sets of 
athletes. Limb dominance was not assessed because 
of the varying definitions of dominance in the soc-
cer (based on kicking limb) and basketball (based on 
jumping limb). 

Data Analysis
SPSS (Version 23, IBM Corp, Armonk, New York, 
USA) was used for statistical analyses. Independent 
t-tests compared differences in anthropometrics (age, 
height, mass, BMI) between basketball and soccer 
players. Separate repeated measures ANOVAs were 
then performed to identify statistically significant 
main effects of sport (basketball vs. soccer), and side 
(right vs. left), and sport x side interactions for raw 
distances, and distances normalized to height and 

mass for medial and lateral triple hop scores. When 
necessary, post-hoc independent t-tests were used to 
further test pairwise comparisons. Statistical signifi-
cance was set a priori at α<0.05 for all analyses. 

RESULTS
Anthropometric data are reported by sport in Table 
1. Statistically significant differences were identi-
fied, where height (p=0.02), mass (p=0.004), and 
body mass index (BMI) (p=0.02) were greater in 
collegiate basketball compared to soccer players. 
Descriptive statistics of medial and lateral triple hop 
for distance measurements are reported in Table 
2. There were no significant differences between 
sports when analyzing raw medial (p=0.11) or lat-
eral (p=0.20) triple hop distances, yet after dis-
tances were normalized to height, soccer players 
jumped significantly further than basketball players 
in the medial (p=0.01) and lateral (p=0.04) direc-
tions. Similarly, when accounting for mass, soccer 
players jumped further than basketball players, with 
significant differences in the medial (p=0.001) and 
lateral (p=0.003) directions. Normalizing to both 
height and mass led to consistent significant dif-
ferences in medial (p=0.001) and lateral (p=0.001) 
directions. 

Additionally, statistically significant side differences 
(p=0.02) were identified in the entire population 
for the medial triple hop, such that participants 
jumped farther on their left (400.3±41.5 cm) than 
right (387.9±43.4 cm) limbs, but no side differences 
were identified in the lateral triple hop (p=0.65). 
Further, no significant side x sport interactions were 
identified. 

DISCUSSION 
Past research has indicated that ACL injury pre-
vention programs are less successful in women’s 

Table 1. Demographic and anthropometric measures 
of population

 Basketball (n=12) Soccer (n=20) 
Age (years) 20.0  ± 1.4 19.2 ± 1.0 
Height (m)* 1.73  ± 0.07 1.67  ± 0.06 
Mass (kg)* 80.2  ± 13.6 65.9  ± 6.6 
BMI (kg/m2)* 26.7 ± 3.6 23.6 ± 2.2 

*significant difference between basketball and soccer players 
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target specific risk factors for each sport. Results of 
this study indicate that basketball and soccer play-
ers perform similarly in the medial and lateral triple 
hop for distance tests. However, after accounting for 
anthropometric differences between the two sets of 

basketball compared to soccer,5,6 yet the reason for 
this discrepancy is unclear. Identifying anatomi-
cal, neuromuscular, biomechanical and functional 
differences between athletes of the two sports may 
help clinicians design future prevention programs to 

Figure 1. Participant performing the a) medial and b) lateral triple hop for distance tests.

Table 2.  Mean medial (MTH) and lateral (LTH) triple hop for distance scores in collegiate female basketball and soccer players
 Total (n=32) Soccer (n=20) Basketball (n=12) 
 Left Right Left Right Left Right 

MTH Raw Distance (cm)† 400.3 ± 41.6 387.9 ± 43.4 407.5 ± 44.3 398.2 ± 35.7 388.3 ± 35.0 370.8 ± 50.8 
MTH (normalized to height)*† 2.36 ± 0.24 2.29 ± 0.26 2.44 ± 0.23 2.38 ± 0.17 2.25 ± 0.21 2.15 ± 0.32 
 MTH (normalized to mass)*† 5.77 ± 1.15 5.60 ± 1.16 6.24 ± 0.90 6.08 ± 0.68 5.00 ± 1.13 4.80 ± 1.37 

MTH (normalized to height and mass)*† 0.034 ± 0.007 0.033 ± 0.007 0.037 ± 0.005 0.036 ± 0.004 0.029 ± 0.007 0.028 ± 0.009 

LTH Raw Distance (cm) 363.4 ± 41.5 361.0 ± 47.3 369.3 ± 42.1 369.8 ± 41.1 353.6 ± 40.5 346.2 ± 54.9 
LTH (normalized to height)* 2.15 ± 0.25 2.13 ± 0.28 2.21 ± 0.23 2.21 ± 0.22 2.05 ± 0.26 2.00 ± 0.33 
LTH (normalized to mass)* 5.24 ± 1.04 5.21 ± 1.10 5.63 ± 0.68 5.64 ± 0.72 4.58 ± 1.24 4.49 ± 1.28

LTH (normalized to height and mass)* 0.031 ± 0.007 0.031 ± 0.007 0.034 ± 0.004 0.034 ± 0.004 0.027 ± 0.008 0.027 ± 0.008

* significant differences between basketball and soccer players (p<0.05), † significant side to side differences in all cohorts (p<0.05) 
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athletes, basketball players are unable to jump as far 
in the frontal plane as soccer players. These weak-
nesses may translate to less lower extremity control 
during medial and lateral movements, potentially 
putting basketball players at higher risk for injury, 
considering the frequency of such movements in 
their sport. 

Results from both the medial and lateral triple hop 
for distance tests indicate that relative to body size, 
soccer players are more powerful in the frontal plane 
than basketball players. These findings do not sup-
port the original hypothesis that basketball players 
would hop greater distances compared to soccer 
players. This was based on the specificity of training 
principle, where basketball players jump and move 
more often in the frontal plane than soccer play-
ers,16, 18 and therefore, would have adapted to become 
more powerful in that plane. One possible explana-
tion for the current findings may relate to anthropo-
metric differences between the athletes. Basketball 
players possess larger BMIs than soccer players and 
show a significantly larger increase in total body and 
fat mass over their collegiate careers than soccer 
players.7 Because basketball players are taller and 
heavier, they may not have developed the strength to 
biomechanically maneuver the long lever arms asso-
ciated with their height, nor adequate strength to 
effectively move their body mass outside of the sagit-
tal plane. This is consistent with literature that indi-
cates that despite demands of the game, basketball 
players exhibit lower jump heights and less explosive 
jumping patterns than athletes of other sports.22

However, previous research has found no signifi-
cant differences between female basketball and soc-
cer players in raw forward triple hop distances and 
higher raw distances in male basketball than soccer 
players.23 This finding may be because the medial 
and lateral triple hop for distance tests measure dif-
ferent constructs than the forward triple hop for dis-
tance test. For example, the forward triple hop for 
distance test has been closely linked with both quad-
riceps and hamstrings strength,24 yet past evidence 
suggests that basketball and soccer players do not 
exhibit differences in sagittal plane thigh strength.25 
Similar data linking the medial and lateral hop tests 
to the strength of certain muscles is limited. In fact, 
Kea et al26 found little correlation between single 

medial and lateral hop tests and isokinetic testing 
of the hip abductors and adductors. This finding can 
again be attributed to isokinetic strength and fron-
tal plane hopping being different constructs or that 
hip abductor/adductor strength is not the sole factor 
influencing frontal plane movement performance. 
In other words, an athlete may simply be able 
to change the position of the stance leg to recruit 
the larger, more powerful gluteus maximus rather 
than the gluteus medius.27 This strategy would be 
controlled in the current study’s method of testing 
but may explain why it should not be assumed that 
basketball players would fare better on frontal plane 
hop tests. There is some support that simply lower-
ing the center of gravity (i.e. greater hip and knee 
flexion) may be an even more important component 
of effective lateral movement.27, 28 Further under-
standing of the specific constructs tested in medial 
and lateral triple hop for distance tests is needed. 

The results that basketball players exhibit less pow-
erful movement potential in the frontal plane may 
have direct clinical implications. While sport-speci-
ficity is generally a strong component of rehabilita-
tion and return to play practices,29 it is less common 
in the injury prevention paradigm, despite differ-
ent effectiveness of prevention programs in various 
sports.5, 6 The results suggest that injury prevention 
programs, specifically in women’s basketball play-
ers, may need to place a stronger emphasis on frontal 
plane activities than current programs administer. 
In reviewing the three ACL injury prevention pro-
grams that have been studied in women’s basket-
ball players,30-32 only 12% of plyometric activities 
are devoted to frontal plane movements. Though 
the specific prescription of plyometric exercises 
need more study, activities such as lateral bound-
ing on flat or plyometric boxes, or perhaps even 
frontal plane triple hops with or without a vertical 
component should begin to be incorporated into pre-
vention practices. Because most injury prevention 
programs emphasize sagittal plane movements, they 
may not be providing adequate stimulus to improve 
biomechanics and performance during frontal plane 
movements, which appear to be inherently weaker 
in basketball players.

Frontal plane hop tests may also have merit in more 
general rehabilitation or injury prevention settings. 
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The medial and lateral triple hop tests used in this 
study have been previously examined in danc-
ers with hip pathology, with the medial triple hop 
test being able to identify side-to-side differences 
between the involved and uninvolved sides. Another 
frontal plane test gaining traction in the literature 
is the lateral leap and catch, which assesses power 
(speed of movement) in addition to movement qual-
ity.33 To date, none of the frontal plane hop tests 
have been validated for prediction of injury risk or 
successful return to play. Continuing to develop and 
assess frontal plane testing is necessary for athletes 
with high frontal plane demands inherent within 
their sport. This study provides normative values for 
the medial and lateral triple hop for distance tests in 
healthy collegiate athletes. These results can be used 
by clinicians as a complementary piece of informa-
tion to other tests and measures to help gauge fron-
tal plane performance during their assessment of 
high-level athletes. However, clinicians must make 
appropriate clinical decisions as to whether their 
patients/athletes are able to safely perform this 
high-level task. 

The results of the current study indicate that the 
medial triple hop test elicited side-to-side differ-
ences, such that athlete’s performed better on their 
left limb than their right limb. The authors pur-
posefully chose not to categorize limbs based on 
dominance in this study. While limb dominance 
may be intuitively easy to define in soccer by the 
preferred kicking limb, this definition is not appli-
cable to basketball players. While jumping may be 
a more appropriate activity to define dominance in 
basketball players, a player’s self-selected dominant 
jumping limb is not consistent with their vertical 
or horizontal jumping performance.34 However, the 
fact that participants in this study showed greater 
performance on their left than right limbs may be 
related to sport-specific demands, as a large majority 
of soccer players preferred to kick with their right 
limbs (making the left their preferred stance limb) 
and all basketball players were right-handed, gen-
erally making the left limb the preferred jumping 
and landing limb during single-leg activities. Fur-
ther exploration of differences in limb dominance 
in these two sports may provide additional insight to 
the difference in effectiveness of ACL injury preven-
tion programs. 

Results of this study indicate that further research 
may be needed to 1) establish the clinical utility of 
frontal plane hop tests in an athletic or clinical set-
ting and 2) further understand differences between 
basketball and soccer players. Future studies could 
identify whether frontal plane hop tests have the 
ability to complement other tests and measures as 
potential predictors of injury, rehabilitation progres-
sion or successful return to play in healthy or clinical 
populations, or whether these tests provide similar 
information previously established hop batteries. 

Additionally, while this study identified significant 
differences in medial and lateral triple hop for dis-
tance tests between collegiate female basketball and 
soccer players, forward triple hop for distance tests 
were not performed in both groups. Confirming pre-
vious findings that there are no significant differ-
ences in this same population of women’s basketball 
and soccer players in the sagittal plane would have 
provided even further confirmation that these dif-
ferences identified in the frontal plane are clinically 
important, and may lead to further study regarding 
other biomechanical or neuromuscular differences 
that exist between athletes that participate in these 
sports. 

CONCLUSION
 Women’s basketball players exhibit decreased per-
formance of frontal plane hop tests as compared to 
women’s soccer players. Considering the high rate 
of ACL injuries, the relatively poor efficacy of ACL 
injury prevention programs and the frequent fron-
tal plane demands of the sport, basketball players 
may benefit from further emphasis on frontal plane 
screening measures, strength and neuromuscular 
control training.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Balance is a complex construct, affected by multiple components such as strength and co-ordination. 
However, whilst assessing an athlete’s dynamic balance is an important part of clinical examination, there is no gold 
standard measure. The multiple single-leg hop-stabilization test is a functional test which may offer a method of 
evaluating the dynamic attributes of balance, but it needs to show adequate intra-tester reliability. 

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to assess the intra-rater reliability of a dynamic balance test, the multiple 
single-leg hop-stabilization test on the dominant and non-dominant legs. 

Design: Intra-rater reliability study

Methods: Fifteen active participants were tested twice with a 10-minute break between tests. The outcome measure 
was the multiple single-leg hop-stabilization test score, based on a clinically assessed numerical scoring system. 
Results were analysed using an Intraclass Correlations Coefficient (ICC2,1) and Bland-Altman plots. Regression analy-
ses explored relationships between test scores, leg dominance, age and training (an alpha level of p = 0.05 was 
selected).

Results: ICCs for intra-rater reliability were 0.85 for the dominant and non-dominant legs (confidence intervals = 
0.62-0.95 and 0.61-0.95 respectively). Bland-Altman plots showed scores within two standard deviations. A significant 
correlation was observed between the dominant and non-dominant leg on balance scores (R2=0.49, p<0.05), and 
better balance was associated with younger participants in their non-dominant leg (R2=0.28, p<0.05) and their domi-
nant leg (R2=0.39, p<0.05), and a higher number of hours spent training for the non-dominant leg R²=0.37, p<0.05).

Conclusions: The multiple single-leg hop-stabilisation test demonstrated strong intra-tester reliability with active 
participants. Younger participants who trained more, have better balance scores. This test may be a useful measure 
for evaluating the dynamic attributes of balance. 

Level of Evidence: 3

Key words: Assessment, balance, reliability, hop testing
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INTRODUCTION
Normal balance requires the interaction between 
multisensory organ systems (proprioceptive, visual 
and vestibular1) and the brain and spinal cord, which 
ultimately control the multi-joint musculoskeletal 
system.2-4 These systems can be affected by factors 
such as nutrition,5 age,6 injury7 and disease.8 At an 
optimal level they work to maintain the center of 
gravity within a defined base of support, as well as 
the task specific orientation of body parts.9 

Within sports medicine, assessing an athlete’s 
balance is an important part of a clinical examina-
tion.10 It is within this domain that an emphasis is 
placed upon proprioceptive / balance exercises as 
both a tool for injury prevention11 and as a rehabili-
tation strategy.10 However, the physical demands of 
sport are extremely diverse, and balance and pos-
tural control appear to be influenced by other per-
formance attributes. For example, strength training 
programs lead to significant improvements in both 
static (Romberg) and dynamic (Star Excursion Bal-
ance Test) measures of balance.12 

Despite the implementation of balance training for 
both injury prevention and rehabilitation, no gold 
standard outcome measure exists with which to quan-
tify balance within the athletic population.10 While it 
is acknowledged that balance can be measured stati-
cally or dynamically,12 the population being exam-
ined should direct the nature of the test selected. 
Furthermore it should not be assumed that static bal-
ance ability is positively correlated with dynamic bal-
ance performance.13 Therefore it appears appropriate 
to use a dynamic measure of balance when exam-
ining the athletic population, as all sports require a 
“dynamic” attribute of balance in some way.

The purpose of looking at athletic balance stems 
from the results of a series of single case studies eval-
uating the use of clinically targeted compression in 
athletes, whereby compression was delivered to the 
pelvic girdle via a customised orthosis in the form 
of shorts. Questionnaire responses from the partici-
pating athletes suggested that this type of external 
pelvic compression14 may have had a positive effect 
upon balance.15 In order to investigate whether this 
is the case, the intention was to incorporate a func-
tional measure of athletic balance in future clinical 
trials. On the basis of the current literature10 and dis-

cussion with clinical colleagues, it is anticipated that 
a functional single leg test may be an appropriate 
measure of dynamic balance.

Previous researchers have found that knee instabil-
ity is positively correlated with one-legged tests,16 
and that a single leg hopping test can demonstrate 
good test re-test reliability.17 The multiple single-
leg hop-stabilization test (MSLHST) is a single leg 
dynamic measure,18 involving forwards, and diago-
nal movements in a unipedal stance, that incorpo-
rates periods of statically maintaining this stance. 
Athletes are scored on both a balance and landing 
scale, according to the errors that they commit in 
each period of the test; these scores are summed to 
give the total error score. It has been argued that this 
type of functional test is important because it chal-
lenges athletes in a way which reflects the forces and 
directions of movement that are integral to sport.18 

Although this test has been reported to have very 
good inter-tester reliability (ICC values 0.70-0.92),18 
intra-rater reliability was shown to be lacking.10 
Closer inspection of the intra-rater reliability reveals 
that this lack of reliability only refers to the balance 
scores which significantly differed between tests; no 
significant difference was observed with the landing 
scores.10 Further, this study18 assessed three test ses-
sions, each 48 hours apart; a different scenario to 
the current intra-rater reliability study in which the 
testing was completed in one session.

A further consideration for any balance study involv-
ing athletes with a lower limb injury is the influ-
ence of lower limb dominance. In football, a players’ 
dominant (preferred kicking leg) has been shown to 
be significantly stronger than their non-dominant 
leg in terms of hip adductor strength,19 and hip 
flexor strength,20 but not in all muscle groups.19 It 
has been suggested that any rehabilitation of injury 
needs to take leg dominance into consideration.19 As 
a strength deficit may potentially contribute to poor 
balance, it is important that a study considers the 
role of limb dominance, and examines how this may 
influence the reliability of the balance measure used.

The purpose of this study was to assess the intra-
rater reliability of a dynamic balance test, the 
 MSLHST on the dominant and non-dominant 
legs. A secondary purpose was to explore whether 
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 relationships exist between the MSLHST scores and 
leg dominance, age, and time spent engaging in 
exercise (training).

METHODS

Design
 An intra-rater reliability study was undertaken. All 
of the testing was undertaken by a single investiga-
tor, using portable equipment; the test was scored 
in “real time” while the balance measure was being 
performed.

Participants
 A convenience sample of volunteers was recruited 
from Plymouth University staff and students, and 
from local sports clubs. To maximise recruitment 
the study was conducted at the University (Human 
Movement Laboratory) to accommodate the staff and 
student participants. Ethical approval was gained 
from a local University Ethics Commitee (Plymouth 
University). 

Eligibility Criteria
To be included, participants had to be over the age 
of 18, and able to give informed consent, be self-
declared as healthy, and have sustained no lower 
limb musculoskeletal injuries in the prior three 
months. Participants were exluded if they were 
pregnant, had a current illness / unresolved condi-
tion, or had any neurological, musculoskeletal or 
cardiorespiratory impairment.

Sample Size
Reliability coefficients greater than 0.7 are deemed 
to be acceptable for most clinical trials.21 A power 
calculation indicated that 15 people were needed to 
be recruited in order to demonstrate an ICC of >0.7 
(power = 0.88; α = 0.05). This is in keeping with the 
work of Fleiss22 and their discussion of the numbers 

required for a reliability study involving quantitative 
measures.

Participant Characteristics
Participant demographics (age, gender, height, weight), 
their leg dominance (as defined by which side they 
would kick a ball), and the average number of hours 
spent training / performing sports in a week were 
recorded.

Measurement of the MSLHST
Testing was undertaken in standard sports attire 
(shorts, t shirt and athletic shoes) and conducted in 
the same undisturbed environment, in order to min-
imise external influences and allow for standardiza-
tion. Standardized written instructions were given to 
all participants prior to testing; this included photo-
graphs of stances. Participants also received verbal 
instructions from the researcher while viewing the 
MSLHST set up, and before completing their prac-
tice attempts.

The distances between each of the boxes (Table 1) 
were standardized according to the participants’ 
height. Diagonal distances represented 45% of the 
participants’ height (wearing athletic shoes), and 
Pythagoras Theorem used to calculate the distances 
in the frontal plane, for the adjacent boxes. The mat 
was labelled according to the height related dis-
tances prior to testing to ensure that during testing, 
there was minimal delay in setting up the mat. This 
was achieved using hook and loop combinations of 
numbered Velcro® squares. 

One practice attempt on each leg was undertaken 
for familiarization of the procedure while avoiding 
fatigue. Both the dominant leg (as defined as the leg 
that people would prefer to kick a ball with) and the 
non-dominant leg were tested in a randomized order 
(randomization was undertaken using the Microsoft 

Table 1. Hop distances according to height, Reimann and Manske22
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of the balance and landing error scores. The MSL-
HST scoring was defined as:

Balance score. Up to three error marks were given 
for participants committing the following in any bal-
ance period:

•  Touching the floor with the non-weight bearing 
limb;

•  Removing hands from iliac crests;
•  Non-weight bearing limb touching the weight 

bearing limb;
•  Non-weight bearing limb moving into excessive 

flexion, extension or abduction 

(this was defined as movement beyond the predeter-
mined stance (>30 degrees of movement); displayed 
to the participants in a photographical format).

Landing score. Up to 10 error marks were given for 
participants committing the following in any land-
ing period:

•  Removing hands from iliac crests;
•  Foot not covering the numbered square;
•  Stumbling on landing;
•  Landing foot not facing forwards with 10 degrees 

of inversion or eversion.

Therefore potential test scores could range from 0 
-130 (0-100 for the landing component, and, 0-30 for 
the balance element).

Statistical Analyses 
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 20 for 
Windows (IBM). Two-way random absolute agreement 
intra-class correlation (ICC2,1) and 95% confidence 
intervals were used to assess the intra-rater reliability.24

Bland Altman plots were presented to show a visual 
representation of intra-rater reliability. Using more 
than one measure of reliability has been advised as 
no one measure is suitable for all reliability stud-
ies.25 ICCs give a relative view of reliability, therefore 
it has been advised not to draw conclusions before 
using methods of examining the absolute reliability.26

A paired t-test was used to ascertain if there was a sig-
nificant difference between the balance ability of the 
dominant and non-dominant leg (p = <0.05). Regres-
sion analyses were undertaken to explore possible 
relationships between balance ability on the dominant 

Excel 2010 randomization function). After a 10 min-
ute rest, participants were asked to complete the 
MSLHST again on both legs, in the same order.

The starting position was standardised with the 
participants standing on one leg with both hands 
on their iliac crests and eyes facing forwards. Par-
ticipants were asked to hop to a series of numbered 
boxes; each with an area of 2.5cm2 (Figures 1a, 1b). 
Arm position was standardized throughout the test, 
with participants asked to keep their hands on their 
iliac crests. The task was paced by a metronome 
(with an auditory cue every one second). On land-
ing on each box, participants were asked to maintain 
their position for five seconds (counted aloud by the 
investigator). The balance period was defined as the 
period prior to undertaking each jump and the period 
one to five seconds after landing and stabilizing the 
position. The landing period was defined as the one 
second period immediately after landing, when the 
participant attempted to stabilize their position. 

Previous work has described how any error in either 
a landing or balance phase was counted as a fail-
ure.18 Errors were scored according to the period in 
the test in which they were committed i.e. 3 points 
for an error in a balance period, and 10 points for a 
landing period error. Testing did not stop following 
an error; participants continued with the test and all 
errors were scored.The final test score was the sum 

Figure 1. 1a. A representation of the boxes marked out for 
the multiple single-leg hop-stabilisation test. 1b. A photograph 
of the testing mat being prepared for variable distances.
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and non-dominant leg, age and time spent training 
each week. The strength of the correlation coefficients 
were interpreted as: 0 = zero, 0.1-0.3 = weak, 0.4-0.6 
= moderate, 0.7-0.9 = strong and 1 = perfect.27

The time spent training each week was further explored 
using t tests to determine the possibility of predicting 
test performance according to the amount of training 
undertaken (< or > five hours per week). Such a rela-

tionship has been observed in previous work, showing 
that lifelong football trained men demonstrated signifi-
cantly superior balance to age matched untrained men.28

RESULTS
Fifteen participants (males = 8), aged 22-57 partici-
pated in the study. The demographics of the tested 
population are presented in Table 2. 

Table 3 presents the MSLHST score inter-rater reli-
ability ICCs for the dominant and non-dominant leg, 
along with the 95% CI’s. ICCs for both legs = 0.85.

Tables 4 and 5 present the ICCs for the balance and 
landing scores on each leg. For the non-dominant leg, 
balance and landing score ICCs were 0.87 and 0.78 
respectively. For the dominant leg, ICCs were 0.88 for 
the balance score, and 0.72 for the landing score.

Figures 2 and 3 present visual representations of the 
intra-rater differences in scores for the dominant 
and non-dominant legs. Offer a summary statement 
here too. 

Table 2.  Demographic data

Table 3.  Intra-rater reliability results. ICC(2,1) Table 5.  Intra-rater reliability results for the dominant leg 
balance and landing scores. ICC(2.1)

ecnedifnoC%59geLtnanimoD
Intervals

 Intraclass Correlation 
Coefficient 

Lower 
Bounds 

Upper
Bounds 

Landing Score 0.72 0.34 0.90 
Balance Score 0.88 0.83 0.96 
Landing score = balance errors made in the one second period immediately
after landing 

Balance score = balance errors made in the period prior to undertaking each
jump and the period one to five seconds after landing and stabilizing
the position. 

Table 4.  Intra-rater reliability results for the non-dominant 
leg balance and landing scores. ICC(2.1)
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Paired t-tests revealed no significant differences 
between performance of the dominant and non-domi-
nant legs in the first or second performance of the test 
(p = >0.05), therefore the scores for the dominant and 
non-dominant legs were averaged across the two tests 
(Figure 4). 

There was a significant positive and strong relation-
ship29 between the scores obtained on the dominant 
and non-dominant legs; higher scores on one leg 
were associated with higher scores on the other leg 
(R2=0.49 p<0.05; Figure 5).

There was a significant positive and moderate rela-
tionship29 between the scores obtained on both the 
dominant / non-dominant legs and the age of the 
participant. Higher scores (indicating more errors) 
were associated with advancing age The relationship 
was stronger on the dominant leg (non-dominant leg 
R2 = 0.28, p<0.05, Figure 6; dominant leg R2=0.39, 
p<0.05, Figure 7).

Figure 2. Bland Altman plot of the intra-rater differences 
when the MSLHST is performed on the dominant leg.

Figure 3. Bland Altman plot of the intra-rater differences 
when the MSLHST is performed on the non-dominant leg.

Figure 4. Mean error scores for the dominant and non-dom-
inant leg.

Figure 5. A scatterplot showing the linear relationship 
between the average dominant and non-dominant leg scores 
on the multiple single-leg hop-stabilization test.

Figure 6. A scatterplot showing the linear relationship 
between the average non-dominant leg scores on the multiple 
single-leg hop-stabilisation test and age.
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Greater number of training hours per week were asso-
ciated with lower scores on the MSLHST. This relation-
ship, which was of moderate strength,29 was significant 
for the non-dominant leg only (R²=0.37 p<0.05).

Further analysis using t-tests showed a significant 
difference (p = <0.05) in overall scores between 
those training more and those training less than five 
hours per week. This was seen for the average scores 
for both dominant and non-dominant legs.

DISCUSSION
ICC values can be interpreted as follows; 0.75 and above 
indicates excellent reliability, 0.4-0.75 is fair to good 
reliability and <0.4 is seen as poor reliability.22 The 
ICC results for both the dominant and non-dominant 
leg both demonstrate a mean value of 0.85. Whereas 
this may be considered as demonstrating excellent 
intra-rater reliability,22 examination of the 95% CI urges 
more caution. The intervals ranging from 0.62-0.95 for 
the dominant leg, and, 0.61-0.95 for the non-dominant 
leg, should be interpreted as showing that the MSLHST 
demonstrates good to excellent intra-rater reliability in 
a healthy, exercising population.

The varying degrees of reliability shown in Tables 4 
and 5 allows a comparison with previous findings on 
the differences in the landing and balance score reli-
ability.18 The current findings show that ICCs range 
from 0.72-0.88; indicating good to excellent reliabil-
ity.22 The finding that reliability is greater with the 
balance scores than landing is in contrast to prior 
work.18 While this may reflect the difference in the 
prescribed scores given for landing and balance errors, 
for the purpose of this work the focus upon intra-rater 
reliability is with the overall MSLHST score which is 
derived by totalling the balance and landing scores.

While ICCs were examined to provide a quantitative 
assessment of reliability in terms of consistency of 
agreement; Bland Altman plots were examined as a 
qualitative method of assessing reliability and deter-
mining degree of absolute agreement.30 Inspection 
of these plots (Figures 2 and 3) show that the MSL-
HST intra-rater scores all lay within the two stan-
dard deviation limits. Considering these findings 
together with those of previous research,18 it appears 
that the MSLHST could be a reliable functional out-
come measure, and may be considered for inclusion 
in future clinical trials in a similar population.

Thorborg et al19 suggested that one may expect to 
see a difference in balance ability between the dom-
inant/ non-dominant legs. However, paired t-tests 
used to examine the current data demonstrated that 

Figure 7. A scatterplot showing the linear relationship between 
the average dominant leg scores on the multiple single-leg hop-
stabilisation test and age.

Figure 8. A scatterplot showing the linear relationship between 
the average non-dominant leg scores on the  and weekly multiple 
single-leg hop-stabilisation test training hours. 

Figure 9. A scatterplot showing the linear relationship between 
the average dominant leg scores on the MSLHST and weekly 
training hours.
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there was no significant difference between the 
dominant and non-dominant limbs in this sample 
(p=>0.05). Furthermore a significant strong, posi-
tive correlation was observed between the MSLHST 
scores of the dominant and non-dominant leg. Those 
making less errors completing the test on their dom-
inant leg, tend to perform similarly on ther non-
dominant leg. This finding has also been observed 
in the sedentary population,31 although future work 
is warranted to explore this in athletes.

A moderate and significant positive relationship 
was demonstrated between balance scores and age; 
higher error scores (indicative of worsening bal-
ance) occurred with increasing age when both the 
dominant and non-dominant legs were assessed. A 
deterioration of balance with age has been reported 
previously.32 Changes include an increased ampli-
tude and speed of postural sway, reduced dynamic 
balance and greater instability when sensory inputs 
controlling balance are perturbed or reduced.33 Many 
of these studies compared balance ability in younger 
(<30 years) and older (>60 years) age groups.32,33 
It is of note that this measure of dynamic balance 
appeared able to detect variations in performance 
with age even within the relatively narrow age band 
of the current sample (22-57 years). 

People who trained for greater time periods each 
week had lower scores on the MSLHST (indicating 
better balance ability). This was only significant on 
the non-dominant leg. Interestingly, the task used 
to define the dominant leg was kicking a ball in 
which the opposite non-dominant leg is balancing, 
supporting the body weight. The moderate relation-
ship seen between the hours spent training and bet-
ter performance on the non-dominant leg balance 
scores might be because this leg is used more fre-
quently for balancing activities; especially during 
asymmetric activities like football that involve pha-
sic movements of the dominant leg. 

Predicting performance scores through other vari-
ables can be useful in forecasting future perfor-
mance outcomes. Led by the findings of earlier 
research28 the number of training hours undertaken 
each week was explored as a predictor of subjects 
MSLHST scores; a significant difference (p = <0.05) 
was shown between participants when grouped in 
terms of the time spent engaged in exercise activities 

each week. More specifically the results show that it 
is possible to predict how well a participant will do 
on the MSLHST by looking at the number of hours 
that they spend training each week; more than five 
hours of training per week is a strong indicator that a 
participant will have a lower error score (indicative 
of better balance). This is supported by literature in 
other populations where engagement in sport and 
physical activities has been shown to be associated 
with better balance and postural control.34 

CONCLUSION
The results of the current study demonstrate that the 
MSLHST demonstrates good to excellent intra-rater 
reliability in a healthy, active population. Further-
more simple regression analyses suggest that predic-
tions may be made as to participants’ MSLHST error 
scores, based on known factors such as their age and 
training hours. The latter showing a significant dif-
ference (<0.05) in performance between those train-
ing more and less than five hours per week. However 
further work is required to confirm these findings. 
Similar to the findings of previous work,18 it appears 
that this test could be an appropriate functional mea-
sure of athletic balance for use in future studies. 
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ABSTRACT
Background: A paucity of research currently exists for upper extremity return to sport testing. The Upper 
Quarter Y-Balance Test (YBT-UQ) is a clinical test of closed kinetic chain performance with demonstrated 
reliability. Prior investigations of the YBT-UQ were conducted with individuals in a resting state and no 
comparison to performance in a fatigued state has been conducted.

Purpose: To examine the effect of upper extremity fatigue on the performance of the YBT-UQ in recre-
ational weightlifters.

Study Design: Randomized controlled trial

Methods: 24 participants who participated in recreational weight training three days per week were ran-
domly allocated to a control or experimental group. Individuals in the control group were tested using the 
YBT-UQ and re-tested after a 20-minute rest period. Participants in the experimental group were tested 
with the YBT-UQ, performed an upper extremity exercise fatigue protocol, and immediately re-tested. 
Examiners were blinded to participant allocation.

Results: Differences from pre- to post-fatigue YBT-UQ testing revealed score reductions between 2.04cm 
– 12.16cm for both composite scores and individual reach directions. The repeated measures ANOVA 
revealed significant differences when comparing the pre- and post-testing results between the fatigue and 
non-fatigue groups for all individual directions (p≤ .006) and composite scores both limbs (p<.035). 

Conclusion: The performance of an upper body fatigue protocol significantly reduces YBT-UQ scores in 
recreational weightlifters.

Level of Evidence: 1b

Keywords: Fatigue, functional testing, upper extremity, Upper Quarter Y-Balance Test 
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INTRODUCTION
Resistance training is a popular form of exercise 
for both athletic and recreational purposes. Injury 
resulting in medical attention as a result of resistance 
training, has been reported at a prevalence between 
25-30%.1 The shoulder complex is a common region 
for exercise related injury, comprising 36% of all 
incidents.1 Shoulder injury often results in reduced 
strength, proprioception, and balance which can be 
assessed with both open or closed chain testing.

Two common tests used to evaluate the upper 
extremity include the closed kinetic chain upper 
extremity stability test (CKC-UEST) and the one-arm 
hop test.2-4 The CKC-UEST requires participants to 
assume an upright push-up position with their feet 
36 inches apart. The test then scores how many 
times an individual can reach across midline to the 
contralateral hand while maintaining the push-up 
position. The CKC-UEST has been shown to be reli-
able and predictive of injury, but only assesses the 
upper extremity in a single plane and does not dif-
ferentiate performance for a single limb.2,3 The one-
arm hop test, has also been shown to be reliable, but 
only measures single arm power.4 More recently, 
the Upper Quarter Y-Balance Test (YBT-UQ), a clini-
cal test of closed kinetic chain performance, has 
demonstrated high reliability for assessment of uni-
lateral upper extremity function.5 The YBT-UQ has 
also demonstrated the ability to serve as a measure 
for normal function when testing an injured upper 
extremity with reported similarity between domi-
nant and non-dominant limbs.6

The clinical tests described previously are com-
monly used by physical therapists to assess upper 
extremity performance, but individuals are typically 
tested in a non-fatigued state. Fatigue is defined as a 
transient decrease in the capacity to perform physi-
cal actions7 and can result in a reduction in muscle 
force, impaired coordination, delayed neuromuscu-
lar activation, and impaired joint stability.8-13 These 
fatigue induced impairments could result in greater 
injury risk in both athletic and recreational activi-
ties. To date, a paucity of research exists investigat-
ing the performance of the YBT-UQ under fatigue. 
The purpose of this investigation was to examine 
the effect of muscular fatigue on YBT-UQ scores in 
recreational weightlifters. The hypothesis was that 

YBT-UQ performance would decline in participants 
tested in a fatigued state.11-13 

METHODS

Study Design
This study was a prospective randomized controlled 
trial. The study flow diagram is outlined in Figure 
1. Twenty-four healthy, college-aged subjects were 
recruited from a local university community with 
publicly displayed flyers. Participants were pro-
vided explanation of testing procedures and gave 
written informed consent prior to testing. Partici-
pants were included in the study if they performed 
upper-extremity resistance weight training on aver-
age three days per week (range 2-5), possessed 
sufficient ability to read English as required for 
completing questionnaires, and were over 18 years 
of age. Exclusion criteria consisted of any single red 
flag item noted in the patient’s medical screening 
questionnaire, answered yes to any question on the 
physical activity readiness questionnaire (PAR-Q), 
prior surgical history on either left or right upper 
extremity and currently experiencing pain in either 
the left or right upper extremity. The Institutional 
Review Board approved the study protocol.

Participants
 Twenty-four participants (mean age 25.75 years ± 
2.67) met the inclusion criteria and were random-
ized to either the fatigue or non-fatigue groups. The 
fatigue group included 11 individuals (4 females and 
7 males) while 13 participants were allocated to the 
non-fatigue group (3 females and 10 males). The 
sample size of 24 participants was powered based on 
prior lower extremity research demonstrating sig-
nificant between group differences when comparing 
fatigue to non-fatigued testing of the Lower Quarter 
Y-Balance Test (YBT-LQ).14

Procedures
The protocol described by Gorman et al5 was utilized 
for YBT-UQ testing procedures with the Y-Balance 
Test kit (Functional Movement Systems, Chatham, 
VA). Prior to conducting the initial testing procedures 
all participants viewed a video on proper perfor-
mance of the test, received a demonstration by the 
primary investigator and practiced two trials in all 
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rest provided at the conclusion of all four exercises. 
Three sets of each exercise were performed in total 
prior to immediately re-testing the YBT-UQ.

Participants who were assigned to the control group 
were asked to rest in a seated position for 20 minutes 
in a separate room. Examiners were blinded to par-
ticipant allocation for the fatigue protocol or resting 
protocol. Following the completion of the resistance 
training protocol or rest protocol, participants were 
re-tested on the YBT-UQ using the same procedures 
as previously described. Examiners were blinded to 
group allocation for each individual participating in 
this study.

Data Analysis
The statistical package for social sciences (SPSS ver-
sion 22.0, Chicago, Ill.) was used for analysis. Base-
line between group differences for demographic 
data including height, weight, body mass index, arm 
dominance and age were compared with the inde-
pendent samples t test. The two-way factorial Analy-
sis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the 
interaction between group and time to analyze both 
between and within group differences for YBT-UQ 

three directions on both the right and left limb prior 
to actual testing. The right arm was then measured 
from the 7th cervical vertebrae to the tip of the middle 
finger with the shoulder in 90 degrees of abduction. 
Participants were asked to reach as far as possible in 
all three directions and the distance for all three tri-
als in each direction were recorded (Figure 2). Con-
sistent with the calculation used by Westrick et al.6, 
reach distance was calculated for each direction by 
taking the average of the three attempts, dividing by 
right upper extremity limb length, and multiplying 
by 100. A composite score was also calculated by tak-
ing the sum of the average reach distance in each of 
the three directions and dividing it by three times 
right upper extremity limb length.

Participants randomized to the experimental group 
performed a fatigue protocol under the guidance of 
research assistant blinded to YBT-UQ scores. The 
overhead shoulder press (Figure 3) and seated row 
(Figure 4) were performed at the participants 10 
repetition maximum for each exercise. The prone 
push-up (Figure 5) and pull-up (Figure 6) exercises 
were each performed to failure. A 30 second rest 
was utilized between each exercise with a 90 second 

Figure 1. Diagram outlining the fl ow of both the control and fatigue groups of subjects.
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tion between group and individual directions (p≤.006) 
and composite scores for both limbs (p<.035). The 
reduction in scores for the fatigue group ranged from 
2.04cm – 12.16cm for both limbs, individual reach dis-
tances and composite scores, indicating that fatigue 
significantly impairs testing scores on the YBT-UQ.

DISCUSSION
Upper extremity injuries are common in both sport 
and recreational activities. However, few closed 

scores. Separate ANOVA’s were conducted to exam-
ine each direction therefore a Bonferroni corrected 
alpha (p=.05/3 = .016) was utilized.

RESULTS
Descriptive characteristics of all subjects are pre-
sented in Table 1. The pre- and post-test results for 
the mean and standard deviation score for each direc-
tion are provided in Table 2. Table 3 presents pre- and 
post-test results for the composite score while Figure 
7 compares post test scores in the fatigue and con-
trol group. The fatigue protocol resulted in a signifi-
cant reduction in YBT-UQ scores in comparison to the 
non-fatigue protocol when analyzed by the interac-

Figure 2. Performance of the YBT-UQ test in each of the three 
reach directions; a. medial, b. inferolateral, c. superolateral.

Figure 3. Overhead machine shoulder press exercise per-
formed to 10 repetition maximum as a part of the upper body 
fatigue protocol.

Figure 4. Seated machine row exercise performed to 10 repeti-
tion maximum as a part of the upper body fatigue protocol.
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To the authors’ knowledge, no other studies have 
examined the impact of a rested and fatigued state 
on UQ-YBT scores, nor on other tests of closed 
kinetic chain upper quarter function (CKCUEST, 
one-arm hop test). Therefore, it would be challeng-
ing to directly compare these results against other 
studies of upper quarter functional testing under 
fatigue. The results of this study can be compared to 
other studies that have examined the role of fatigue 
on movement and performance.

kinetic chain tests have been identified to assess those 
with upper extremity performance deficits prior to 
returning to sport. Moreover, even fewer studies have 
examined the effect of fatigue on the performance of 
these upper quarter closed kinetic chain tests. The 
YBT-UQ has previously been identified as a reliable 
assessment of unilateral upper extremity closed 
kinetic chain excursion ability in healthy college-
aged subjects.5,6 The purpose of the current study 
was to identify if upper body fatigue affected the per-
formance on the YBT-UQ. The results of the current 
study suggest there is a significant decrease in YBT-
UQ performance when performed in a fatigued state. 

Previous researchers have found similar reach dis-
tances normalized to limb length in a variety of 
populations when performing the YBT-UQ in a non-
fatigued state.5,6,15,16 Taylor et al17 reported YBT-UQ 
reach distances in Division 1 collegiate athletes, 
which in comparison to the current study reach dis-
tances, were in excess of 10cm greater in each direc-
tion. This difference in excursion is likely a result of 
the different populations tested; Division 1 athletes 
vs. recreational weightlifters.

Figure 5. Prone push-up exercise performed to failure as a 
part of the upper body fatigue protocol.

Figure 6. Pull-up exercise performed to failure as a part of the 
upper body fatigue protocol.

Subject characteristics Non-fatigue (n=13, 
3 males, 10 females) 

Fatigue (n=11, 
4 females, 7 males) 

p-value*

Age (yrs) 26 (1.41) 25.45 (3.72) .061 

Weight (kg) 80.18 (14.33) 78.59 (13.45) .651 

Height (cm) 175.94 (9.22) 178.03 (10.98) .437 

Right limb length (cm) 89 (4.84) 87.18 (6.00) .567 

Reported as mean ± (standard deviation) 
*Independent samples t test 

Table 1. Descriptive characteristics for both the fatigue and 
non-fatigue groups.
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being tested, can also impact performance as sub-
jects in their study performed an upper body fatigue 
protocol resulting in a decrease for dynamic stand-
ing balance measured via the YBT-LQ. In a system-
atic review, Santamaria and Webster9 found fatigue 
appears to affect lower-limb biomechanics during 
single-limb landings. 

Study limitations include limited generalizability out-
side of the recreational weight training population 
and use of an exercise protocol that may create a level 
of fatigue excessively specific to the upper quarter. 
An effort was made to utilize a fatigue protocol spe-
cific to recreational weight lifters but this may not be 
applicable to athletes engaging in other sports or rec-
reational activities. A comparison for both local mus-
cular and aerobic fatigue should also be considered, 
as this investigation did not monitor energy expen-
diture or correlate levels of fatigue to YBT-UQ scores. 

Future research involving the use of YBT-UQ should 
be performed in specific athletic populations and 
utilize a fatigue protocol that closely simulates 
the demand of the sport for the population being 
studied. Performing a fatigue protocol that closely 
resembles the physiological demand of the sport or 
activity allows for the potential of combined local 

YBT-
UQ
direction

Non-fatigue group
pre-test (n=13) 

Non-fatigue group 
post-test (n=13) 

Fatigue group
pre-test (n=11) 

Fatigue group
post-test (n=11) 

 Right Left Right Left Right Left Right Left 
Medial 97.05 

(8.22)
99.76
(8.04)

98.10
(8.84)

101.51
(8.65)

100.74
(4.83)

100.55
(5.69)

96.11*
(5.86)

98.51*
(7.59)

Superior
/lateral 

68.33
(10.78)

69.60
(11.39)

68.36
(9.97)

70.89
(10.93)

65.58
(5.86)

67.18
(7.06)

55.50*
(8.54)

55.02*
(8.32)

Inferior
/lateral 

92.37
(11.20)

85.84
(10.80)

94.72
(11.40)

87.05
(9.54)

95.56
(7.51)

87.48
(6.35)

87.55*
(8.75)

79.98*
(8.57)

*Significant at p<.016 

Table 2. Comparison of pre- and post-testing scores examining the interaction 
between group and time with the factorial ANOVA for the right and left limbs. 
Reported as mean ± (standard deviation).

YBT-UQ  Non-fatigue group 
pre-test (n=13) 

Non-fatigue
group post-test 
(n=13)

Fatigue group
pre-test  (n=11) 

Fatigue group 
post-test (n=11) 

 Right Left Right Left Right Left Right Left 
Composite 
Score

85.92
(9.06)

85.07
(9.45)

87.06
(8.78)

86.48
(9.09)

87.29
(3.85)

86.72
(4.89)

79.72*
(4.65)

77.83*
(6.10)

*Significant at p<.035 

Table 3.  Comparison of pre- and post-testing composite scores examining the 
interaction between group and time with the factorial ANOVA for right and left 
limbs. Reported as mean ± (standard deviation).

Post-Test Fa�gue Versus Control Group

72
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Figure 7. Fatigue group and control group comparison of post 
testing composite YBT-UQ scores for both right and left limbs.

Fatigue has been demonstrated to result in a reduc-
tion of muscle force, impaired coordination, delayed 
neuromuscular activation, and impaired joint stabil-
ity.8-13 It has also been shown previously that a sig-
nificant portion of injuries occur in the latter stages 
of games/competition, which indicate a potential 
effect of fatigue on risk of injury.18-20 Sarshin et al12 
demonstrated a reduction in dynamic postural con-
trol, measured by YBT-LQ excursions, after fatigue 
was induced via running at different intensities. 
Similarly, Wassinger et al21 found that distant fatigue, 
or fatigue induced at a different area of the body 
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and central responses specific to that sport. Future 
research should also examine a fatigue protocol tar-
geting the trunk and lower extremity musculature 
due to the YBT-UQ not specifically being an isolated 
upper extremity test. There is also a need to expand 
normative data using the YBT-UQ on varied popula-
tions. Additionally, there is a need to expand data of 
YBT-UQ performance both in a rested and fatigued 
state to determine if differences exist among popula-
tions other than the recreational weightlifter popula-
tion used in this current study.

CONCLUSION
The performance of an upper body fatigue protocol 
significantly reduces YBT-UQ scores in recreational 
weightlifters for all three individual reach directions 
and composite scores. Clinicians using the YBT-UQ 
for return to activity decisions should be aware of 
the individuals’ state of fatigue during testing. Addi-
tionally, clinicians should consider testing in both a 
non-fatigued and fatigued state to allow for a more 
thorough evaluation of performance prior to return 
to activity.
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ABSTRACT

Background: Due to the high number of adolescent athletes and subsequent lower extremity injuries, 
improvements of injury prevention strategies with emphasis on clinic-based and practical assessments are 
warranted. 

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to prospectively investigate if a battery of functional performance 
tests (FPT) could be used as a preseason-screening tool to identify adolescent athletes at risk for sports-
related acute lower extremity injury via comparison of injured and uninjured subjects. 

Methods: One hundred adolescent volleyball, basketball and soccer athletes (female, n=62; male, n=38; 
mean age = 14.4±1.6) participated. The FPT assessment included: triple hop for distance, star excursion 
balance test, double leg lowering maneuver, drop jump video test, and multi-stage fitness test. Composite 
scores were calculated using a derived equation. Subjects were monitored throughout their designated 
sport season(s), which consisted of a six-month surveillance period. The schools certified athletic trainer 
(ATC) recorded all injuries. Subjects were categorized into groups according to sex and injury incidence 
(acute lower extremity injury vs. uninjured) for analysis. 

Results: Mean FPT composite scores were significantly lower for the injured compared to the uninjured 
groups in both sexes (males: 19.06±3.59 vs. 21.90±2.44; females: 19.48±3.35 vs. 22.10±3.06 injured and 
uninjured, respectively)(p < .05). The receiver-operator characteristic analysis determined the cut-off 
score at ≤20 for both genders (sensitivity=.71, specificity=.81, for males; sensitivity=.67, specificity=.69, 
for females)(p<.05) for acute noncontact lower extremity injuries. Significant positive correlations were 
found between the FPT composite score and the multi-stage fitness test in male subjects (r=.474, p=.003), 
suggesting a relationship between functional performance, aerobic capacity, and potential injury risk. 

Conclusion: A comprehensive assessment of functional performance tests may be beneficial to identify 
high-injury risk adolescents prior to athletic participation. 

Keywords: Adolescent, injury risk, pre-participation, screening
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INTRODUCTION
In the United States of America, more than half of 
all high school students participate in some form of 
athletics each year, making up a population of over 
7 million adolescent student-athletes.1 High school 
athletes sustain an estimated 1.5 million injuries 
each year with the ankle and knee being the most 
common sites of injury.2-5 Severe injuries negatively 
affect the injured athlete’s health, result in the ath-
lete missing a large part of his or her season, and 
often burden the health care system, as they are 
more likely to require advanced medical treatment 
such as surgery.2 Due to the sheer number of injury 
occurrences and detrimental consequences, previ-
ous authors have suggested a need for implementa-
tion of specific injury prevention strategies for the 
ankle and knee joints via identifying modifiable 
injury risk factors.2, 4-6 

Prior studies have commented on the importance 
of longitudinal research when evaluating injury risk 
factors (i.e., demographics, biomechanics, fitness 
level, etc.) through prospective injury surveillance.7-10 
A relationship between intrinsic static and dynamic 
factors that may contribute to increased risk of suf-
fering acute lower extremity injuries in sports has 
been previously reported. 9,11,12 Intrinsic risk factors 
include demographics (previous history of injury)13, 
anthropometric variables (BMI, age, gender),13-15 pos-
tural stability (balance),8,16 fatigue, 9,17,18 and physi-
cal performance measures (jump-landing, single leg 
hopping, core stability, cardiorespiratory fitness.19-23 
Functional performance tests (such as the drop-jump 
video test, star excursion balance test, double leg 
lowering maneuver, triple hop for distance test, and 
multi-stage fitness test) 19,24,25,27 have been presented 
in the literature as reliable and valid assessments for 
jump-landing mechanics, dynamic balance, core sta-
bility, lower limb strength and power, and cardiore-
spiratory fitness, respectively.19,24-28 

Functional performance tests have been used to 
assess components of sport performance (strength, 
power, agility), determine readiness for return to 
sport, evaluate effectiveness of neuromuscular train-
ing interventions, and predict injury of the lower 
extremity.29-33 An advantage of functional tests are 
that they require minimal personnel, are quick to 
administer, and require only minimal equipment.31 

Due to the high number of adolescent athletes and 
subsequent lower extremity injuries, improvements 
of injury prevention strategies with emphasis on 
clinic-based and practical assessments (time, equip-
ment, finances, etc.) are warranted. Furthermore, 
assessments should be objective and include scores 
from validated clinical tests. Other screening pro-
grams have been proposed; however, many require 
subjective rating systems or singular variables. The 
purpose of this study was to prospectively investi-
gate if a battery of functional performance tests 
(FPT) could be used as a preseason-screening tool 
to identify adolescent athletes at risk for sports-
related acute lower extremity injury via comparison 
of injured and uninjured subjects. This investigation 
included comparisons of composite scores between 
injured and non-injured matched subjects and cal-
culation of likelihood ratios to describe probabilities 
and assess risk. A second purpose was to investigate 
the relationship between aerobic capacity, functional 
performance, and potential injury risk. Hence, per-
formance on the multi-stage fitness test (MSFT) was 
correlated with the FPT composite score.

METHODS

Subjects
One hundred male and female athletes between the 
ages of 12 and 17 years (14.44 ± 1.65 years) were 
recruited from a private school and were chosen as a 
sample of convenience. Sample size was determined 
by performing a priori power analysis using G*Power 
statistical software (Version 3.1.9.2) with power set 
at 0.8. As participants in middle and high school ath-
letics, all subjects played at least one of three sports: 
soccer (n = 22), volleyball (n = 14), or basketball 
(n = 64). These specific sports were selected based 
upon the common occurrence of noncontact acute 
lower extremity injuries involved with sport partici-
pation and high-risk maneuvers.2 Since soccer, vol-
leyball, and basketball all share common athletic 
maneuvers and injury mechanisms, all three sports 
were grouped together for statistical analysis. 

All subjects completed pre-participation health his-
tory questionnaires to rule out pathological condi-
tions that were present at the time of the initiation 
of the study (any condition that would prohibit 
clearance to participate in athletics) and contrain-
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dications to study participation, which were evalu-
ated by a physician. Exclusionary criteria included: 
incomplete pre-participation physical exam, and/
or inability to physically perform any of the five 
required assessments. Prior to study participation all 
procedures were explained to each subject. Subjects 
and their parents/guardians read and signed assent 
and consent forms and video assent and consent 
forms that were approved by the university institu-
tional review board for human subjects.

Injury Surveillance Protocol
Subjects were monitored throughout their designated 
sport season(s), which consisted of a surveillance 
period, which extended through the entire sporting 
season. The school’s certified athletic trainer and prin-
cipal investigator were responsible for documenting 
and recording all injuries that occurred throughout the 
sports seasons. Sports injury was defined as an acute 
injury during athletic practice or game that caused 
restricted participation or athletic time loss (inability 
to participate in the current or next scheduled prac-
tice or game) as described by Hagglund.44 The present 
study was particularly concerned with reporting acute 
noncontact injuries to the lower extremity (e.g. ACL 
tear, ankle sprain) since research has shown potential 
in risk reduction through neuromuscular training for 
these types of injuries.29,30,34 This study did not include 
chronic or over-use type injuries for analysis. 

Following the injury surveillance, subjects were cat-
egorized into groups according to sex and injury inci-
dence for analysis. Those who sustained an acute 
lower extremity injury were placed in the injured 
group and those who did not sustain an acute lower 
extremity injury were pooled in the uninjured group. 
Those who sustained an overuse-type injury were 
excluded from statistical analysis. Data were then 
analyzed for differences between groups. Addition-
ally, the injured subjects were then matched with 
an equal number of uninjured subjects based on sex, 
age, height, and body mass for further analysis.

Procedures 
Data were collected by the same four examiners at all 
testing sessions. All examiners were graduate-level 
NATABOC certified athletic trainers. Anthropometric 
data were recorded before all testing procedures and 

included height, body mass, BMI (body mass index), 
age, date of birth, grade, sport, and level of sport par-
ticipation by the principal investigator. All testing 
was performed in the school’s gymnasium. Before 
testing, subjects conducted a dynamic warm-up led 
by the principal investigator. The dynamic warm up 
included jogging, backpedaling, side-stepping, and 
walking stretches. Subjects were then divided into 
four different groups, two for each gender. Each group 
started at a different test station. The starting (test) 
position was randomly assigned and included syn-
chronous clockwise rotation of all groups. Standard-
ized oral instructions for each test were rehearsed 
and read by the examiners to all test groups. Stan-
dardized instructions were designed to maintain con-
sistency of testing procedures, decrease instructional 
time, and allow concise and precise data collection. 
Incorrect test performance required that the test be 
restarted after a minimum 30-second rest period. No 
corrective feedback was given to subjects. 

Functional Performance Tests

The Triple Hop for Distance Test (THD) evaluated 
maximal hopping distance on a single limb and was 
assessed in centimeters (cm) with a standard tape 
measure fi xed to the ground, perpendicular to the 
starting line. 27 Subjects stood on the designated test-
ing leg with the great toe on the starting line and 
performed three consecutive maximal hops forward 
on the same limb. Arm swing was allowed, and the 
investigator measured the distance hopped from the 
starting line to the point where the heel struck the 
ground upon completing the third hop with stability. 
The test was then repeated on the contralateral limb. 
Previous authors have offered no normalization of 
this test, since height or leg length may not neces-
sarily affect hop distance. The maximum distance 
(MaxD) achieved during three trials was recorded in 
centimeters and used for analysis.27 

The Star Excursion Balance Test (SEBT) was used 
to record single-leg reach distance in cm(s) on each 
leg, in three directions, assessed with a standard vi-
nyl tape measure according to Gribble et al.35 Sub-
jects stood on the center of the testing grid with one 
limb and reached with their ipsilateral limb in the 
anterior, posterior, and lateral directions. Average 
and maximum reach distances (MaxD) in each di-
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rection were recorded in centimeters and normal-
ized according to leg length of the stance leg in order 
to adjust for variances of different anthropometrical 
variables. The sum of the SEBT scores were ex-
pressed as a percentage of leg length.36 

The Double Leg Lowering Maneuver (DLLM) was 
assessed with a hand-held inclinometer (Johnson 
Tool 700 Magnetic Angle Locator) placed along the 
extended legs over the estimated middle of thigh as 
described by Kendall.37 to assess slope of inclination 
of the lower extremities in degrees. The subject, be-
ginning with the knees extended and the hips fl exed 
to 90° was then asked to lower both legs while main-
taining the lumbar spine parallel (neutral spinal po-
sition) to the test surface (performing an abdominal 
bracing procedure) to prevent anterior pelvic mo-
tion. The tester palpated at the anterior superior iliac 
spine (ASIS) and at the point when anterior pelvic 
rotation was observed, the test trial was concluded 
and the hip angle was measured with the inclinom-
eter. The DLLM score was calculated by subtracting 
the average angle (in degrees) from 90º (starting po-
sition). The same examiner then measured and re-
corded leg length on one leg with a Gulick tape mea-
sure (cm) from ASIS to the distal edge of the medial 
malleolus; leg length was used for post-testing nor-
malization procedures of the SEBT scores.

The Drop Jump Video Test (DJV) was performed 
according to Noyes et al.19 A Sony Mini DV camcord-
er (Sony Corp of America, New York, NY) was used 
to record jump landing mechanics, placed on a 102 
cm high stand, positioned approximately 366 cm in 
front of a box that was 30 cm in height and 38 cm in 
width. Jump landing mechanics were analyzed post-
testing session via Dartfi sh Motion Analysis Soft-
ware (ProSuite version 4.0.9.0) where lower limb 
separation distances at the hip and knee were calcu-
lated. Immediately before each subject performed 
the DJV test, the same examiner placed two sets of 4 
x 4 cm fl orescent pink reference markers over the 
ASIS and center of patella for each limb. Hip separa-
tion distance (HSD) was measured while standing 
erect on top of the box and defi ned as the distance 
between the most prominent points of each anterior 
superior iliac spine. Knee separation distance was 
measured at the lowest point of each jump landing 

prior to transition to takeoff into the vertical jump 
and was defi ned as the distance between the centers 
of the patellae. The average absolute knee separa-
tion distance during three successful trials was re-
corded in centimeters and then normalized relative 
to HSD to yield a percentage for each subject. 19,38 

After completion of the four-abovementioned func-
tional performance tests, a five minute rest period 
was provided before all subjects completed the 
Multi-Stage Fitness Test (MSFT) to evaluate maxi-
mal oxygen consumption (VO2 max)28,39 and provide 
field-based data regarding aerobic fitness and fatigue. 
The subjects were required to perform a shuttle run 
back and forth along 20 meters, keeping in time with 
a series of auditory signals (provided by an mp3 
player) by touching the appropriate end line in time 
with each audio signal. The frequency of the audi-
tory signals (and hence running speed) was progres-
sively increased until the subjects reached volitional 
exhaustion and could no longer maintain pace with 
the signals. VO2 max was estimated using correlation 
regression data described by Ramsbottom et al.39 

The FPT composite score was calculated using the 
following equation (see full description below):  

FPT Composite = (DLLM scaled) + 
(SEBT mean of scaled right and left anterior reach) + 

(THD mean of scaled right and left MaxD) + 
(DJV absolute KSD scaled)

STATISTICAL METHODS
All data were analyzed using SPSS Statistics Ver-
sion 22.0.0.0 (IBM, Armonk, New York, USA), with 
an alpha level set at .05 to determine statistical sig-
nificance. Descriptive statistics were generated and 
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients 
were established between variables of interest (FPT 
composite scores). Subjects were divided into groups 
according to gender and injury (acute lower extrem-
ity injury, non-injured). Subjects with chronic or 
overuse lower extremity injuries were excluded 
from statistical analysis. Univariate general linear 
model (GLM) was used to assess differences in each 
functional performance test variable using compos-
ite score data between injured and uninjured groups. 

Results of all functional performance tests were 
then each scaled individually using linear regres-
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sion, which allowed for the normalization of data 
for each test with scores ranging on a scale from 0 
to 10. Scaling data involved computing the mean ± 
3 standard deviations (SDs) for each test variable 
according to absolute scores for males and females. 
The data were then entered into regression equation 
models with the fixed notations: the mean equaling 
a score of ‘5 out of 10’, – 3 SDs equaling a score of 
‘1 out of 10’, and + 3 SDs equaling a score of ‘10 out 
of 10’. Utilizing the scaled measurements, the scores 
for the four performance functional performance 
tests were added and the sum was characterized as 
the FPT composite score, as described above.

Receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves were 
used to determine cut-off scores for both males and 
females in the FPT composite score that maximized 
sensitivity and specificity. The area under the curve 
(AUC) was calculated using the ROC analysis to 
measure the accuracy of the FPT composite test as a 
predictor of injury. Positive predictive values (PPV) 
were defined in the present study as the probability 
that subjects with a positive screening test will truly 
sustain an acute lower extremity injury and were 
calculated using the following equation:

PPV = True Positive / (True Positive + False Positive).

Positive likelihood ratios (LR+) were calculated for 
both males and females to utilize established ranges 
to interpret the results.

LR+ = sensitivity / (1-specificity).

Simple regression was used to correlate composite 
scores and MSFT shuttle level.

RESULTS
Demographic characteristics of injured and unin-
jured groups according to gender are provided in 
Table 1. There were no statistically significant dif-
ferences in demographic variables between groups 
(p > .05). A total of 95 subjects (57 females, 38 males) 
were included in the statistical analyses at the end 
of the six-month injury surveillance period. Fifteen 
females and seven males sustained an acute lower 
extremity injury with no previous history of injury. 
Of the injured females, two suffered noncontact 
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tears confirmed by 
MRI and 13 suffered acute ankle sprains confirmed 
by physical examination using anterior drawer and 
talar tilt test. All seven males suffered acute ankle 
sprains. Forty-two females and thirty-one males were 
categorized as the uninjured group (no reported and 
no previous history of acute lower extremity injury). 
A total of five subjects were excluded from statisti-
cal analyses as a result of incurring other non-acute 
lower extremity injuries (overuse knee injuries) 
during the prospective injury surveillance period. 

Regression equations used for scaling data for all sub-
jects and according to gender are presented in Table 2. 

Table 1. Injured and uninjured subject demographic characteristics (mean ± SD).
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Statistical means, standard deviations (SD), and ranges 
of the functional performance tests results for injured 
and uninjured subjects are presented in Table 3. Uni-
variate GLM indicated significant differences between 
groups for the DLLM and the DJV tests in females and 
only with the DJV test in males are presented in Table 
4. Results of the multi-stage fitness test (MSFT) are pre-
sented in Table 5. Univariate GLM failed to identify any 
significant differences on performance of the MSFT 
between the injured and uninjured groups (p > .05). 

Means, SDs and ranges of the FPT composite scores 
are presented in Table 6. Mean FPT composite scores 
were significantly different for injured versus unin-
jured males and females (19.0 ± 3.5 vs. 21.9 ± 2.4 
and 19.4 ± 3.3 vs. 22.1 ± 3.0, respectively) (p < .05). 
These scores are presented in Table 7. The ROC anal-
ysis determined the cut-off score of 20 (total scoring 
range: 1–40) for the FPT composite score in both males 
and females. Area under the curve (AUC) was statisti-
cally significant for both males and females (AUC = 
.765, p = .030 and AUC=.694, p = .029, respectively). 
The ROC analysis revealed that the sensitivity and 
specificity were 71% and 81% for males and 67% and 
69% for females, respectively (Figure 1). 

DISCUSSION
The main finding of the present study was that the 
prospectively measured FPT composite scores were 

significantly different between the injured and unin-
jured groups for males and females (p=.016, p=.008 
respectively).Significant differences were found 
between the injured and the uninjured groups (p < 
.05) during the drop jump video test and the double 
leg-lowering maneuver, identifying jump-landing 
mechanics and core strength as potential injury risk 
factors. 

When the injured males were matched with simi-
lar uninjured males (n= 7 injured, n= 7 uninjured), 
significant differences were found during the SEBT 
anterior reach direction between groups (p = .019). 
This finding is consistent with prior reports that 
poor balance and reach distance deficits found dur-
ing the SEBT predicted lower extremity injury in 
high school athletes.16,40Additionally, the FPT com-
posite score correlated positively with the MSFT 
(r = .474, p = .003), identifying a relationship 
between functional performance testing and aerobic 
fitness in male adolescent athletes. 

The advantage of utilizing the functional perfor-
mance tests described in the present study is the 
determination of a composite score that crosses 
categories of performance, and that can poten-
tially measure function and give insight to injury-
prone athletes. This proposed assessment consists 
of scaling data using gender based linear regression 

Table 2. Regression equations used for scaling data for all subjects (y = mx + b).
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equations and computing the sum for the follow-
ing variables: 1) DLLM average, 2) SEBT average 
anterior reach distance of right and left legs, 3) DJV 
absolute knee separation distance, and 4) THD aver-
age max distance of right and left legs. The crite-
ria for selection of the functional performance tests 

used in the assessment were repeated-measures 
reliability, validity in assessing desired measures 
of function, clinical applicability of testing proce-
dures and instrumentation, and theorized relation-
ship between injury risk factor and neuromuscular 
association.19,24-28 

Table 3. Functional performance test scores, including absolute and normalized, categorized by injured and 
uninjured for both males and females.

Table 4. Univariate General Linear Model results for signifi cant functional test variables between injured and 
uninjured males and females (mean ± SD); n(%).
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Table 5. Multi-stage fi tness test (MSFT) variables according to gender and categorized by 
injured and uninjured.

Table 6. Functional Performance Test (FPT) composite scores with scaled values of combined func-
tional tests according to gender and categorized by injured and uninjured.
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The creation of a FPT composite score and its abil-
ity to differentiate between the injured and unin-
jured groups are of clinical importance, as the 
value in assessing injury risk via a composite score 
has been described in literature examining the util-
ity of the Functional Movement Screen™ (FMS ™) 
which has been shown to be able to identify injury 
risk in athletic and military populations.23 The 
FMS™ has been described as an injury predictor 
with a composite score less than or equal to 14 (out 
of 21) associated with an increased risk of serious 
injury in professional football players (12 times 
more likely).23

In previous studies, the ROC curve was used to deter-
mine the validity of functional performance tests as 
predictors of injury risk.40,41 The ROC analysis in the 
present study revealed that the FPT composite score 
at the cut-off of ≤ 20 demonstrated sensitivities and 
specificities of 71% and 81% for males and 67% and 
69% for females, respectively. When examining fre-
quency counts of injured and uninjured groups by 
the ROC cut-off score, results indicated that 71% of 
the injured and 29% of the uninjured males had pro-
spective composite scores of ≤ 20; similarly, 67% of 
the injured and 31% of the uninjured females had 
prospective FPT composite scores of ≤ 20 (Figure 4). 

Table 7. Univariate General Linear Model results for Functional Performance Test (FPT) composite scores 
between injured and uninjured males and females (mean ± SD). n(%).

Figure 1. Receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves for FPT composite scores in males and females. The green line represents 
the line of no-discrimination. The diagonal divides the ROC space. Points above the diagonal represent good classifi cation results 
(better than random), points below the line represent poor results (worse than random). Blue dots represent points that maximize 
sensitivity and specifi city on the ROC curve (FPT composite score ≤20).
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Among those who had a positive FPT composite 
score (≤ 20), the probability of sustaining an acute 
lower extremity injury was 45% for males and 
48% for females. Therefore, these results suggest 
that the FPT composite score of ≤ 20 has moderate 
predictability for acute lower extremity injuries in 
adolescent males and females. The positive likeli-
hood ratios of 3.74 and 2.16 for males and females, 
respectively, describe a slight to moderate increase 
effect on post-test probability of acute lower extrem-
ity injury, and a >15% approximate change in prob-
ability for acute lower extremity injury,

Performance on the multi-stage fitness test (MSFT) 
was correlated with the FPT composite score in 
male subjects (r = .474, p = .003). Subjects who 
performed poorly overall on the functional perfor-
mance tests tended to score low on the MSFT, thus 
reaching volitional maximal exhaustion earlier than 
subjects who scored higher on the functional perfor-
mance tests (Figures 2 and 3). 

Fatigue has been shown to adversely alter lower 
extremity landing biomechanics, decrease lower 
limb strength, and decrease dynamic balance:17,18,21 
all of which are reported risk factors for acute lower 
extremity injuries.8,11,20 Furthermore, it has been 
reported that a high percentage (60%) of injuries 

Figure 2. Correlation of Functional Performance Test (FTP) 
composite score and MSFT shuttle level in male subjects (n = 
38, r = .474, p = .003).
FPT Composite Score = (DLLM scaled) + (SEBT mean of scaled 
right and left anterior scaled) + (THD mean of scaled right and 
left MaxD) + (DJV absolute KSD); scale 1–40
MSFT=Multi Stage Fitness Test shuttle level (shuttle level 
reached during 20 meter volitional maximal exhaustion running 
test)

Figure 3. Relationship of functional performance test (FPT) 
composite score* and Multi Stage Fitness Test (MSFT) esti-
mated VO2 max† in male subjects (n = 38, r = .468, p = .003).
*FPT Composite = (Double Leg Lowering Maneuver (DLLM) 
scaled) + (Star Excursion Balance Test (SEBT) mean of scaled 
right and left anterior scaled) + (Triple Hop for Distance (THD) 
mean of scaled right and left Maximum Reach Distance (MaxD)) 
+ (Drop Jump Video Test (DJV) absolute Knee Separation Dis-
tance (KSD)); scale 1–40 
†MSFT VO2 Max: estimated using shuttle level and linear 
regression reported by Ramsbottom[39];

Figure 4. Frequency distribution for the FPT composite cut-
off score of 20 (out of 40) between injured and uninjured females 
(n = 42) and males (n = 31).
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occur during the latter stages of a game or practice 
and the risk of suffering moderate to severe injuries 
increases compared to minor injuries.9 Therefore, 
subjects who performed low on the FPT composite 
score may benefit from improving aerobic endur-
ance and VO2 max and thus decreasing potential 
injury risk associated with fatigue. 

The main limitations of the present study include: 
not controlling for activities that subjects may have 
been involved in before and/or after the functional 
testing, lack of reporting athletic exposures during 
the injury surveillance period, and subsequent cal-
culation of hazard ratio’s and relative risk between 
functional performance testing and acute lower 
extremity injury occurrence. Additionally, external 
devices (e.g. ankle braces, knee supports, etc.) and 
leg dominance/handedness were not recorded. 

The limitations of the individual functional tests 
include the following: subjects kept their shoes on 
for the SEBT which may have affected their bal-
ance and overall scores; ankle separation distance 
was not measured during the DJV; and VO2 max was 
evaluated with a 20 meter shuttle run performance 
(MSFT) to volitional exhaustion (scores may not be 
representative of true maximal aerobic capacity in 
the subjects tested).

Other general limitations include: relatively small 
sample size, short injury surveillance period, and 
a homogenous subject population (adolescent ath-
letes in a single school in a particular geographic 
area). Also, the provided scaled data may not be 
used as norms for other populations (i.e. collegiate 
or professional athletes) as theoretically older and 
more elite athletes would perform better overall on 
the assessment thus requiring new regression equa-
tions for normative measures. Finally, only sports 
participants from soccer, basketball, and volleyball 
were included in this study.

CONCLUSION 
The FPT composite utilized in the current study is an 
objective, quantifiable athletic assessment that com-
bines reliable and valid functional performance tests 
and utilizes a normalization procedure to combine 
results into a single composite score. This compos-
ite score has demonstrated potential in identifying 
adolescent athletes at risk for acute lower extrem-

ity injuries, as significant differences were noted in 
the FPT composite scores between the injured and 
the uninjured groups in both females (p = .008) and 
males (p = .016). 

Therefore, if the FPT composite score can identify 
at risk athletes prior to competition, prevention 
strategies could be employed based on an adoles-
cent soccer, basketball and volleyball athletes spe-
cific scores. However, further research is needed to 
further explore the FPT composite utilizing larger 
sample sizes via a multi-institution approach with 
mass testing. 
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ABSTRACT

Purpose/Background: Shoulder proprioception is essential in the activities of daily living as well as in 
sports. Acute muscle fatigue is believed to cause a deterioration of proprioception, increasing the risk of 
injury. The purpose of this study was to evaluate if fatigue of the shoulder external rotators during eccen-
tric versus concentric activity affects shoulder joint proprioception as determined by active reproduction 
of position. 

Study design: Quasi-experimental trial.

Methods: Twenty-two healthy subjects with no recent history of shoulder pathology were randomly allo-
cated to either a concentric or an eccentric exercise group for fatiguing the shoulder external rotators. 
Proprioception was assessed before and after the fatiguing protocol using an isokinetic dynamometer, by 
measuring active reproduction of position at 30° of shoulder external rotation, reported as absolute angular 
error. The fatiguing protocol consisted of sets of fifteen consecutive external rotator muscle contractions in 
either the concentric or eccentric action. The subjects were exercised until there was a 30% decline from 
the peak torque of the subjects’ maximal voluntary contraction over three consecutive muscle 
contractions.

Results: A one-way analysis of variance test revealed no statistical difference in absolute angular error (p> 
0.05) between concentric and eccentric groups. Moreover, no statistical difference (p> 0.05) was found in 
absolute angular error between pre- and post-fatigue in either group.

Conclusions: Eccentric exercise does not seem to acutely affect shoulder proprioception to a larger extent 
than concentric exercise.

Level of evidence: 2b

Key words: Exercise, joint position sense, neuromuscular control
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INTRODUCTION
Shoulder proprioception has been acknowledged in 
physical therapy practice as a sensory component 
that needs to be addressed in rehabilitation of vari-
ous disorders.1 Proprioception is defined as the spe-
cialized variation of sensory modality of touch, and 
encompasses the sensation of joint movement (kin-
esthesia) and joint position sense.2 It is commonly 
believed that joint proprioceptive feedback occurs 
due to the simultaneous activity of several different 
types of mechanoreceptors located in the skin, mus-
cles, joints, capsular, and ligamentous structures.1,3 
Such mechanoreceptors include: Ruffini receptors 
Golgi tendon receptors, Pancinian corpuscles, free 
nerve endings, and muscle spindles.1

Because mechanoreceptors located in muscles 
around a joint are believed to contribute to joint pro-
prioception,2 it is possible that fatiguing the muscles 
surrounding a joint will affect the proprioception of 
that joint. Muscle fatigue is defined as impairment 
of physical performance that increases the percep-
tion of effort necessary to exert a specific force.4 The 
effects of muscle fatigue on joint proprioception are 
very important as proprioceptive afferent feedback 
has a key role in motor control, posture, and also in 
sport activities where optimal movement patterns 
are required.5-11 Impairment of joint proprioception 
may influence joint stability and has been associ-
ated with the occurrence of injuries that occur dur-
ing sports and exercise.12-14

To date, while it seems clear that muscle fatigue 
affects joint proprioception, no study has investi-
gated if there is an immediate difference on shoul-
der joint proprioception following muscle fatigue 
induced by either concentric or eccentric exercise 
of the shoulder rotators. Therefore, the purpose of 
this study was to evaluate if fatigue of the shoulder 
external rotators during eccentric versus concen-
tric activity affects shoulder joint proprioception as 
determined by active reproduction of position. As 
eccentric exercise is reported to be more stressful 
and damaging than concentric exercise,15 the hypoth-
esis for this investigation was that shoulder muscle 
fatigue induced by eccentric exercise would deterio-
rate shoulder joint proprioception to a larger extent 
than shoulder muscle fatigue induced by concentric 
exercise. The results of this study may help clinician 

better understand the physiology of proprioception 
of the shoulder joint.

METHODS

Subjects and experimental groups
Between June and August 2012, twenty-two healthy 
people from the general student population at the 
University of Central Lancashire (UCLan), Preston, 
United Kingdom, responded to recruitment. Exclu-
sion criteria for participation included a history of 
shoulder surgery, shoulder pain or any major event 
involving the shoulder complex (trauma or dislo-
cation) within the previous two years, or any seri-
ous medical condition. All twenty-two subjects (14 
males, 8 females, age 20-32 years; mean age 25.04) 
were included for the study and informed consent 
was obtained. Ethical approval was obtained from 
the UCLan Ethics Committee. All subjects had shoul-
der range of motion (ROM) within normal limits and 
no difficulty or discomfort in moving the shoulder 
in internal and external rotation in the ROM utilized 
for the testing protocol.

Allocation to either concentric exercise group (CEG) 
or eccentric exercise group (EEG) was achieved by 
a computer generated table of random numbers. 
The CEG included 10 subjects (6 males, 4 females, 
mean age of 23.9 years, with a range from 20 and 32 
years) while the EEG included 12 subjects (8 males, 
4 females, mean age of 26 years, with a range from 
23 and 28 years). TABLE 1 displays the characteris-
tics of the two groups. 

Instrumentation and proprioception 
assessment
Proprioception assessment was conducted using 
an isokinetic dynamometer (CSMI, Cybex Humac 
Norm, USA) at the UCLan Movement Analysis Lab-
oratory. Proprioception was assessed as in a previ-
ous study by active reproduction of position (ARP).16 
Each subject reported their arm dominance as the 
proprioception assessment and the fatigue proto-
col was performed on the dominant shoulder only. 
The shoulder was positioned at 30° of abduction, 
0° of external rotation, in the plane of the scapula 
(30° anterior to the frontal plane), with the elbow 
flexed at 90°, in mid-pronation and was strapped to 
the arm device. For comfort reasons the height of 
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position and notify the assessor when they thought 
they were at the reference position for three trials, 
each beginning from 0° of external rotation. The 
three absolute angular differences between the ref-
erence angle and the angle reproduced by the sub-
jects were recorded and the average was calculated, 
which was called the absolute angular error (AAE), 
the dependent variable for this study.

PROCEDURES
Following the initial proprioception assessment, 
three maximal voluntary contractions (MVCs) of 
the shoulder external rotators consistent with the 
same contraction type of the fatiguing protocol were 
executed. For this task the subjects remained in the 
same position as in the shoulder proprioception 
assessment. The subjects in the CEG were instructed 
to move their shoulder into external rotation; from 
40° of internal rotation to 80° of external rotation 
as intensely as they could. The subjects in the EEG 
were instead instructed to try to oppose a forced 
internal rotation induced by the dynamometer; from 
80° of external rotation to 40° of internal rotation as 
intensely as they could. For both types of action, the 
speed of the dynamometer was set at 180°/second. 
To familiarize the subjects with the testing device, 
the type of contraction requested, and as a warm-up, 
before each MVC the subjects performed five low-
intensity contractions consistent with their group 
allocation. To do so, the subjects were instructed to 
apply a force of approximately 20% of their maximal 
capability. There was one-minute rest between the 
three MVCs. As in a previous study, the cut point for 
shoulder muscle fatigue was considered the highest 
MVC’s peak torque minus 30%.17

According to the group allocation, shoulder external 
rotators were then fatigued using either concentric 
or eccentric muscle action. The subjects in the CEG 
performed external contractions from 40° of inter-

the dynamometer and the length of the arm device 
were personalized to each subject (Figure 1). This 
set-up allowed movement at the shoulder joint to 
be isolated to internal and external rotation along 
the shaft of the humerus. With the subjects blind-
folded to prevent visual clues, subjects actively 
rotated their shoulder from 0° of external rotation 
to the reference angle of 30° external rotation and 
maintained in this position for 10 seconds, following 
which the subjects returned actively the shoulder 
to 0° of external rotation. Subjects were instructed 
to actively reposition the shoulder at the reference 

SUBJECTS (22)

ECCENTRIC GROUP (12) CONCENTRIC GROUP (10) 

Age (years ± Standard 

devia�on) 

26±1.95 23.9±4.09 

4/64/8selameF/selaM

1/91/11Right handed/Le� handed

Table 1. 

Figure 1. Initial position for shoulder joint proprioception 
assessment.
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exercise. However, the results showed that eccentric 
exercise did not immediately affect shoulder joint 
proprioception to a larger extent than concentric 
exercise. Moreover, the results indicate that shoul-
der muscle fatigue as induced in the current study 
did not affect shoulder joint proprioception regard-
less the type of muscle action.

Proprioceptive feedback regarding joint position and 
joint movement is believed to depend on mechani-
cal stimulation of mechanoreceptors present in the 
articular structures, within muscles, and in tendons.3 
It is known that mechanoreceptors demonstrate 
adaptive proprieties depending upon the type of the 
stimulus.9 Slow adapting mechanoreceptors such as 
joint receptors are thought to mediate the sensation 
of joint position while quick adapting mechanore-
ceptors as muscle spindles, and Golgi tendon organs 
tend to mediate the sensation of joint motion.9 Since 
the subjects in the current investigation exercised 
their shoulder external rotator muscles to fatigue, it 
was expected that reproduction of a reference angle 
in external rotation would have become worse.

The results of the current study are in conflict with 
many other studies that support the idea that shoul-
der joint proprioception deteriorates significantly 
after shoulder muscle fatigue.1,16-19

nal rotation to 80° of external rotation while the sub-
jects in the EEG tried to oppose a forced internal 
rotation from 80° of external rotation to 40° of inter-
nal rotation. Subjects in both groups performed sets 
of fifteen repetitions with one-minute rest between 
sets. Both concentric and eccentric fatiguing proto-
cols were stopped when the respective peak torques 
fell by 30% from the highest MCV’s peak torque over 
three consecutive contractions. As soon as the fatigu-
ing protocols ceased, shoulder joint proprioception 
was re-assessed in the same manner as described 
earlier for the pretest. Proprioception re-assessment 
was completed immediately after completing the 
fatiguing protocol (within five minutes maximum).

DATA ANALYSIS
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 
repeated measures was performed using the AAE 
data for each measure of proprioception at the level 
of statistical significance of p<0.05. A lower AAE 
indicates a more accurate reproduction of position 
and movement sense. All statistical analysis was 
performed with SPSS software (ver. 1.4, Inc. Chi-
cago, IL, USA).

RESULTS
In terms of AAE, the CEG achieved a mean AAE of 
7.35° with standard deviation (SD) of 5.67° in the pre-
fatigue and 7.2° with SD of 4.16° in the post-fatigue 
proprioception assessment. For the EEG, pre-fatigue 
mean AAE was 7.4° and SD of 4.29° while the post-
fatigue values were 7.2° as the mean and SD of 4.99°. 

No significant difference was found between CEG 
and EEG groups for AAE, (p=0.78). No statistical 
difference between pre- and post-fatigue AAE val-
ues were found in the CEG group (p=0.93)nor in 
the EEG group (p=0.91). The results are shown in 
Figure 2.

DISCUSSION
The aim of this study was to investigate whether 
shoulder muscle fatigue induced by eccentric exer-
cise affected shoulder joint proprioception to a larger 
extent than concentric exercise. In this study, shoul-
der proprioception was measured using ARP and 
quantified by AAE. For this study, it was hypothe-
sized that eccentric exercise would have had greater 
effects on shoulder proprioception than concentric 

Figure 2. Absolute Angular Error (AAE) and Standard 
Deviation proprioception values in degrees.  Concentric exer-
cise group pre-fatigue (CON pre-), concentric exercise group 
post-fatigue (CON post-), eccentric exercise group pre-fatigue 
(EEG pre-), eccentric exercise group post-fatigue (EEG post-).
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to fatigue negatively influenced shoulder joint pro-
prioception. However, contrarily to studies above, 
the researchers utilized a different proprioception 
assessment and a different muscle fatiguing protocol. 
Shoulder joint proprioception was assessed by recog-
nizability of the speed at which shoulder rotation was 
performed. The subjects underwent either light-exer-
cise (10% of their maximal exertion) or hard-exercise 
(maximal exertion) fatiguing protocols until the peak 
torque fell by 30% of their MVC. Because the current 
investigation utilized the same level of peak torque 
decrement utilized by Pedersen et al.17 as indicator 
of shoulder muscle fatigue, reduction in propriocep-
tion acuity should have been noticed. However, the 
difference in findings between the two studies might 
be due to the different method of shoulder proprio-
ception assessment employed. Speed of movement 
measurements may be more sensitive to detect pro-
prioceptive changes, although there is no evidence to 
suggest that is the case.

Lee et al18 utilized active and passive reproduction 
of positions (45° of shoulder internal rotation and 
75° of shoulder external rotation) to assess shoul-
der joint proprioception before, and after shoulder 
muscle fatigue. The researchers found a statisti-
cally significant difference only in the ARP of 75° of 
shoulder external rotation, and they suggested that 
shoulder muscle fatigue reduced the sensitization of 
the mechanoreceptors in the external rotator mus-
cles alone as they have a lower resistance to fatigue 
compared to the shoulder internal rotator muscles. 
However, as in the current study it was no possible 
to demonstrate similar results, it may be possible 
that disturbance in proprioception may be attributed 
also to alterations in central commands rather than 
to abnormal function of the muscle receptors only.22

Finally, Sterner et al23 demonstrated similar results 
as in the current investigation, using a randomized 
controlled design that adopted a peak torque by 50%. 
The researchers assessed shoulder joint propriocep-
tion pre- and post-fatigue through four different 
methods: active reproduction of passive positioning, 
active reproduction of active positioning, reproduc-
tion of passive positioning and threshold to detection 
of movement. No statistically significant differences 
were found between pre- and post-fatigue in any of 
the proprioception assessment methods. 

Voight et al1 utilized both active and passive repo-
sition at 75° of shoulder external rotation to assess 
shoulder proprioception. The authors found that 
shoulder proprioception was negatively altered in 
presence of shoulder muscle fatigue (p<0.05) in both 
methods. The explanation given by the researchers 
regarding the decrease in shoulder proprioception 
was known as the “dysfunctional mechanorecep-
tors” theory. According to the authors, the fatiguing 
protocol directly affected the contractile elements of 
the shoulder such as the muscles and the receptors 
imbedded in them. Therefore, the receptors may 
have been inefficient, leading to reduction of shoul-
der joint proprioception as measured by active and 
passive repositioning.

Carpenter et al19 found that shoulder joint proprio-
ception worsened by 73% after shoulder muscle 
fatigue in both dominant, and non-dominant shoul-
ders. However, it is difficult to directly compare the 
results as in the current study proprioception was 
assessed by ARP and not by threshold to detection 
to motion as utilized by Carpenter et al.19 There is 
some evidence indicating that threshold to detection 
to motion is a more sensitive method of propriocep-
tion assessment20 and that methods requiring match-
ing of joint angles using active motions require 
additional sensorimotor process.21 Therefore it may 
be possible that if Carpenter et al19 had utilized a dif-
ferent method of proprioception assessment, they 
would not have noticed changes in shoulder proprio-
ception acuity.

Myers et al16 found a significant difference between 
pre- and post-test value for AAE for the subjects who 
demonstrated shoulder muscle fatigue. The inves-
tigators utilized active reproduction of reference 
angles as the proprioception assessment. After the 
fatiguing protocol which was the same utilized by 
other two studies,1,19 proprioception deteriorated sig-
nificantly (p<0.05). The authors also suggested that 
this was a result of the “dysfunctional mechanore-
ceptors” theory whereby muscle fatigue desensitises 
muscle spindles, decreasing afferent feedback to the 
central nervous system that leads to deterioration of 
proprioception.

The findings of the current study contradict those 
of Pedersen et al17 who found that shoulder exercise 
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more interested in the muscle receptors rather than 
articular mechanoreceptors and since muscle recep-
tors are best activated in the mid range of motion,26,27 
it was thought that 30° of external rotation best 
suited the author’s aim of biasing the muscle recep-
tors. Moreover, since a recent review indicates that 
reposition acuity of the glenohumeral joint in the 
outer range of external rotation is impaired by mus-
cle fatigue,28 it was expected that a clear decline of 
shoulder proprioception would be noticed. This sup-
ports the possibility that a more intense fatiguing 
protocol should have been used. 

In terms of shoulder joint proprioception assess-
ment, elevation angle appears to play a key role. It 
seems that active joint position sense of the gleno-
humeral joint correlates to the elevation in the scap-
ular plane, improving as the shoulder approaches 
90° of elevation.29 In the current study propriocep-
tion was assessed with the glenohumeral joint at 30° 
of abduction in the scapular plane, thus, a position 
closer to 90° of elevation may have resulted in a 
lower AAE. 

While the author of the current study chose to 
assess proprioception in standing, other authors 
have utilized lying or sitting positions, which may 
have affected results. Standing testing position was 
chosen to maximally reduce afferent stimuli com-
ing from structures other than the shoulder joint, 
for example the receptors located in the skin in con-
tact with the bed or the chair. There is, in fact, some 
evidence suggesting that nociceptors located in the 
skin may contribute to proprioception.3,30 This may 
explain why in the current investigation there were 
larger pre- and post-fatigue AAEs when compared to 
subjects of other studies where shoulder joint pro-
prioception was assessed in sitting or lying down on 
a treatment table.1,16,18,23 This may indicate that for 
an accurate assessment of the shoulder joint pro-
prioception, a standing position should be adopted 
so that only the mechanoreceptors in the shoulder 
joint are activated.

There are some limitations that affect the current 
study. A major flaw is in the cut point utilized to 
determine muscle fatigue. Because it is agreed upon 
in the literature that a fatiguing protocol that has a 
cut point of 50% decrease in the peak torque causes 

There are some reasons that may explain why eccen-
tric exercise did not cause a larger proprioception 
detriment than concentric exercise and why there 
was not difference between pre- and post-fatiguing 
protocols in either group. 

First of all, in this study the researcher utilized a less 
intense fatiguing protocol than those utilized in the 
majority of previous similar studies. The fatiguing 
protocol in the current study was terminated when 
the subjects’ peak torque fell by 30% from the MVC 
over three consecutive contractions, while other 
investigators continued their fatiguing protocol 
until a higher drop was observed.1,16,18,19 A 50%-fall 
in the peak torque (as utilized by the other authors) 
is believed to be a significant indication of fatigue 
level,24 indicating that a higher peak torque drop 
may severely affect shoulder proprioception. How-
ever, in a different study utilizing the same value 
of peak torque drop of the current study (30%), the 
authors did identify deterioration of shoulder joint 
proprioception.17

Another important reason may be in the type of 
shoulder muscle action utilized during the fatiguing 
protocols. While other studies reported only concen-
tric action to achieve shoulder muscle fatigue, the 
current study utilized either concentric or eccentric 
muscle action for the shoulder external rotators. As 
eccentric exercise is reported to have more delete-
rious effects on muscle fiber conduction than con-
centric exercise,15 the authors hypothesized that 
the subjects in the eccentric group would have had 
larger decline in shoulder joint proprioception than 
the subjects in the concentric group. The results of 
two studies have in fact already demonstrated that 
immediately after eccentric exercise the size of 
errors observed during position- and force-match-
ing tasks increases significantly more after eccen-
tric than after concentric exercise.12,25 Moreover, in 
the same studies it was reported that the degree 
of matching errors is associated with the degree of 
force loss. This suggests that if a more intense fatigu-
ing protocol had been employed, shoulder proprio-
ception deterioration might have been noticed.

In the current study a reference angle of 30° of 
external rotation was utilized for angle reproduc-
tion. As the author of the current investigation was 
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humans. Spine. 2010; 35(3):294-297. 
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coordination. J Neurophysiol. 1993; 70:2136-2147.
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lumbar fatigue on the ability to sense a change in 
lumbar position. A controlled study. Spine. 1999; 
24(13):1322-1327.

12.  Givoni NJ, Pham T, Allen TJ, Proske U. The effect of 
quadriceps muscle fatigue on position matching at 
the knee. J Physiol. 2007; 584.1:111-119. 

13.  Kelly AK. Anterior cruciate ligament injury 
prevention. Curr Sports Med Rep. 2008; 7(5):255-262. 
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shoulder proprioception detriment,1,16,18,19,23 the 
researcher of the current study decided to utilize a 
less intense fatiguing protocol (30%) that had only 
been utilized in one previous study.19 The use of a 
higher cut point for muscle fatigue may have elicited 
a clear decrease of shoulder active reposition acuity.

In terms of fatiguing protocol, it is important to 
acknowledge that it was not possible to completely 
isolate eccentric and concentric action for the exter-
nal rotators. In order go to back to the starting posi-
tion and start a new muscle contraction, the subjects 
in the eccentric group had to perform a light eccen-
tric contraction of their shoulder internal rotators 
while the subjects in the concentric group had to 
perform a light concentric contraction of their shoul-
der internal rotators. Therefore, it was not possible 
to fatigue only the shoulder external rotators, even 
though the focus was on that muscle group.

Finally, all of the subjects in the study were young and 
did not have any history of shoulder injury on their 
tested side; thereby the results found in this study 
may not be applied to older populations or popula-
tions with subjects with shoulder injuries. Research 
studies that investigate the effects of muscle fatigue 
on shoulder proprioception among elderly people, 
and people with shoulder injuries are needed.

CONCLUSIONS.
The results of this study indicate that shoulder mus-
cle fatigue induced by eccentric exercise does not 
affect shoulder joint proprioception to a larger extent 
than fatigue induced by concentric exercise. More-
over, the results indicate that regardless the type of 
muscular action, shoulder proprioception does not 
deteriorate after shoulder muscle fatigue of 30%. 
The results of this study contradict with some of the 
recent research that suggests that muscle fatigue 
negatively influences proprioception, and research 
should be continued to fully understand the effects 
of varied levels of muscle fatigue on shoulder joint 
position sense. 
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ABSTRACT
Background: Baseline visual acuity (VA) loss from static to dynamic head conditions assessed using the Dynamic 
Visual Acuity Testing (DVAT) have not been established in NCAA football players. DVAT assesses the Vestibulo-Ocular 
Reflex (VOR) which is measured in Logarithm of the Minimum Angle of Resolution (logMAR). Decreased VA beyond 
baseline measures may detect VOR impairment and impact treatment protocols and assist in return to play decisions 
post-concussion. 

Hypothesis/Purpose: To establish normative VA mean scores during a static head posture as well as dynamically 
during the DVAT with a head speed of 150 deg/s in the pitch (vertical) and yaw (horizontal) planes rotating 20 degrees 
in each direction. 

Study Design: Descriptive study, Diagnostic Tests.

Methods: Sixty-seven, NCAA Division I College football players (age= 19.68 ± 1.53) completed static VA and DVAT 
assessment in the pitch and yaw planes during baseline concussion testing at the beginning of the 2014 regular foot-
ball season. Comparison of VA was evaluated by calculating the difference in players’ static and dynamic VA values 
using the DVAT.

Results: Static VA for all participants (n=67) was -0.232 ± 0.109 logMAR. Dynamic VA for participants (n=67) was 
0.0845 ± 0.159 in pitch and -0.007 ± 0.141 in yaw at 150 deg/sec. Mean losses in VA during pitch and yaw at 150 deg/
sec were 0.317 ± 0.140 and 0.227 ± 0.133, respectively. 

Conclusions: VA diminishes during head movement at 150 degrees/sec. Loss of acuity beyond established normative 
values from baseline may be indicative of VOR dysfunction, especially secondary to head trauma. The assessment of 
visual acuity function with head movements of 150 deg/sec can potentially identify concussion and subsequent 
sequelae. Further research is recommended. 

Level of Evidence:  2b

Key words: Concussion, oculomotor measures, Vestibulo-ocular reflex
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INTRODUCTION
The methods to assess potential sequelae from con-
cussion should include the higher brain centers that 
control eye reflexes. Football exposes participants 
to concussion risk secondary to violent high-speed 
impacts; it also has the highest incident of con-
cussion compared to other collegiate sports.1 The 
occurrences of concussion may be higher than the 
documented rates due to under reporting by players 
because of a perceived need or desire to continu-
ing play and the misinterpretation of the variety of 
symptoms that are associated with concussions.2 A 
plethora of symptoms are associated with concus-
sions and fall in the general domains of cognitive, 
physical, or behavioral symptoms. This research 
focuses on the symptoms that are associated with the 
physical domain, specifically to vestibular related 
impairments. It is estimated that when assessing 
symptoms associated with the vestibular system 
and involvement, 78.8% of football players at the 
high school and college level reported dizziness 
and 55.8% reported balance problems secondary to 
concussion.3 The vestibular system is comprised of 
sensory organs in the ear, the ocular system, pos-
tural muscles of the body and areas of the brain 
responsible for balance and coordination. The ves-
tibular system has two functions, visually tracking 
and focusing on objects during head movement, 
and managing posture. Visual tracking is specific 
to the vestibular-ocular system while maintenance 
of balance is specific to the vestibulospinal system. 
These distinctive functions of the system allow for 
individual assessment. Assessments used in Ath-
letic Training settings such as the Balance Error 
Scoring System (BESS) or other stationary balance 
tests assess the vestibulospinal component, however 
such assessments fail to assess the vestibular-ocular 
component of the vestibular system.4,5

There are clinical screening techniques to assess the 
health and function of the vestibular-ocular system. 
These screenings include the King-Devick and the 
Vestibular Ocular Motor Screening (VOMS) assess-
ment, that are meant to replicate concussion symp-
toms by challenging components of the vestibular 
ocular system.4,6 The King Devick requires an ath-
lete to read a series of numbers from left to right 
and top to bottom on a series of three cards without 
errors. On each subsequent card the numbers are 

more challenging to visually sequence into lines. A 
concussed individual will find it more challenging to 
discern the lines and will make errors in the num-
ber sequencing. The King Devick requires rapid sac-
cadic eye movement but zero head movement.4,6 

One component that is tested during the VOMS 
assessment is the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR). The 
VOR is a mechanism of the vestibular ocular system 
that allows the eyes to remain stabilized on an object 
during high-speed head movements.7 The VOR is 
malleable through the continued actions of focusing 
on images of varying distances during head move-
ments.8  These actions can be trained though activi-
ties that require high velocity head movements such 
as specialized tests that identify the changes and 
integrity of visual acuity. The two tests that are per-
formed to isolate the integrity of the VOR are the 
gaze stabilization test (GST) and the dynamic visual 
acuity test (DVAT). The GST and DVAT both analyze 
changes in visual acuity during head movement but 
have very distinct testing protocols. The GST quan-
tifies changes in visual acuity through varying the 
velocities of head movement while DVAT is done at 
a constant velocity. Both measures have acceptable 
sensitivity ranges (0.64-0.83) published in the litera-
ture, especially in individuals who have vestibular 
dysfunctions and a previous history of mild trau-
matic brain injury (mTBI). 9-17 The GST and DVAT can 
differentiate between individuals that have vestibu-
lar dysfunctions and those with normal function.18 

The utilization of GST and DVAT may also assist in 
determining quantifiable measurements of VA dur-
ing sessions of vestibular rehabilitation.14,15 The abil-
ity to numerically identify changes in VA during 
rehabilitation is important because it could quantify 
improvements in vestibular function achieved after 
concussion using vestibular rehabilitation rather 
than rest.14,15 The relationship between concussions 
and vestibular dysfunction supports the need for 
more research on the function of the vestibular sys-
tem post-concussion.

While the quantitative numbers from GST and DVAT 
have been suggested to be reliable in determining 
visual acuity changes during high-speed head move-
ments, there are no normative values established for 
the differences in visual acuity compared to baseline 
static visual acuity during testing in NCAA Division 
I football players. The purpose of this study was to 
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establish normative VA mean scores during a static 
head posture as well as during the DVAT with a 
head speed of 150 deg/s in the pitch (vertical) and 
yaw (horizontal) planes rotating 20 degrees in each 
direction.

METHODS
This was a descriptive study using data from sixty-
seven Division 1 football players (age=19.68 ± 1.53) 
at two institutions that completed initial baseline 
concussion assessment prior to the 2014 regular 
football season. The data were collected during base-
line testing by the universities sports medicine staff. 
The research team retrospectively reviewed the de-
identified data to answer the research objective. The 
data points were from each football player complet-
ing the screening in accordance with the guidelines 
for DVAT assessment. Furthermore, each player also 
self-reported a prior history of mTBI, head or neck 
injury, nystagmus, or any other diagnosed vestibu-
lar dysfunctions during pre-participation exams. 

Measures
The InVision System developed by Neurocom (Neu-
rocom, Clackamas, Oregon, USA) was used to assess 
both static visual acuity (SVA) and dynamic visual 
acuity (DVA). Measurements of SVA were collected 
as comparative values of visual acuity with a station-
ary head posture and during DVAT with head move-
ment. All measurements of visual acuity, both in 
static and dynamic conditions were described using 
the Logarithm of the Minimum Angle of Resolution 
(logMAR). LogMAR is considered the gold standard 
during clinical trials and interventions that involve 
visual acuity.19 Lower values of logMAR indicate 
clearer visual acuity compared to higher values, for 
example, a logMAR of 0 is equal to 20/20 vision while 
a logMAR of -0.0187 is equal to 20/13 on a Snellen 
eye chart.20 Instruments used for the data collection 
included the InVision program that was installed on a 
15 inch laptop combined with a head mounted accel-
erometer and gyroscope to accurately report head 
movement speed and amount of motion. (Figure 1) 

SVA and DVAT
Measurements of SVA were taken at the beginning 
of the baseline testing protocol to determine visual 
acuity of the subject while their head was stationary. 

The SVA test required the subject to state the orien-
tation of the optotype “E” on the center of the com-
puter screen to the clinician. The optotype would 
appear on the computer screen for the duration of 
one second. The optotype would change its orienta-
tion (up, down, right, left) and would decrease in size 
until the subject could no longer correctly state the 
orientation of the optotype. The program provided a 
quantifiable measurement of SVA in the form of both 
a Snellen fraction and logMAR. The study used mea-
surements of SVA in logMAR for all calculations. The 
measurements of visual acuity while the head was 
stationary established a value to compare to during 
the DVAT when the head was moving at 150 deg/sec. 

The DVAT measures the difference between an estab-
lished SVA and the dynamic visual acuity values deter-
mined by yaw (horizontal), pitch (vertical), and roll 
(ear to shoulder) motions of the head.10,13 During the 
yaw motions, subjects rotated their heads from left 
to right as if shaking their head ‘no’ to approximately 
20° in each direction with a target head velocity of 
at least 150 degrees/second. Subjects were allowed to 
practice the motions before actual DVA testing began 
to familiarize themselves with the testing parameters. 
The InVision program provided visual cues to the sub-
jects on both head velocities and how far they were 
turning their head. Once actual testing started, there 
would be visual cues given to the subject until they 
reached the target head position and speed. It was 
required that the subject would have to maintain both 
head speed and the targeted range of motion prior 
to the optotype briefly being shown on the computer 

Figure 1. NeuroCom inVision System. 2017 Natus Medical 
Incorporated, Pleasanton, CA
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measures of visual acuity in static and dynamic con-
ditions. All measurements of visual acuity were ana-
lyzed in logMAR. Ninety-Five Percent Confidence 
Intervals where calculated to estimate meaningful 
ranges of acuity values to be expected in similar 
populations. 

RESULTS
The participants had an average perception time of 
20.09 ± 3.363 ms. The overall mean SVA for all sixty-
seven subjects were -0.232 ± 0.109 logMAR (Figure 
2). The average departure head speed from the tar-
get of 150 deg/sec was 183.439 ± 17.309 deg/sec in 
pitch and 184.621 ± 20.609 in yaw. The average DVA 
in pitch (combined value of moving the head up and 
down) was 0.0845 ± 0.159 logMAR. The average 
DVA in the yaw plane (combined head movements 
of left and right) was –0.007 ± 0.141 logMAR. There 
was an average loss of 0.316 ± 0.140 logMAR in pitch 
and 0.227 ± 0.133 logMAR in yaw. The 95% CI for 
acuity lost in pitch and yaw was [0.269, 0.358] and 
[0.191, 0.261] respectively. (Table 1)

screen. Once an optotype appeared on the screen, 
the subject was to state its orientation to the clinician. 
The size of the optotype would decrease in size until 
the subject could no longer correctly state its orienta-
tion. The same procedure was followed while testing 
head motion in the pitch axis. The pitch motion simu-
lates a ‘yes’ head nod, and moves the head 20º up and 
down from neutral. Due to time constraints during 
baseline testing, assessments about the roll axis were 
not completed. 

Procedures
Players underwent baseline concussion testing dur-
ing the off-season when their workouts included 
weight training and skills practice without the use 
of any kind of pads or helmet. Zero contact was 
taking place and subjects were expected to have 
been free from previous head trauma for the pre-
ceding six months. All subjects participated in pre-
participation exams in coordination with questions 
about their medical history, physical exams by team 
physicians, and screening for diseases. Clinicians 
included questions from the SCAT-3 to establish 
dominant handedness, self-reported prior history of 
concussion, current symptoms, and memory recall. 

At the time of testing, all subjects were taken into a 
well-lit room and seated ten feet away from the test-
ing computer screen that was adjusted to their indi-
vidual eye-level. Subjects requiring corrective lenses 
were instructed to wear them during the assessment. 
Subjects then began the SVA test to establish a quan-
tifiable number for their respective static acuity prior 
to starting the DVAT. Subjects were monitored for any 
signs of dizziness or nausea during the testing period. 
If the subjects did become either dizzy or nauseous as 
a result of testing protocol, they were allowed a small 
rest break until their symptoms subsided. There were 
no complications during testing and all the subjects 
were able to fully complete the protocol. 

Statistical Analysis
All statistical data points were placed into an Excel 
spreadsheet (Office 2007, Microsoft Corp., Redmond, 
WA) by the clinicians at the respective universities 
prior to being de-identified and transferred to SPSS 
(version 19, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). The research 
team then analyzed the SPSS file. Descriptive data 
was calculated using SPSS to report all collected 

Table 1. Variable Descriptives

Variable Mean SD 

Age (years) 19.68 ±1.53  

Percep�on Time (ms) 20.09 ±3.363 

SVA (logMAR) -0.232 ±0.109  

DVA in Pitch (logMAR) 0.085 ±0.159  

DVA in Yaw (logMAR) -0.007 ±0.141 

logMAR =Logarithm of the Minimum Angle of Resolu�on

Figure 2. Visual Acuity Values deg/sec. logMAR =Loga-
rithm of the Minimum Angle of Resolution.
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DISCUSSION
The results from this study support the assertion that a 
lower value of VA is expected in individuals when they 
undergo DVAT compared to VA in static conditions. 
The testing speed was set at 150 deg/sec; however, 
the average actual speed was higher despite the visual 
cues provided to the participants by the InVision pro-
gram. It is plausible that with greater practice, partici-
pants could more accurately maintain the goal head 
speed of 150 deg/sec. The subjects increased speed 
may overestimate the loss of VA. However, accuracy 
of the assessment at speeds between 150-200 deg/sec 
is supported.11,12 The ability of the DVAT to assess the 
function of the VOR could potentially aid clinicians 
in identifying vestibular dysfunction associated with 
head injuries missed by assessments not tailored to 
the vestibular-ocular system.2 It is supported in the 
literature that horizontal movements in yaw are more 
reliable in determining vestibular impairments than 
in pitch when assessing DVA.12 The values reported in 
this study found VA in the horizontal plane (yaw) did 
not drop as much as VA in the vertical plane (pitch). 
It is speculated that football players are more accus-
tomed to scanning a field from left to right and not 
up and down. This supports the assertion that further 
research comparing head movements and post mTBI 
symptoms across sports and positions is warranted. It 
is possible that kickers or kick returners will perform 
better in pitch. The DVAT may also serve as an appro-
priate baseline tool to compare the integrity of the 
vestibular system in athletes when they suffer a con-
cussion that can typically be completed as part of pre-
participation examinations.11 It is also noteworthy to 
remember that future studies could include measure-
ments of DVAT in the roll movement, which is not a 
typical movement in athletes but may be sensitive to 
vestibulo-ocular deficits. Comparison of baseline DVA 
results may also influence clinicians regarding deci-
sions related to return to play status of athletes who 
have suffered from vestibular dysfunctions second-
ary to mTBI. 

This study has several limitations. This study only 
assessed healthy football players and excluded the 
motion of ‘roll’. Future studies should include the 
‘roll’ head movement, include other types of ath-
letes, and measure the difference in VA from static 
and during dynamic head movements in athletes 
who are post-concussion.

CONCLUSION
The results of this study provide mean data regard-
ing SVA and dynamic DVAT during head movements 
at 150 degrees/second. All conditions for DVAT dem-
onstrated decreases in losses in VA as compared to 
SVA. Losses of VA during DVAT beyond an established 
norm or outside the currently reported confidence 
intervals may be indicative of VOR dysfunctions, 
potentially secondary to head trauma. There is a 
need for more research to be completed in order 
to establish definitive DVAT values and changes 
from SVA prior to its employment as a reliable tool 
to assess the vestibular function and return to play 
in multiple populations. With further research, the 
InVision system may become an important tool in 
assessing the VOR in athletes’ pre and post-concus-
sion assisting clinicians in return to play and long-
term treatment plans. 
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ABSTRACT
Background: The gastrocnemius has two heads, medial gastrocnemius (MG) and lateral gastrocnemius (LG); little is 
known how they contract with different foot positions. The MG is more frequently strained than the LG; and gastroc-
nemius activation pattern altered by foot position may play a role in injury. Leg exercises often use a toe-in versus 
toe-out foot position to isolate one gastrocnemius head over another. 

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine the electromyographic gastrocnemius muscle activity in the 
toe-out and toe-in foot positions during weight bearing and non-weight bearing activities. The hypothesis was that a 
toe-out foot position would elicit greater MG than LG activity; while the toe-in position would elicit greater activity in 
LG than MG in both weight bearing and non-weight bearing (NWB) positions. 

Study Design: A cross-sectional study of young adults.

Methods: Thirty-three participants were recruited. Surface electrodes were placed on the bellies of the MG and LG. 
The gastrocnemius muscle was tested in toe-in and toe-out foot positions using two different tests: a standing heel-rise 
and resisted knee flexion while prone. Electromyographic activity was normalized against a MVIC during a heel raise 
with a neutral foot position. A 2x2x2 (Foot Position x Test Position x Muscle) ANOVA was used to determine if differ-
ences exist in activity between the MG and LG for toe-in versus toe-out standing and prone test positions. 

Results: Significant test position main effect (F [1,32] = 86.9; p < .01), significant muscle main effect (F [1,32]=5.5; 
p < .01), and significant foot position x muscle interaction (F [1,32] = 14.58; p < .01) were found. Post hoc tests 
showed differences between MG and LG in toe-out position (t = 3.10; p < .01) but not in the toe-in for both test posi-
tions (t = 1.27; p= 0.21). 

Conclusions: With toe-out, the MG was more active than LG in standing and prone; no difference was noted between 
MG and LG in toe-in for either position.

Level of Evidence:  Level 2

Key words: Electromyography, gastrocnemius, toe-in, toe-out
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INTRODUCTION 
Physical therapists often see patients who have inju-
ries related to the gastrocnemius muscle such as 
achilles tendinopathy, achilles tendon ruptures, and 
muscle strains. All of these conditions are associated 
with weakness of the gastrocnemius muscle.1-4 Inex-
plicably gastrocnemius muscle strains occur almost 
exclusively in the MG muscle,5-11 a condition called 
“tennis leg.”6,8,10 That the MG is found injured much 
more often than the LG suggests that the MG might 
have differences in activation patterns that make it 
more susceptible to injury than the LG muscle. 

One possible explanation is that the MG and the LG 
muscles may have different patterns of activation. 
This idea originated from weightlifters that vary 
their foot positions in an attempt to emphasize con-
traction of one gastrocnemius head over the other. 
This same concept encouraged a study by Reimann 
et al who showed that when altering the lower 
extremities foot positions; the MG and LG have dif-
ferent amounts of muscle activity when performing 
a standing heel-raise.12 Riemann et al showed that 
when pointing the toes-in, internally rotating the 
entire lower extremity, the LG was activated more 
than the MG during the concentric phase of a heel 
raise.12 While when the entire lower extremity was 
externally rotated by pointing the toes out, the MG 
was activated more than the LG during both the 
eccentric and concentric phases of a heel rise.12 So 
far no one has repeated this study, nor have they 
performed the same comparison during plantarflex-
ion in a non-weight bearing position. 

Different patterns of MG and LG activation with 
toeing-in versus toeing-out may have a neurologi-
cal explanation for patterns of activity during gas-
trocnemius contraction. Toeing-in and toeing-out 
during gait influences the amount and direction of 
plantar pressure that develops on the plantar aspect 
of the foot.13 Toeing-in puts more pressure laterally 
while toeing-out places more pressure medially on 
the plantar aspect of the foot.13 Grimby has shown 
that plantar stimulation to the different parts of the 
sole of the foot creates different muscle activity in 
the leg.14 Nurse et al demonstrated that muscular 
patterns in the lower extremity are altered when 
reducing the plantar pressure on the foot.15 Thus, 
the activity of the MG and LG may be influenced 

by plantar pressure placed on the foot when weight 
bearing. Consequently, if plantar pressure variations 
were responsible for the pattern of activation, a non-
weight bearing contraction would not likely create 
the same kind of pattern of MG and LG activation.

The impetus of this study came from clinical expe-
rience. We noted that performing gastrocnemius 
muscle strengthening exercises (plantarflexion with 
the knee extended) in a toe-out foot position led to 
faster rehabilitation times when treating those with 
medial gastrocnemius strains and medial insertional 
achilles tendonitis. The purpose of this study was 
to determine the electromyographic gastrocnemius 
muscle activity in the toe-out and toe-in foot posi-
tions during weight bearing and non-weight bear-
ing activities. The hypothesis was that a toe-out foot 
position would elicit greater MG than LG activity; 
while the toe-in position would elicit greater activ-
ity in LG than MG in both weight bearing (WB) and 
non-weight bearing (NWB) positions. 

METHODS

Recruitment of Participants
This study was a cross-sectional design where all data 
was acquired during one session. The Institutional 
Review Board at Maryville University approved this 
study. Participants included were a convenience 
sample from the surrounding St. Louis area. Recruit-
ment was open to anyone from the ages of 18 to 65 
years old.  Participants were included if they were 
adults between 18-65 years old and could perform a 
5/5 on a current MMT of the plantar flexors (tested 
by performing 25 heel raises on one leg of at least 
two inches in height), could follow simple instruc-
tions, and could perform all required positions 
(prone and standing) for at least fifteen minutes. The 
exclusion criterion included: a history of hip, knee, 
or ankle surgery in the prior year, history of lower 
extremity trauma in the prior year, lower extrem-
ity joint pain in the previous month, neuromuscular 
or musculoskeletal disorders that inhibit or impair 
movement, history of thrombophlebitis, and/or if 
the participant exhibited an adverse reaction to the 
electrode adhesive or gel. Prior to data collection all 
participants were informed of the experimental pro-
tocol and signed an informed consent. Participants 
then completed a questionnaire with demographic 
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information and reviewing the inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria. Participants were given a randomized 
three-letter code to ensure participant confidenti-
ality. All participants were unshod in this study. A 
simple coin toss was then used to determine which 
leg (to avoid “double dipping”; using both the left 
and right sides of a person as separate independent 
measures) the assessments would be performed 
on (a priori “heads” was designated the right leg, 
“tails” the left leg). All subsequent testing was per-
formed on the designated leg. The participant was 
measured using the standing heel rise plantar flexor 
MMT, as described by Hislop et al.16 Each participant 
was assessed for lower extremity alignment includ-
ing the Craig-Ryder test and external tibial torsion. 
For the standing heel-raise MMT, participants per-
formed the heel raises to the beat of a metronome. 
As used in previous research, the metronome was 
set at 60 beats/minute (one heel raise per two sec-
onds).17-19 If the participant could complete 25-heel 
rises17 they were included in the study.

EMG Setup 
To determine electrode placement for the MG and 
LG, a prone resisted plantar flexion contraction 
was elicited, the muscles were palpated, and the 
electrodes were placed over the most prominent 
section of each corresponding muscle belly.19 The 
electrode placement areas were shaved as needed 
and the skin was abraded with an alcohol swab. The 
recording electrodes were placed in parallel with 
the muscle fibers. Two additional ground electrodes 
were placed on the tibial tuberosity and the fibu-
lar head to decrease EMG artifact. The MG and LG 
were recorded using individual disposable, Ag/AgCl 
sEMG Norotrode 20 bi-polar surface electrodes (Myo-
tronics Inc., Kent, WA) with 10 mm pickup diameter 
with 22mm interspacing between the bi-polar elec-
trodes and the Motion Lab Systems MA420 bi-polar 
preamplifiers. Electrode placement was confirmed 
by assessing EMG that were tested prior to data col-
lection using unilateral standing plantar flexion con-
tractions. Electrodes were firmly secured with 2 cm 
wide tape. The gain was adjusted as needed before 
formal data collection.  

All EMG signals were recorded for the MG and LG 
using an MA-300 EMG system connected to a laptop 
computer via a DI-720 USB Data Acquisition System 

(Motion Lab Systems Inc., Baton Rouge, LA). The 
EMG system signal bandwidth was 10 Hz −2 kHz, 
−3 dB limited to 10–350 Hz, using the low-pass Bes-
sel filter in the MA300. All EMG data were sampled 
at 1,876 samples per second per channel, using 
WinDaq Data Acquisition Software (DATAQ Instru-
ments Inc., Akron, OH). 

Determination of Maximal Voluntary 
Contraction 
To determine the maximum voluntary isometric 
contraction (MVIC) from each participant’s MG 
and LG a stationary barbell was used for the partici-
pant to push up into during isometric plantarflexion 
when standing using a set up similar to Hebert-
Losier et al.20 EMG values were collected during 
the performance of two MVICs heel rises in a uni-
pedal standing position. A previous study showed 
that the standing weight bearing position is just as 
effective as the NWB position when attempting to 
elicit a maximal contraction from the gastrocnemius 
muscle.20 Two trials of MVIC testing were conducted 
with a two-minute rest period between tests. The 
length of each test was approximately five seconds 
with two seconds of a ramped increasing effort and 
three seconds of a sustained maximum isometric 
contraction. The two MVIC trials were then aver-
aged to establish the MVIC score. Testing for MVIC 
was performed in a modified squat rack so that the 
barbell was firmly secured so that it would remain 
stationary. Participants stood comfortably and the 
height of the barbell was adjusted so as to rest on the 
posterior deltoids and upper thoracic spine region 
(e.g. as in performing a normal squat) of the stand-
ing participant with the knees extended at 0°. Pad-
ding was added as needed to the bar to maximize 
patient comfort while pushing up maximally. Par-
ticipants positioned themselves under the station-
ary barbell standing unilaterally on the test leg in a 
comfortable weight bearing foot position and when 
instructed plantar flexed isometrically with maximal 
effort. The ankle was positioned midway between 
their neutral and full plantarflexion. The previously 
described position with the knee at 0° and in weight 
bearing has been found to most frequently elicit a 
MVIC of the gastrocnemius muscle.18,21 Participants 
were allowed to familiarize themselves with the set 
up and were given two minutes to recover prior to 
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formal testing. For all weight-bearing tests partici-
pants were instructed to isometrically “try to push 
upwards on the bar as hard as you can” and “keep 
your knee straight.” To obtain the MVIC data for each 
participant, the data was filtered (to remove DC val-
ues) and mathematically squared creating data val-
ues that were only positive. The square root of these 
mean values were taken from the data window of 
the last three seconds of the five-second reading of 
the unilateral isometric maximum plantar flexion 
contractions and were used in the normalization 
process.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST POSITIONS

WB Test Position
The standing WB position was identical to the 
method used to determine MVIC with the only dif-
ference being the performance of the test using two 
positional variations: a position of maximal in-toe-
ing and one of maximal out-toeing of the foot. The 
toe-in (Figure 1) and toe-out positions were accom-
plished by having the participant fully rotate the 
entire lower extremity in or out. The instructions 

during testing were identical to testing for MVIC as 
described previously, and each contraction was held 
for five seconds. Three contractions per each test 
variation were used to gather EMG data from the 
MG and LG muscles. 

NWB Test Position
A NWB position was used to test the gastrocnemius 
muscle to determine if the same pattern of activity 
resulted with the toe-in and toe-out positions using 
a resisted test of knee flexion due to the role of the 
gastrocnemius as a secondary flexor of the knee. 
Although the gastrocnemius is not a strong knee 
flexor this action was chosen to see if the same pat-
tern of muscle activity in the MG and LG occurred 
during knee flexion and without applying pressure 
to the plantar aspect of the foot. Results of a previ-
ous study have already shown that the MG and LG 
muscles have less muscle activity in the NWB posi-
tion compared to WB 20 therefore the authors chose 
to investigate gastrocnemius activity during a dif-
ferent action (knee flexion). For the NWB (prone) 
position, participants were instructed to “bend the 
knee,” “pull as hard as possible,” or “keep pulling,” 
while the examiner applied a “break” force approxi-
mately 8 cm proximal to the malleoli in the direc-
tion of knee extension (Figure 2) for five seconds. 
Participants were allowed to hold onto the treatment 
table as needed for stabilization during the muscle 
tests. These verbal instructions were standardized 
for each participant in order to encourage maximum 
contraction. Three contractions per each test posi-
tion were performed to gather EMG data from the 
MG and LG muscles.

EMG Capture and Normalization
Data were recorded during all positions and rota-
tional variations (as described above) with Motion 
Lab Electromyography (MA 300) using a Gateway 
Laptop (Model QA1) and stored on a password pro-
tected USB device in Motion Lab Systems C3D files 
using EMG Analysis and Graphing software (Motion 
Lab Systems Inc., Baton Rouge, LA). The root-mean-
square (rms) amplitudes (expressed in μv) from the 
MG and LG during all test conditions were deter-
mined by taking the EMG signals from the last three 
seconds of the five-second isometric contractions for 
each participant. The data from each of the three 

Figure 1. Standing heel rise position (Toe-in position).
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trials was averaged for all data collected from WB 
and NWB tests. The EMG rms amplitudes from test 
conditions were normalized using the previously 
established values for MVIC for each muscle group. 

Data Analysis 
The statistical package R (R: A Language and Envi-
ronment for Statistical Computing, R Core Team, R 
Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Aus-
tria) was used for data analysis.  The outcome data 
was the mean peak normalized muscle activity for 
the MG and LG in each of the positions and varia-
tions. Data are presented as percentages of MVIC 
with means and standard deviations (±SD). The 
normalized EMG data was also analyzed using the 
intraclass correlation coefficient statistic (ICCs 3,1) 
to determine test-retest reliability for the prone test-
ing position.

A 2x2x2 (Foot Position x Test Position x Muscle) 
repeated measures of analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

was used to analyze the data to determine if differ-
ences exist in Muscle activity between the MG and 
LG when comparing toe-in versus toe-out foot posi-
tions while in the standing and prone test positions. 
A Bonferroni correction was applied on the post hoc 
tests to prevent family wise error inflation. 

RESULTS
The group of participants (20 females, 13 males) had 
a mean age of 21.7 years (range: 19-25), weight: 72.6 
kg (range: 52-113.4 kg.), height: 172.6 cm (range: 
157.5-193.0 cm). All of the participants were right leg 
dominant except one, which was determined by ask-
ing them with which leg they would normally kick a 
ball. Also all participants were healthy students that 
were active either in sports or recreational activi-
ties. Lower extremity alignment measures for mean 
femoral anteversion was 10.4º (range: -1 to 19º) and 
the mean tibial torsion was 5.1º (range: -11 to 15º). 

Intra-rater reliability was high for the NWB normal-
ized EMG data in for the MG for toe-in (ICC = .91) 
for MG toe-out (ICC= .95), for LG toe-in (ICC = .87) 
and LG toe-out (ICC = .85). The standard error of 
the measure (SEM) for the normalized muscle activ-
ity for the LG = 6.7% while the MG = 4.7%. The 
reliability for standing normalized EMG was not 
assessed because of concerns over fatigue of the gas-
trocnemius muscle.

The MG achieved 41.3% MVIC in the prone (NWB) 
test position with toe-in while the LG achieved 
37.8%, the MG had 43.5% MVIC while the LG had 
32.6% in the toe-out position. In the (WB) standing 
position toe-in the MG had 75.8% MVIC while the 
LG had 70.7%, with toe-out the MG had 79.2% MVIC 
while the LG had 68.9%. Figure 3 and 4 show all of 
the means and standard errors for each test position. 
EMG activation was always greater for the MG than 
the LG during all positions and rotational variations, 
but the differences were not statistically significant.

No differences were found between the normalized 
MG and LG outputs (mean: MG = 4.93 μv; LG = 
5.02 μv; t= -1.60; p = .94) when performing a heel 
rise while standing with the foot in a neutral position 
(toes pointed straight forward) during the MVIC test-
ing. However, a significant test position main effect 
(F [1,32] =86.9; p < .01), a significant muscle main 

Figure 2. Resisted prone knee fl exion (Toe-out position).
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effect (F [1,32]=5.50; p < .01), and a foot position x 
muscle interaction (F [1,32] =14.58; p < .01) were 
found. Post hoc tests showed a significant difference 
between MG and LG activation in the toe-out posi-
tion (t = 3.10; p < .002), with greater MG activation, 
but not in the toe-in positions for both prone and 
standing test positions (t = 1.27; p= 0.21). 

DISCUSSION
The results of this study shows that differences in 
EMG activation between the MG and LG exist when 
altering foot position during a weight bearing (stand-
ing heel rise) and non-weight bearing (resisting knee 
flexion while lying prone) activities. The MG was 
significantly more active than the LG in the toe-out 
positions in both the weight bearing and non-weight 
bearing positions, which did not support the hypoth-
esis that plantar pressure, during weight bearing, 
would have an effect on the pattern of MG-LG activ-
ity. The results from this study support the hypoth-
esis that the toe-out position elicited more MG than 
LG activity. These results also agree with previous 
research by Riemann et al who showed that that 
during WB the MG was more active than the LG 
during both the concentric and eccentric phase of 
plantarflexion in a toe-out position.12 No differences 
were noted between the MG and LG when in the 
toe-in position for either weight bearing (standing) 
or non-weight bearing (prone) test positions thus the 
current results did not support the hypothesis that 
the toe-in position would elicit more LG than MG. 

Riemann et al reported results that were similar 
to this study in that they did not find a difference 
between MG and LG during toe-in during the eccen-
tric phase of a heel raise, however they did show 
that the LG was activated more than the MG during 
a concentric heel raise.12 In the current study only 
isometric contractions were performed. Also in the 
current study the MG always produced greater EMG 
activation than the LG during both weight bearing 
and non-weight bearing test positions and with toe-in 
and with toe-out foot positions (Table 1). Fiebert et al 
found similar results with integrated muscle activ-
ity during maximal plantarflexion; the activity of the 
MG was always greater than the LG, but not signifi-
cantly. Interestingly the muscle activity level of the 
MG changed very little when comparing toe-in to 
toe-out for both the non-weight bearing (prone) and 
weight bearing (standing) positions, however the LG 
was significantly different between toe-in and toe-out 
but only for the prone position. Perhaps this pattern 
of activation is an integrated ontogenic response pat-
tern developed in our central nervous system. 

Herbert-Losier et al found that the gastrocnemius 
muscles (MG and LG) displayed much less activity 

Figure 3. Mean EMG for Toe-in and Toe-out Positions for 
Standing Heel Rise.

Figure 4. Mean EMG for Toe-in and Toe-out Positions for 
Resisted Knee Flexion while Prone.
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when the knee was flexed to 90º when compared 
to 0º degrees during NWB testing.18 This is consis-
tent with Fiebert et al who found that when the gas-
trocnemius muscle was placed at different muscle 
lengths muscle activity was lower when the muscles 
were shortened and greater when they were length-
ened.22 Fiebert et al found that as the knee flexes 
from full extension to 90º flexion the activation of 
the MG and LG significantly declines,22 the muscle 
shortening that is described by the properties of 
the length-tension curve. The results of the pres-
ent study also demonstrated that the activity of the 
MG and LG while prone with the knee flexed 90º 
was considerably less than when standing where the 
knee is in full extension.

Rotating the lower extremity internally or externally 
by toe-in or out may alter the biomechanics of the 
MG and LG muscles. Riemann et al hypothesizes 
that rotating the hip may change the line of force 
projected through the ankle joint to shift laterally 
during IR and medially with ER.12 Riemann et al 
also suggests that IR and ER of the lower extremity 
may alter the architectural features of the MG and 
LG such as the line of action, angle of pennation, 
and fascicle lengths influencing the force-generating 
capabilities of the MG and LG.12 The MG moment 
arm is considered an external rotator of the tibia 
while the LG an internal rotator of the tibia on the 

femur.23 Thus an isometric contraction is needed 
to “hold” the tibia in external rotation (out-toeing) 
would likely produce more MG activity with an iso-
metric contraction to “hold” the tibia in internally 
rotated (in-toeing) would produce more LG activity. 
Further studies are needed to confirm these pat-
terns of activation. 

Both static tibial torsion and hip anteversion were 
measured using the Craig-Ryder test to examine the 
ranges of toe-in and toe-out and to note any outliers 
that could have affected the results. A caveat is that 
toe-in or toe-out positions were not standardized. 
Participants were asked to maximally internally or 
externally rotate their legs during the toe-in and toe-
out heel raises, without standardizing the degree 
of leg rotation. Thus we do not know if a particu-
lar amount of internal and external rotation would 
modify EMG activation. Also, we did not measure 
reliability and validity of the Craig-Ryder test or 
the Thigh-Foot Angle tests; this could be a source 
of error. Future research that looks at those who 
have significantly greater toe-in or toe-out would be 
interesting. 

A number of other factors may have influenced the 
generalizability these results. First, the participants 
that volunteered to participate in this study con-
sisted of young college-aged men and women (19-25 

Table 1. MVIC Normalized Data in Prone Test Positions (%) (N=33)
Toe-In Toe-Out 

Muscle Mean (sd) Range Mean (sd) Range 

MG 41.29 ± 16.3 7.37-64.4 43.53 ± 15.4 14.2-71.3 

LG 37.83 ± 17.7 3.06-76.2 32.58 ± 20.7 3.4-90.5 

Table 2. MVIC Normalized Data for Standing Heel Rises (%) (N=33)
Toe-In Toe-out 

Muscle MVIC (sd) Range MVIC (sd) Range 

MG 75.8 ± 15.4 37.95-107.9 79.2 ± 18.8 39.39-143.6 

LG 70.7 ± 17.9 43.86-117.8 68.9 ± 18.8 32.12-126.7 
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years old). It is difficult to determine if comparable 
results would be found with other populations, such 
as older adults. When using surface electrodes to 
measure electrical activity of a muscle sources of 
possible error include skin impedance and cross talk 
between muscles. To decrease skin impedance, the 
skin was abraded with an alcohol swab. However, 
electrical resistance (ohms) was not assessed to mea-
sure the amount of impedance. Cross talk is always 
a limitation with surface electrodes. Ekstrom et al 
suggest that surface EMG is appropriate for superfi-
cial muscles,24 the gastrocnemius muscles are super-
ficial and easily located. Perhaps a future study with 
indwelling needle electrodes could be performed.

CONCLUSIONS
A toed-out foot position creates greater muscle 
activity in the MG than the LG when standing and 
performing a heel raise and when resisting knee 
flexion while lying prone. No differences were 
noted between MG and LG in the toe-in foot position 
between the two test positions (WB and NWB). How-
ever, the EMG activation was always greater for the 
MG than the LG during all positions and rotational 
variations, but the differences were not statistically 
significant. The muscle activity of the MG and the 
LG during contraction of the gastrocnemius muscle 
were also consistent for both weight bearing ver-
sus non-weight bearing suggesting that a pattern of 
muscle activation that may be an integrated pattern 
established in our central nervous system. 
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ABSTRACT
Background: The use of foam rollers to provide tissue massage is a commonly used intervention by rehabilitation 
professionals for their patients and clients. Currently, there is no consensus on the optimal foam rolling treatment 
approach. Of particular interest are the effects of different instructional methods of foam rolling, as individuals ulti-
mately perform these interventions independently outside of formal care. Finding the optimal instructional method 
may help improve the individual’s understanding of the technique, allowing for a safe and effective intervention.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to compare the effects of video-guided, live instructed, and self-guided foam 
roll interventions on knee flexion Range of Motion (ROM) and pressure pain thresholds. 

Methods: Forty-five healthy adults were recruited and randomly allocated to one of three intervention groups: video-
guided, live-instructed, and self-guided. Each foam roll intervention lasted a total of 2 minutes. Dependent variables 
included knee flexion ROM and pressure pain threshold of the left quadriceps. Statistical analysis included subject 
demographic calculations and appropriate parametric and non-parametric tests to measure changes within and 
between intervention groups. 

Results: Each intervention group showed significant gains in knee flexion ROM (p≤ 0.003) and pressure pain thresh-
olds (p< 0.001). An approximate 5 degree increase of knee flexion and a 150 kPa increase in pressure pain threshold 
was observed at the posttest measure for all groups. There was no significant difference (p=0.25) found between 
intervention groups. 

Conclusion: All three foam roll interventions showed short-term increases in knee flexion ROM and pressure pain 
thresholds. The two instructional methods (video and live instruction) and the self-guided method produced similar 
outcomes and can be used interchangeably. Individuals can benefit from various types of instruction and in cases of 
limited resources video may offer an alternative or adjunct to live instruction or an existing self-guided program. 

Key Words: exercise instruction, myofascial rolling, perceived pain, muscle soreness, recovery
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INTRODUCTION
The use of foam rollers to provide tissue massage 
is a commonly used intervention by rehabilitation 
professionals for patients and clients. Foam rollers 
come in several sizes and densities. Commercial 
foam rollers are typically available in two lengths 
36 inch and 18 inch.1,2 The structure of foam rollers 
vary from a mild density foam to a more rigid solid 
plastic cyllinder with a dense foam outer covering. 
Reseachers have shown that higher density foam 
rollers produce more pressure to the target tissues 
and may have a stonger effect on the tissues than 
softer density foam rollers, which could be a poten-
tial benefit.3 However, patient tolerance is a factor 
that must be considered when using higher density 
foam rolls. 

The current research suggests that foam rolling may 
offer short-term benefits for increasing joint range 
of motion (ROM) at the hip, knee, and ankle with-
out affecting muscle performance.1,2 These findings 
further suggest that foam rolling for one to five min-
utes may be beneficial for enhancing joint flexibil-
ity as a pre-exercise warm-up and cool down due to 
identified short-term benefits (≤ 10 minutes).1 After 
intense exercise, decrements in muscle performance 
and delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS) may be 
attenuated after foam rolling for 10 to 20 minutes.1,2,4 
Continued foam rolling (20 minutes per day) over a 
period of three days may further decrease a patient’s 
pain level and may be beneficial as a post-exercise 
intervention.1 Research has shown that foam rolling 
can increase posttreatment pressure pain thresh-
olds,5 reduce arterial stiffness, and improve vascular 
endothelial function, all which are associated with 
increased flexibility.6 

Due to the popularity of this intervention, foam 
rollers are commonly used in outpatient rehabili-
tation, fitness facilities, and as a home-based inter-
vention. Currently, there is no consensus on the 
optimal foam rolling treatment time, cadence, and 
technique, amount of force, foam roller density, or 
instructional strategy.1,2 Of particular interest are the 
effects of different instructional methods for foam 
rolling. Finding the optimal instructional method 
may help improve the patient’s performance of the 
technique, allowing for a safe and effective inter-
vention. One method to improve patient adherence 
may by to use an Internet based instructional video 
to reinforce the foam roller techniques prescribed 
by the clinician. To date, no studies have compared 
the efficacy of an Internet based instructional video 
to live-instruction for learning the methods to per-
form foam rolling. The purpose of this study was to 
compare the effects of video-guided, live instructed, 
and self-guided foam rolling interventions on knee 
flexion ROM and pressure pain thresholds. 

METHODS
This pretest, posttest randomized controlled trial 
was approved by the university Institutional Review 
Board (IRB# 16-180). 

Subjects 
Forty-five healthy adults (28 males, 17 females) 
(age= 26 ± 6.5 years, height= 1.68± 0.1m; body 
mass=74.1± 17.6; body mass index (BMI)=26.1± 
5.3) were recruited via convenience sampling (e.g. 
flyers). Descriptive demographic information is pro-
vided in Table 1. Volunteers were randomly allocated 
into three groups of 15 subjects: (1) video-guided 

Table 1. Subject demographics.
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intervention, (2) live instructed intervention, and (3) 
self-guided intervention. The self-guided interven-
tion was considered the control group for this inves-
tigation. Exclusion criteria included the presence 
of any musculoskeletal, systemic, or metabolic dis-
ease that would affect lower extremity joint range of 
motion or tolerance to pressure pain threshold test-
ing and the inability to avoid medications that may 
have had an effect on testing (Table 2). 

Instruments 
Two measurement instruments were used in this 
investigation. First, the baseline digital inclinome-
ter (Fabrication Enterprises, White Plains, NY, USA) 
was used to measure passive knee flexion ROM. This 
device has been shown to be valid and reliable for 
measuring lower extremity ROM (Figure 1).7-10 Second, 

the JTECH (Midvale, UT) Tracker Freedom® wireless 
algometer (Figure 2) was used with the accompanying 
Tracker 5® Windows® based software to measure pres-
sure pain threshold. Algometry is a valid and reliable 
tool for measuring pressure pain thresholds.5,11-13

Instructional Video and Foam Roll 
A commercial Internet based video and accompa-
nied foam roller (GRID) were used in this investiga-
tion (Trigger Point Technologies, Austin, TX, USA). 
The short foam rolling instructional video demon-
strated the use of the 18-inch size GRID foam roller 
on the left quadriceps muscle group. The GRID 
foam roll is a rigid solid plastic cyllinder with a 
dense foam outer covering which has been used in 
prior research (Figure 3).14 More details of the video 
instructions are discussed in the procedures section. 

Table 2. Consort fl ow diagram.
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Outcome Measures 
Two outcome measures were used for the pretest and 
posttest measures. For passive knee flexion, subjects 
lay prone on a yoga mat. The examiner grasped the left 
ankle and passively moved the left knee to the end of 
the available flexion ROM to the point where the knee 
could no long be passively moved without providing 
overpressure,15-17a measurement was then taken by 
the examiner. The examiner monitored for any com-
pensatory movement through the lower extremity 
and pelvis. This testing technique was chosen since it 
replicated the same hip position and knee movements 
that occurred during the foam roll interventions and 
has been used in prior research.15-17 For pressure pain 
threshold, the left quadriceps group was tested with 
the subject in the relaxed standing position (two mea-
surements).18 The 1.0-cm2 probe of the algometer was 
placed into the midline of the left quadriceps (rectus 
femoris) midway between the iliac crest and superior 
border of the patella. The graded force was applied at 
a constant rate of 50-60 kilopascals per second (kPa/
sec) until the subject indicated the presence of pain.18 

Pilot Study
Prior to data collection, a two session pilot training 
was conducted to establish intrarater reliability and 
practice testing procedures for all interventions. 
Two examiners were involved with data collection. 
The primary investigator took all the measurements 
while a second investigator participated in the live-
instruction intervention. The primary investigator 
was a licensed physical therapist with over 12 years 
of experience and board certified in orthopedics. 
Ten independent subjects were recruited and tested 
for the pilot portion of the study. The intrarater reli-
ability was calculated using the Intraclass Correla-
tion Coefficient (ICC model 3, k). Good intrarater 
reliability was established for passive knee flexion 
measurements (ICC= 0.95; 95% CI 0.83-0.99) and 
pressure algometry (ICC= 0.94; 95% CI 0.61-0.90). 19 
These coefficients are in accordance with the mini-
mum threshold of ≥ 0.90 for ICC values postulated to 
be acceptable for clinical decision making.19 

Procedures 
All eligible participants were given an IRB approved 
consent form to read and sign before testing. Par-
ticipants then completed a questionnaire to  provide 

Figure 1. Baseline digital inclinometer.

Figure 3. GRID foam roll.

Figure 2. JTECH algometer.
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demographic information. All participants were 
tested by one investigator and were blinded from the 
results and other participants enrolled in the study. 
A second investigator participated in the live-instruc-
tion group procedures but was blinded to the testing 
results. Testing was conducted between the hours 
of 10 A.M. and 2 P.M. and subjects were instructed 
to refrain from any strenuous activity three hours 
prior to testing and from taking any medication that 
would interfere with testing. The intervention was 
performed on the left quadriceps for all groups. All 
subjects underwent pretest measures, followed by 
the instruction and rolling intervention, then imme-
diate posttest measures. The specific procedures for 
each intervention are discussed below.

For the video-guided intervention, subjects followed 
an instructional video that demonstrated the use of 
the foam roll on the left quadriceps muscle group. 
Subjects had their own foam roll and followed the 
video with no feedback from the observing pri-
mary investigator (Figure 4). The instructor in the 
video provided a brief introduction and then dis-
cussed the foam rolling technique. The instructor 
divided the left quadriceps into zone one: top of 
patella to middle of the quadriceps and zone two: 
middle quadriceps to anterior superior iliac spine. 
The model in the video was instructed to get in the 
plank position allowing moderate weight bearing to 
the anterior thigh. Then to position the roller above 
the left patella and roll back and forth in zone one, 
four times at a cadence of one inch per second. The 
model was then instructed to stop at the top of zone 
one followed by four knee bends to 90 degrees. This 
sequence was repeated for zone two. The interven-
tion portion lasted a total of two minutes. 

For the live-instruction intervention, subjects followed 
the examiner’s instructions which were the same as 
the video-guided intervention. The video was tran-
scribed into a text-based script that the examiner 
followed while teaching the foam rolling technique. 
The examiner began by demonstrating the foam 
rolling sequence for zone one and zone two of the 
left quadriceps then had the subject perform the 
two-minute sequence of rolling and knee bends. The 
examiner was observed by the primary investigator 
during the intervention to ensure accuracy and con-
sistency of the teachings. 

For the self-guided or control intervention, the pri-
mary investigator demonstrated the plank position 
and placement of the roller under the left quadri-
ceps group. Subjects performed their own preferred 
method of foam rolling on the left leg for two min-
utes. The investigator monitored the intervention 
time and did not provide any feedback. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS ver-
sion 24.0 (IBM SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Subject 
descriptive data was calculated and reported as the 
mean and standard deviation (SD) for age, height, 
body mass, and body mass index (BMI) (Table 1). 
Group differences were calculated using the ANOVA 
test for continuous level data and the Kruskal Wal-
lis test for ordinal level data. A factorial repeated 
ANOVA was used to compare pretest and posttest 
knee flexion ROM and pressure pain threshold for 
all three intervention groups. Post hoc testing was 
conducted using the Tukey post hoc test. The mean 

Figure 4. Video-guided intervention.
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of two PPT measures was used for the statistical 
analysis.20,21 Statistical significance was considered 
when p< 0.05. 

RESULTS 
Forty-five subjects aged 20-54 (age= 26 ± 6.5) years 
completed the study. There were no adverse events 
and no subjects withdrew during data collection. Sta-
tistical analysis of the descriptive data revealed no 
significant differences between the three groups for 
age (p=0.57), height (p=0.74), body mass (p=0.96), 
and BMI (p=0.75) (Table 1). 

Within Group Comparison 
For passive knee flexion ROM, a significant time 
effect was found for the video-guided [F (1,14)=118.5, 
p< 0.001, partial η2=0.89], live-instruction [F 
(1,14)=112.3, p<0.001, partial η2=0.89], and the 
self-guided intervention [F(1,14)=12.9, p=0.003, 
partial η2=0.48]. Post hoc testing revealed a mean 
increase of approximately five degrees (p≤ 0.003) 
from pretest to posttest for all three groups (Table 3). 

For pressure pain threshold, a significant time effect 
was found for the video-guided [F (1,14)=52.8, 
p< 0.001, partial η2=0.79], live-instruction [F 
(1,14)=40.2, p<0.001, partial η2=0.74], and self-
guided intervention [F(1,14)=37.9, p <0.001, partial 
η2=0.73]. Post hoc testing revealed a mean increase 
of approximately 150 kPa (p<0.001) from pretest to 
posttest for all three groups (Table 3). 

Between Group Comparison
Statistical analysis revealed no significant difference 
between groups for knee flexion ROM [F (2,42)=1.44, 
p=0.25, partial η2=0.25] and pressure pain thresh-
old [F (2,42)=1.45, p=0.25, partial η2=0.06].

DISCUSSION 
This investigation sought to compare the efficacy of 
a video-guided, live instructed, and self-guided (con-
trol) foam roll intervention in healthy adults. The 
results suggest that foam rolling interventions pro-
duce short-term gains in knee flexion ROM and can 
increase pressure pain threshold levels (improve 
individual tolerance to pain) in the target muscle 
group regardless of instructions given for perfor-
mance. These short-term gains have been observed 
in prior research.1,5 Perhaps, the effects that occur 
from foam rolling are independent of the type of 
instruction and may occur from the physical force 
applied by the body’s weight on the foam roller. 

Two proposed theories suggest that foam rolling can 
cause a mechanical or neurophysiological effect.22,23 
Mechanical theory suggests that the viscoelastic prop-
erties of fascia are affected by the pressure of the foam 
roll. Other mechanisms involved may include reduced 
thixotrophy, alteration in myofascial restriction and 
trigger points, fluid changes, cellular responses, and 
fascial inflammation.22,23 Neurophysiological theory 
suggests that mechanical pressure from the foam roll 
influences tissue relaxation and pain reduction through 

Table 3. Pretest, posttest descriptive results.
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central nervous system afferent input from the Golgi 
tendon reflex, mechanoreceptors (e.g. Golgi tendon 
organ), and nocioceptors. 22,23 These hypotheses still 
need further investigation. Lastly, the lack of between 
group differences do indeed have practical implica-
tions, as it seems that individualized instruction may 
not be necessary if indeed other instructional methods 
are available.

Clinicians must consider that the results of this inves-
tigation suggest that the two instructional methods 
(video and live instruction) and the self-guided method 
produced similar outcomes and can be used inter-
changeably. Clinically, live instruction may be more 
practical since the clinician can teach and observe the 
patient performing the foam rolling technique and 
provide any corrections as needed. The clinician could 
reinforce the technique taught by recommending an 
instructional internet video for the patient to follow or 
follow up with the patient after they have attempted 
the technique themselves. Clinicians often use live-
instruction to teach the patient an exercise technique. 
This traditional method has been shown to have limi-
tations due to poor patient compliance. Research-
ers have suggested that up to 70% of patients do not 
adhere to a home exercise program.24 Patients often 
have better adherence with a structured and moni-
tored home exercise program.25-28 The use of Internet 
based video instruction may enhance the patient’s 
understanding of the technique. The most recent sta-
tistics from 2012 report that 71% of all Internet users 
had accessed the Internet to search for health related 
information or interact with a health professional and 
that 35% of adults in the United States report having 
used the Internet to specifically diagnose a health con-
dition.29,30 This growing trend may eventually become 
the standard way patients access information. Clini-
cians may need to utilize current technology in order 
to provide their patients with the best care. 

Limitations
Several limitations need to be discussed in relation 
to this investigation. First, this investigation tested 
only healthy subjects which limits the generaliz-
ability of these results to other populations. Second, 
the short-term effects of each instructional foam roll 
method were studied, thus, similar results may not 
be present in the long-term. This may specifically be 
a concern to those who used the self-guiding method 

as a divergence in technique may occur over time. 
Third, the video-guided intervention and live instruc-
tion only demonstrated only a single foam rolling 
technique on the quadriceps group for a short dura-
tion. This must be considered for clinical practice or 
prescription of a video based instructional program 
provided in a static format. Fourth, the GRID foam 
roll was used in this study, which is a rigid cylinder 
with an outer foam layer. Foam rollers with different 
densities may have produced different results. 

Future research 
Future research should attempt to determine the opti-
mal teaching strategy for different patient populations 
and among various cohorts of the general population 
such as distance runners and recreational athletes. Spe-
cifically, determining whether any teaching strategy is 
more effective for patients with different medical con-
ditions and at different stages in the rehabilitation pro-
cess. Future research should also focus on determining 
the optimal foam rolling treatment including: cadence, 
technique, amount of force, and optimal type of foam 
roller for different musculoskeletal conditions. 

Conclusion 
This investigation compared an Internet based instruc-
tional video to live-instruction and no instruction for 
a common foam rolling intervention. All interven-
tion groups showed gains in ROM and pressure pain 
thresholds, indicating no difference attributable to 
instructional strategy. The research on foam rolling 
is still developing with no current consensus on the 
most optimal instructional strategy. This investigation 
provides some insight into options for teaching tech-
niques to healthy individuals. Individuals can benefit 
from various types of instruction and in cases of lim-
ited resources video may offer an alternative or adjunct 
to live instruction or an existing self-guided program. 
Future research should focus on determining the opti-
mal teaching strategy for different patient populations. 
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ABSTRACT
Background: Limited quantitative, physiological evidence exists regarding the effectiveness of Kinesio® Taping 
methods, particularly with respect to the potential ability to impact underlying physiological joint space and struc-
tures. To better understand the impact of these techniques, the underlying physiological processes must be investi-
gated in addition to the examination of more subjective measures related to pain in unhealthy tissues. 

Hypothesis/Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine whether the Kinesio® Taping Space Correction 
Method created a significant difference in patellofemoral joint space, as quantified by diagnostic ultrasound. 

Study Design: Pre-test/post-test prospective cohort study

Methods: Thirty-two participants with bilaterally healthy knees and no past history of surgery took part in the study. 
For each participant, diagnostic ultrasound was utilized to collect three measurements: the patellofemoral joint space, 
the distance from the skin to the superficial patella, and distance from the skin to the patellar tendon. The Kinesio® 
Taping Space Correction Method was then applied. After a ten-minute waiting period in a non-weight bearing posi-
tion, all three measurements were repeated. Each participant served as his or her own control. 

Results: Paired t tests showed a statistically significant difference (mean difference = 1.1 mm, t[3,1] = 2.823, p = 0.008, 
g =  .465) between baseline and taped conditions in the space between the posterior surface of the patella to the 
medial femoral condyle. Neither the distance from the skin to the superficial patella nor the distance from the skin 
to the patellar tendon increased to a statistically significant degree. 

Conclusions: The application of the Kinesio® Taping Space Correction Method increases the patellofemoral joint 
space in healthy adults by increasing the distance between the patella and the medial femoral condyle, though it does 
not increase the distance from the skin to the superficial patella nor to the patellar tendon.

Level of Evidence: 3

Key words: Diagnostic ultrasound, Kinesio® tape, patellofemoral joint space, tibiofemoral joint
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INTRODUCTION
The application of kinesiology tape is a conserva-
tive care therapy often touted as being able to allevi-
ate pain,1-4 affect skeletal muscles and joints,5-8 and 
generally bring about physiological changes in order 
to improve patient health.9-13 Nevertheless, limited 
empirical evidence exists to support evidence-based 
practice,14 and the wide-ranging methodologies 
employed in previous research make the rationale 
for effected change difficult to ascertain.15-21 Further 
compounding this issue is the increasing number of 
taping protocols and various brands of kinesiology 
tape, which potentially confound clinically-relevant 
findings, given the many variables which could con-
tribute to research findings.14,20,22,23

To provide a product-related example, the first type 
of kinesiology tape, Kinesio® Tape (Kinesio Holding 
Corp, Albuquerque, NM), was introduced to the mar-
ket in 1982. The developer of the tape claimed that it 
was designed to possess elasticity and thickness sim-
ilar to human skin and would allow for normal range 
of motion.24 While various kinesiology tape brands 
are manufactured and marketed as interchange-
able in terms of effectiveness, careful consideration 
should be given to comparability across studies that 
employ different products. 

Of equal methodological concern is the variety of 
application processes for Kinesio® Taping methods 
and whether results derived from dissimilar tech-
niques can be compared.16,19,25 Campolo et al26 explic-
itly study this possibility in a comparison of two 
taping applications, namely Kinesio® Taping Method 
and McConnell Taping technique for anterior knee 
pain, and find similar results when compared to a 
non-taped group. Yet, as Juhn27 and Parreira et al14 
note, the literature on taping has not always been 
in agreement with respect to clinical effective-
ness, potentially indicating discrepancies in study 
variables such as tape application, placement, or 
direction.

In the current study Kinesio® Tape was used to 
examine the Kinesio® Taping Space Correction 
Method, both developed and proposed by Kase,24 in 
an effort to understand the underlying physiological 
effects of its application to the patellofemoral joint 
and evaluate claims of space correction. Six correc-
tive techniques have been published as means to 

treat pathomechanics and pathophysiology, includ-
ing fascial, space, ligament/tendon, functional, and 
lymphatic corrections.8,24 In the current study, the 
focus was placed on space correction to evaluate 
the potential of a Kinesio® Taping Method to lift the 
structures under which the tape has been applied to 
increase interstitial space.

The technique under consideration, namely the 
Kinesio® Taping Space Correction Method, purports 
to create a suction-like force which lifts structures 
under the applied tape. Kase24 suggests that the appli-
cation of Kinesio® Tape in this manner can increase 
joint space, thereby reducing pain from dimin-
ished interstitial space, and that the tape’s applica-
tion can create additional space between the skin 
and superficial structures for lymphatic correction. 
In the context of this study, the tape was applied 
over the patella and diagnostic ultrasound was used 
as a means to measure space in three anatomical 
regions unique to the patellofemoral joint. Diagnos-
tic ultrasound has only recently begun to be used 
in studies focused on the impact of Kinesio® Tape,28 
yet its clinical use in diagnosing pathomechanics in 
joints29,30 demonstrates its appropriateness for use 
in a study of this type. Moreover, the use of simi-
lar measurement techniques in both clinical and 
research settings improves comparability of results 
and strengthens claims related to evidence-based 
clinical relevance.

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to deter-
mine whether the Kinesio® Taping Space Correction 
Method created a significant difference in patel-
lofemoral joint space, as quantified by diagnostic 
ultrasound. The research focused on three differ-
ent measurements unique to patellofemoral struc-
tures: (1) the patellofemoral joint (i.e., underside 
of the patella to the femur); (2) skin to the superfi-
cial patella; and (3) the skin to the patellar tendon. 
These three measures allow for claims initially pro-
posed by Kase24 with respect to joint space and the 
potential for lymphatic correction to be empirically 
tested in healthy tissue.

METHODS
To investigate the anatomical impact of the Kine-
sio® Taping Space Correction Method on underlying 
anatomical structures, a pre-test/post-test cohort 
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study was conducted. This design eliminates poten-
tial confounding variables (individual differences) 
between participants, with each participant serving 
as his or her own control.

Participants
Thirty-two individuals (16 males and 16 females) 
with bilaterally healthy knees participated in the 
study. Approval from the Institutional Review Board 
(IRB) at a large U.S. university was granted prior to 
participant enrollment. Participation in the study 
was voluntary and all participants were provided a 
written copy of an informed consent. In addition, 
the study was explained to potential participants 
and they had the opportunity to ask any questions 
prior to enrollment. Inclusion criteria for the study 
included self-report of: (1) bilaterally healthy knees; 
(2) being recreationally active; and (3) no medical 
conditions involving bones or joints. Exclusion crite-
ria also included any reported knee pain in the prior 
six months or any allergy to Kinesio® Tex Gold™ FP 
2″ Tape. All thirty-two individuals met these criteria 
and no attrition occurred throughout the study. Par-
ticipants were between 18 and 30 years of age, with 
a mean age of 20.69 years ± 2.681.

Diagnostic Ultrasound 
The Terason t3200 diagnostic ultrasound unit was 
used to measure three areas specific to patellofemo-
ral structures: (1) the patellofemoral joint space; (2) 
the distance between the skin and the superficial 
patella; and (3) the distance between the skin and 
the patellar tendon. The patellofemoral joint space is 
operationalized in this study as the distance from the 
underside of the patella to the medial femoral con-
dyle. Diagnostic ultrasound is ideally suited for this 
type of research, given the ability to visualize both 
bone and soft tissue, which allows for measurement 
of joint space. Previous research employing diagnos-
tic ultrasound imaging has shown high degrees of 
inter- and intra-rater reliability for measurements 
of a wide range of structures of the knee.31-34 While 
much of the literature on diagnostic ultrasound of 
the knee has measured the tibiofemoral joint, the 
technique has also been used to image the patel-
lofemoral joint.35 The non-invasive nature of the 
imaging technique, coupled with the near-real-time 
measurements, augment the case for using diagnos-

tic ultrasound when investigating these types of con-
servative care interventions.

Study Procedures
Each participant enrolled in the study had the three 
anatomical areas measured using diagnostic ultra-
sound to serve as baseline measures against which 
the post-tape-application measures could be com-
pared. To do so, the diagnostic ultrasound unit was 
placed on a high frequency setting. The transducer 
was then positioned in the long axis view over the 
patellar tendon in order to ensure viewing of the 
lower aspect of the patella. From this initial location, 
the transducer was moved medially ensuring the 
patella’s medial border was detected in the image. 
Upon visualization of the medial femoral condyle, 
the screen was frozen and the caliper function was 
used to collect measurements of the three previously 
described anatomical regions. The ultrasonographer 
for this research had one year of experience using 
the diagnostic ultrasound equipment for the patel-
lofemoral joint. In addition, all measurements were 
confirmed by an ultrasonographer with over six 
years of clinical and research experience. One ben-
efit of the measurement technique is that the frozen 
images are available for remeasurement, allowing a 
high degree of accuracy and reproducibility. Prior 
to removing the transducer, the skin of each par-
ticipant was marked to indicate the position of the 
superior and inferior borders of the transducer to 
allow for the same measurements to be made after 
application of the Kinesio® Taping Space Correction 
Method.

Kinesio® Tape Application
Once the initial baseline measurements of each 
participant had been made, the researchers then 
applied tape over the patellofemoral joint. The tape 
used in this study is Kinesio® Tex Gold™ FP 2″; tape 
that is purported to affect superficial structures 
such as the skin and the superficial patella.24 Tape 
application followed the Kinesio® Taping Space Cor-
rection Method described in the Kinesio® Taping 
Manuals.24 The skin at the site of application was 
first cleaned with an alcohol prep pad and excess 
was hair trimmed to ensure tape adherence. The 
tape was cut to a length approximately 2″ longer 
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than the patella.1 Then, the tape was folded in half 
and three longitudinal cuts were made, keeping the 
ends intact. 

To apply the tape, the tibiofemoral joint was flexed 
to 120 degrees. A goniometer was used to ensure 
flexion to the appropriate degree and was read 
by a certified athletic trainer with more than 10 
years of practice. The rationale for knee flexion is 
the increased epidermal tension under the tape 
in order to assist with the “lifting phenomenon.”24 
The paper on the back of the tape was torn in the 
middle third and stretched with light to moderate 
tension (~35%) over the patella.24 For all partici-
pants, the tape was applied by a Certified Kinesio® 
Tape Faculty member with more than seven years 
of experience to help ensure consistency of tension 
and placement. Finally, the ends were applied to 
the superior and inferior aspects of the patella and 
then rubbed to activate the adhesive. Figure 1 illus-
trates the tape application. Participants remained 
on the treatment table for ten minutes in a non-

1 If using the measurement markings provided on the 
back of the tape, this is equivalent to four squares.

weight-bearing position. The taped leg rested on the 
table in a comfortably extended position with no 
additional flexion or movement.

After the ten-minute wait period, the diagnostic 
ultrasound transducer was placed in the same posi-
tion as the first measurement using the marked bor-
ders on the skin with the tape application still intact. 
The same three measurements were again made 
using the caliper function of the Tersaon t3200 diag-
nostic ultrasound unit, set on the high frequency 
setting (Figure 2). 

STATISTICAL METHODS
In light of the pre-test/post-test research design, 
paired t tests were conducted for each of the three 
measurements (α  =  .05). All collected data were 
included in the analysis. No confounding variables 
were controlled for and no tests were conducted 
on sub-groups of the data. Effect sizes were calcu-
lated using Hedges’ g as an unbiased adjustment of 
Cohen’s d.36,37

Power analysis was conducted to determine the 
appropriate sample for the paired t  tests using 
an alpha of 5% and required power of 80%. With 
these parameters, the sample of 32 participants was 
deemed sufficient to identify a between-group dif-
ference of 2 mm in the patella-to-femur measure-
ment with a standard deviation of 2.5 mm. Lanyon 
et al report average patellofemoral joint spaces of 
healthy knees between approximately 4 and 7 mm, 
which suggests that a change of 2 mm would repre-
sent a substantial increase. 38

RESULTS
The means and standard deviations for the three 
measurements of the patellofemoral joint appear in 
Table 1. The largest mean difference occurred in the 
first measurement—the underside of the patella to 
the medial femoral condyle (mean difference = 1.1 
mm). A statistically significant difference between 
pre- and post measurements of the patellofemoral 
joint space with a medium effect size was observed 
(t31 = 2.823, p = .008, g = .465, 95% CI [0.30, 1.89]). 
Analysis of the pre-test/post-test measurements 
between the skin and the superficial patella were 
not statistically significantly different (mean differ-
ence = .045 mm, t31 = 1.211, p = .24, g = .213, 95% 

Figure 1. Completed Kinesio® Taping Space Correction Method 
with marked borders on the medial aspect of the tibiofemoral 
joint of the diagnostic ultrasound probe for repeated measures.
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CI [-3.1, 1.21]). The third measurement between the 
skin and the patellar tendon also was not statistically 
significantly different (mean difference = 0.0 mm, 
t31 = .017, p = .99, g = .002, 95% CI [-0.38, 0.37]). It 
should be noted that the means of the third mea-
surement in both the taped and un-taped conditions 
were identical to two decimal places.

DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
physiological effects of the Kinesio® Taping Space 
Correction Method using diagnostic ultrasound, spe-
cifically focusing on three different measurements 
unique to patellofemoral structures. In light of the 
observed results, the application of tape for space 
correction purposes significantly increased the dis-
tance between the underside of the patella and the 
medial femoral condyle (patellofemoral joint) in 

healthy individuals. The tape application, however, 
did not increase distance in either of the other two 
measurements. This result is not unexpected given 
that tape was applied with tension only over the 
patella as the targeted treatment area and not over 
the patellar tendon at the inferior end of the tape.

While this is a statistically significant difference dem-
onstrated in subjects with healthy tissue, whether this 
is a clinically significant difference remains unestab-
lished. Unfortunately, no normative data exist regard-
ing what constitutes an appropriate measurement 
difference in a healthy individual, and the more rel-
evant question is whether the increase in joint space 
due to tape application can be replicated in a study of 
actual patients with unhealthy tissue. Previous stud-
ies of patients with unhealthy tissue h ave employed 
multiple variables such as tape and physical therapy, 

Figure 2. Images from Terason t3200 diagnostic ultrasound.

Table 1. Descriptive measurements (in mm) and results of paired t-tests

epat-tsoPepat-erP

DSnaeMDSnaeM p-value

Patella to femur 2.405 0.241  2.515 0.230 .008 

Skin to patella 0.745 0.250  0.700 0.164 .235 

Skin to patellar tendon 0.856 0.149   0.856 0.170 .987 
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so that it is unclear if their reported changes are the 
result of tape application, therapy, or the combination 
of both.1 An individual with patellofemoral pain may 
experience improvement in subjectively reported 
symptoms due to an increase in patellofemoral joint 
space.39 Therefore, the results are potentially benefi-
cial to clinicians in order to reduce pain in conditions 
such as chondromalacia and other conditions involv-
ing narrowing of the joint space. The present study is 
a first step to determining whether Kinesio® Tape is 
able to affect the underlying physiological structures 
in the knee. Replication in unhealthy tissue, coupled 
with the collection of a subjective measurement of 
pain, would help establish the minimal clinically rel-
evant difference.

A paucity of evidence exists related to the use of 
space correction taping methods as a means to 
address patient complaints of pain. In a study con-
ducted by Gonzalez-Iglesias et al,2 researchers inves-
tigate the Kinesio® Taping Space Correction Method 
to improve the range of motion and pain experienced 
by patients who suffered from whiplash-associated 
disorders (WAD). While the anatomical regions dif-
fer between the present study and Gonzalez-Iglesias 
et al,2 statistically significant results of the Kine-
sio® Tape application when compared to a placebo 
application are suggestive that the space correction 
application may prove useful as a conservative care 
strategy for pain management. The introduction of 
unhealthy tissue as a variable in musculoskeletal 
disorders, along with the facilitation of specific mus-
cle groups, make comparisons tenuous between the 
present and aforementioned study. Nevertheless, 
the inclusion of the Kinesio® Taping Space Correc-
tion Method is suggestive that additional research 
using these specific taping methods in relation to the 
physiological changes brought about by its applica-
tion may prove useful to developing evidence-based 
treatment strategies.

Limitations
While the results obtained in this study are prom-
ising as a potential means of increasing interstitial 
joint space, the findings are limited insofar as they 
are contained to healthy individuals. Further inves-
tigation involving pathomechanics and this same 
tape application is important to continuing to study 
the effectiveness of the Kinesio® Taping Space Cor-

rection Method in unhealthy tissue. Moreover, the 
employed ten-minute wait period to effect signifi-
cant change in the joint space may not be indica-
tive of results with tape in place for a greater length 
of time. Likewise, the static nature of the applica-
tion and the non-weight-bearing position during the 
wait period equally limits the extent to which these 
findings can be generalized to an active population. 
The authors recognize these potential limitations 
as being inherent to the study design and the aim 
of understanding underlying physiological effects 
of the tape without introducing additional variables 
which could be confounding (e.g., variation in stress 
on the joint in a weight-bearing position or varying 
pathomechanics in unhealthy tissue). A possible 
additional consideration is measurement reliability, 
which is addressed in two ways. First, the data collec-
tion includes a saved image of each measurement, 
which allows for reproducibility and a high degree of 
accuracy, and second, musculoskeletal ultrasonog-
raphy has demonstrated strong inter-rater reliability 
in previous studies.32,34 The study design provides 
a useful baseline by demonstrating an increase in 
patellofemoral joint space from the underside of the 
patella to the medial femoral condyle with the appli-
cation of Kinesio® Tape.

Generalizability
In light of the study limitations, the study is best gen-
eralized to the study population, namely adults with 
bilaterally healthy knees. Additional investigation 
which compares healthy and unhealthy tissue may 
help to explore this method as a potential conser-
vative intervention for patients with patellofemoral 
syndromes. Moreover, the study’s results should be 
interpreted with the understanding that the brand of 
tape employed in this study may have an impact on 
the effectiveness of this tape application to increase 
patellofemoral joint space and whether the differ-
ence is clinically relevant. This caveat is particularly 
important given the proliferation of commercially-
available brands of kinesiology tape.

CONCLUSION
In sum, the results of the current study present find-
ings that suggest that the Kinesio® Taping Space 
Correction Method, when applied over the patella, 
increases space in the patellofemoral joint in healthy 
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adults. However, the results did not demonstrate that 
the space between the superficial patella and the 
skin or the skin and the patellar tendon increased as 
the result of tape application. Additional inquiry is 
needed to investigate the physiological changes that 
may occur with similar applications in subjects who 
are not healthy, for example in alleviating pain in 
patients presenting with symptoms of chondroma-
lacia or those with patellofemoral pain syndrome.
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ABSTRACT
Background and Purpose: Most rehabilitation interventions after total hip arthroplasty (THA) are not designed to 
return patients to high-levels of physical activity and, thus, low levels of physical activity and residual weakness are 
common. The purpose of this case series was to describe the feasibility and preliminary efficacy of an exercise and 
education intervention for patients after THA who have already completed formal outpatient physical therapy. 

Study Design: Case series

Case Description: Two participants underwent unilateral THA seven (case A) or eight (case B) months prior to the 
intervention. Individuals participated in 18 treatment sessions that included progressive aerobic and strengthening 
exercises and meetings with a health coach. Change in function, strength, and self-reported physical activity were 
measured. Outcomes 12 months after surgery were compared to a historical cohort of patients after THA.

Outcome: There were no adverse events during the intervention. At the end of the intervention, hip and knee 
strength on the surgical side increased approximately 30% compared to baseline in both cases. Activity level, and 
recreational performance, including walking up stairs and hiking uphill (case A), and running and golfing (case B), 
improved by the end of the intervention. Most changes were maintained at follow-up, although hip strength for case 
B decreased 27% after discharge from the intervention. Outcomes for both cases exceeded historical averages for 
patients 12 months after THA, with the exception of strength in case B.

Discussion: The exercise intervention was well tolerated and without negative effects in two participants. Both par-
ticipants increased their ability to complete demanding recreational and sports-related activities, physical activity, 
and demonstrated improved hip abductor and knee extensor strength. Further research is needed to evaluate the 
implementation and effectiveness of similar interventions after THA. 

Level of Evidence: Level 4

Key words: Aerobic exercises, activity level, lower limb strengthening, total hip arthroplasty
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BACKGROUND
The incidence of total hip arthroplasty (THA) has 
increased over the past 10 years.1,2 Although this 
procedure improves pain and patient-reported out-
comes,3 many individuals after THA exhibit impair-
ments and functional limitations when compared 
to older adults without joint pathology.4 This is par-
ticularly concerning as the demographic of patients 
who elect to undergo THA has been getting progres-
sively younger.5 Younger individuals may have higher 
functional and participation goals compared to older 
adults, which may require modification of current 
rehabilitation protocols to improve the likelihood of 
returning to recreational and vocational activities 
after THA.

Physical inactivity is one of the major public health 
problems of the 21st century.6 The health benefits 
obtained from physical activity surpass outcomes 
from pharmacological interventions by reducing the 
risk of death to a greater extent than medications.7 
Identifying strategies to improve physical activity is 
critical for patients’ health and well-being,8 as active 
lifestyle and participation in exercise improves 
health of individuals with many common chronic 
conditions.9 

Joint pain is a barrier to physical activity and exer-
cise before arthroplasty surgery.10 Most of the 
patients with lower extremity osteoarthritis do not 
meet the recommended level of physical activity.11,12 
Current physical therapy protocols post THA focus 
on resolving impairments and improving inde-
pendent mobility. Despite the resolution of pain 
and improved perception of abilities,13–15 negligible 
improvements in physical activity have been mea-
sured up to one year following THA,12,16 suggesting 
that most patients do not adopt an active lifestyle. 
After THA, physical activity may not change with-
out targeted intervention16 and evidence on reha-
bilitation protocols to improve physical activity and 
exercise participation is lacking.16 

Patients have to follow post-operative surgical precau-
tions to allow tissue healing and prevent the risk of 
dislocation up to 6 to 12 weeks after THA.17,18 These 
precautions may limit progressively increasing or 
intense strengthening and functional training. Fur-
thermore, although patients are typically not enrolled 

in formal interventions after the third post-surgical 
month, functional performance continues to improve, 
and reaches a plateau 12 months after surgery.4,19 
Therefore, targeting impairments that are related to 
functional performance, such as residual weakness 
and aerobic capacity, may optimize outcomes for 
patients after THA. Considering the current evidence, 
an intervention was developed that included aerobic 
and strengthening exercises, as well as educational 
components that targeted behavioral changes. This 
intervention was designed for patients at least three 
months following THA, who were already discharged 
from physical therapy. The goal of this intervention 
was to increase lower limb strength, increase physical 
activity, and improve functional outcomes after THA. 
The purpose of this case series was to describe the 
feasibility and preliminary efficacy of this exercise 
and education intervention for patients after THA 
who have already completed formal outpatient physi-
cal therapy. Outcomes of the individuals who partici-
pated in this intervention were also compared to a 
historical cohort of subjects who underwent THA, but 
did not receive any targeted exercise and behavioral 
intervention after THA. 

CASE DESCRIPTIONS
Participants were recruited from a larger longitudi-
nal study. To be included in the parent study, par-
ticipants had to be between the ages 40 and 70 and 
be scheduled for a unilateral THA. Participants were 
excluded from the parent study if they had: 1) neu-
rological, vascular or other lower extremity muscu-
loskeletal conditions that affected gait or functional 
performance, 2) uncontrolled hypertension, 3) self-
reported lack of sensation in the lower extremities, 
and 4) history of cancer in the lower extremity. Par-
ticipants included in this case series were recruited 
between three and nine months after THA. Because 
the intervention for the case series involved cardio-
vascular exercise, the participants met all the crite-
ria above, but also did not have: 1) history of chest 
pain, heart attack, or heart failure, 2) complications 
after THA, and 3) previous THA or a planned future 
contralateral THA. The testing and intervention 
procedures were approved by the Institution review 
board and participants gave informed consent before 
starting any component of the protocol. Both cases 
underwent anterolateral THA by the same surgeon. 
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Case A
A 62-year-old female was recruited seven months 
after THA. She underwent four acute care physical 
therapy sessions while hospitalized. After discharge, 
she was enrolled in 12 outpatient physical therapy 
sessions. She sustained a fall four months after the 
surgery and fractured her wrist, but her past medical 
history was otherwise non-significant. At the time of 
enrollment, the wrist cast was removed and she was 
cleared to return to activity.

Case B
A 62-year-old male was recruited eight months after 
THA. He underwent three acute care physical ther-
apy sessions while hospitalized. After discharge, he 
was enrolled in five home and 12 outpatient physical 
therapy sessions. The past medical history was non-
significant, although the baseline graded exercises 
testing session was terminated due to presence of 
ectopic heart beats in the resting electrocardiogram. 
After he obtained clearance from his cardiologist, he 
was able to complete the graded exercise testing and 
was enrolled in the intervention.

HISTORICAL LONGITUDINAL COHORT
Thirty-two participants enrolled in the longitudi-
nal parent study were included as historical cohort 
(THA approach: 11 anterolateral [34%], one direct 
lateral [3%], and 20 posterior [63%]). Physical ther-
apy treatment after THA was not standardized and 
participants attended physical therapy as prescribed 
by their treating orthopaedic surgeon. In this cohort, 
18 participants underwent a combination of home 
and outpatient physical therapy (56%); seven under-
went only outpatient physical therapy (22%); and 
four underwent only home physical therapy (13%). 
Information regarding post-THA physical therapy 
was not available for three participants (9%).

PROCEDURE
Participants in the longitudinal parent study 
attended two testing sessions (2-4 weeks before THA 
and 12 months after THA), while participants in the 
case series attended four testing sessions (2-4 weeks 
before THA, immediately prior to the intervention, 
at the end of the intervention, and 12 months after 
THA, Figure 1).

OUTCOME MEASURES – ALL PARTICIPANTS
Participants completed the Hip Outcome Survey 
(HOS),20 which includes six questions that ask patients 
to rate the impact of common symptoms on daily activ-
ities, and seven questions where patients are asked to 
rate their functional limitations during activities. Maxi-
mal score is 100%, which represents full hip function.

Hip abductor muscle strength was measured with the 
participant positioned in side lying with a non-elas-
tic strap positioned around their distal thigh at all of 
the testing time points.21 A hand-held dynamometer 
(Model 01165; Lafayette Instrument, Lafayette, IN) 
was positioned proximal to the lateral femoral con-
dyles and its position was held constant between trials 
to avoid changes in the resistance moment arm. Sub-
jects were asked to push into the strap (abduct their 
hip) as hard as possible. The maximal trial from three 
attempts was used as the maximal isometric contrac-
tion. This method has been shown to be valid and reli-
able in older adults.21 Strength values were recorded in 
Newtons and normalized to body mass (Kg).

Figure 1. Study time line for participants enrolled in the longi-
tudinal study and the current case series. Orange shaded rect-
angles represent evaluation timepoints that both groups 
attended. Blue shaded rectangles represent evaluation time-
points that only participants included in the case series attended.
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the arm crossed on their chest.29 Two force plates 
(Bertec Corp, Worthington, Ohio, USA) were used 
to collect ground reaction forces from the surgical 
and non-surgical leg. Signal was acquired at 1080Hz, 
and filtered with a low-pass Butterworth filter (cut-
off frequency 40Hz). Symmetry index was obtained 
by dividing the peak vertical ground reaction force 
of the surgical leg by the peak of the non-surgical leg 
(100% represents perfect symmetry).

INTERVENTION
The two case report subjects underwent a medi-
cal screening and a graded exercise stress test prior 
to enrollment in the intervention. If no absolute or 
relative risks were indicated in the initial health his-
tory questionnaire, participants underwent resting 
electrocardiogram and blood pressure testing. Once 
cleared, participants completed a graded exercise test-
ing according to the modified Bruce protocol.30 A car-
diologist reviewed the results of the graded exercise 
to determine eligibility for the exercise intervention.

The exercise intervention included 18 supervised ses-
sions over the course of six-weeks. Each session lasted 
one-hour and included two 15-minute aerobic compo-
nents, one 20-minute strengthening component, and 10 
total minutes for recovery and transfer between exer-
cises. This exercise construct has been successfully 
and safely implemented in the IDEA trial.31 Methods 
of aerobic and resistive weight training were tailored to 
each participant’s baseline status and goals, as described 
in the PSFS. With regard to the PSFS, Case A desired 
to improve walking (fast speed and hiking uphill) and 
stair climbing. Therefore, treadmill with change in incli-
nation and elliptical machine were used as preferred 
methods for aerobic training. Strengthening exercises 
included stepping activity (progressed with the addition 
of weight) and balance exercises on different surface to 
prepare walking on uneven surfaces. Case B desired to 
improve running and golfing. During treadmill training, 
speed increase was used to reach the targeted heart rate. 
After three weeks of conventional strength exercises 
(hip abductors set, shuffle gait, leg press, etc.), golf spe-
cific exercises were added (golf swing movements with 
exercise balls of differing weights). Case B performed 
simulated golf putting on different destabilizing sur-
faces and rocker boards. During these exercises, he was 
required to putt a golf ball into a cup to add an additional 
layer of complexity (Table 1).

Maximal voluntary isometric strength for the quad-
riceps muscle was measured using an electrome-
chanical dynamometer (Kin-Com, Chattex Inc., 
Chattanoga, TN, USA).22 Participants were seated 
with the knee at 75° of flexion. After warm up con-
tractions, three maximal contractions were per-
formed with one minute of rest between repetitions. 
Force data were recorded in Newtons using a force 
transducer located at the distal anterior tibia two 
centimeters proximal to the lateral malleolus and 
were normalized to body mass (Kg).

Participants performed the Timed Up and Go (TUG), 
the timed Stair Climbing Test (SCT), and the Six-Min-
ute Walk tests (6MW). For the TUG, participants stood 
up from a chair without using the armrests, moved as 
fast as possible for three meters, turned around, and 
returned back to sit on the chair.23 For the SCT, partici-
pants ascended and descended a set of 12 steps (15cm 
rise, 20cm run) “as fast as possible while still being safe”. 
If needed, participants were allowed to use one hand-
rail, but were not allowed to skip steps.24 For the 6MW, 
participants walked as far as they could for six minutes 
along a 115 m square hallway. Participants were allowed 
to rest, if needed, but time was not stopped during rest.25 

OUTCOME MEASURES – CASE SERIES ONLY
Participants in the case series completed the Fatigue 
Severity Score (FSS), the International Physical Activ-
ity Questionnaire short form (I-PAQ), and Patient Spe-
cific Functional Scale (PSFS). The FSS26 is a nine item 
questionnaire that measure the severity of fatigue and 
its effect on participants activity and lifestyle. The maxi-
mum score is 63, which indicates the highest level of 
fatigue. The I-PAQ-short version27 asks participants to 
report the amount of days and time over the previous 
week that they spent sitting, walking, and doing vigor-
ous and moderate activities. The metabolic equivalent 
(MET) energy expenditure over the week was calcu-
lated based on the participants’ answers. The PSFS28 asks 
patients to identify activities that are unable to complete 
due to their current injury. Participants are then asked 
to rate their level of impairment from “0, unable to per-
form” to “10, able to perform activity at the same level as 
before injury”. The minimum detectible change at the 
90% confidence interval for a single activity is 3-points.28 

Leg loading during sit to stand was measured by ask-
ing participants to stand up from a piano stool with 
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Table 1. Exercise intervention description according to the Consensus on Exercise Reporting
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The parent longitudinal study group was stratified 
by sex to allow comparison between cases. Relative 
and percentage difference scores were calculated 
between the two participants in the case series and 
averages from the historical cohort 12 months after 
THA for HOS score, performance of TUG, SCT, and 
6MW, and quadriceps and hip abductors strength 
from the surgical side. Pre-operative demographic 
characteristics of the two cases and the historical 
sample are reported in Table 2.

OUTCOMES

Feasibility analysis
Both patients completed all exercise sessions. The 
exercise logs for the first, ninth, and eighteenth ses-
sions are given in appendix A (case A) and appendix 
B (case B) as a representation of the content and pro-
gression of exercises. Case A reported one episode of 
severe hip pain on the operated side that developed 
after the eighth exercise session (Appendix C). How-
ever, the patient did not report hip pain immediately 
prior to or after the ninth session. Case A reported 
low back pain at the beginning of most exercise ses-
sions; however, the pain decreased or did not change 
at the end of each session. Case B reported low-level 
pain in the surgical hip after the first two exercise 
sessions, but this pain did not persist (Appendix D).

INTERVENTION EFFECT

Case A
Compared to baseline, there was a 14% improvement 
of HOS score by the end of the intervention, which 
was maintained 12 months after THA (Table 3).
Hip abductor and quadriceps strength on the oper-
ated side increased approximately 30% from base-
line and quadriceps strength was symmetrical 
between legs (symmetry index [surgical/non-surgi-
cal] = 0.96). Between the end of the intervention 
and between the end of the intervention and the 
twelfth month after THA, hip and knee strength 
increase 28 and 13%, respectively. Despite the 
improvement in strength and HOS, there were no 
substantial changes in performance-based measures 
of function (TUG, SCT, and 6MW).

At the end of the intervention, the FSS score 
improved 22% compared to baseline. The I-PAQ 
score increased to 12558 MET/week from 2838 

For aerobic exercises, a heart rate monitor was used 
to confirm that exercise intensity ranged between 
65–80% of the predicted heart rate maximum. The 
starting intensity and progression of the interven-
tion components were dependent on the individu-
al’s tolerance to each exercise session and according 
to a pain-monitoring model.32 Low back and lower 
extremity joint pain was recorded before each exer-
cise session (verbal analog scale: 0, no pain; 10, 
worst pain imaginable), and appearance of severe 
pain, swelling, and tenderness after the previous 
exercise session (yes/no question). At the end of the 
session, participants were asked to rate their current 
level of pain in the low back and lower extremity 
joints. These data were then used for the feasibility 
analysis.

Participants met with a health coach during the 
first week of the exercise intervention. This meet-
ing focused on awareness of healthy eating habits, 
identifying barriers to participation, setting per-
sonal health goals, and identifying strategies to stay 
engaged in the program. These behavioral interven-
tion components have been shown to change sed-
entary behaviors in older adults.33 The health coach 
followed-up weekly through phone calls to review 
exercise participation, answer questions, set new 
goals, and provide further information on possible 
lifestyle adjustments to promote active lifestyle. An 
activity monitor (FitBit Zip, FitBit, San Francisco, 
CA) was given to participants to provide feedback 
information of their activity. A custom question-
naire was used to measure each participants experi-
ence with the health coach. Participants were asked 
to rank their overall experience with the health 
coach (very positive, somewhat positive, neither 
positive or negative, somewhat negative, very nega-
tive), the likelihood of meeting with a health coach 
at the end of the study, and whether they would rec-
ommend others to meet with a health coach (very 
true, mostly true, somewhat true, not true at all). 

DATA ANALYSIS
For the two cases, changes for each outcome were 
described as a percentage increase or decrease 
between: 1) baseline testing (just prior to exercise 
intervention) and the end of the intervention; and 
2) end of the intervention and third month follow-up 
(12 months after THA).
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tests of function, but hip abductor and knee strength 
on the operated side improved 22 and 31%, respec-
tively. Despite the improvement during the course 
of the exercise intervention, hip and knee strength 
decreased 27% and 8% by the 12 months after THA 
follow up compared to the end of the intervention. 
There were no substantial changes in performance-
based measures of function (TUG, SCT, and 6MW) 
during the intervention time frame.

The FSS score improved 47% compared to base-
line, and he had substantial improvements in the 
I-PAQ, which increased to 4759.5 MET/week from 
891 MET/week. The participant reported improve-
ment in the PSFS, which reached a level of 9 for 
golfing and 7 for running. Improvements in the FSS, 
I-PAQ, and PSFS were maintained 12 months after 
THA.

Case B had better performance in the TUG, SCT, and 
6MW tests compared to average male scores (Table 
4) both before and 12 months after THA. Despite 

Table 2. Preoperative characteristics of the two participants recruited for the current study compared with the 
female and male participants of the parent longitudinal study

MET/week at baseline and the PSFS reached a 
score of 10 (maximum score) for all activities. These 
results were maintained 12 months after THA. 
Symmetry index for vertical ground reaction 
force increased 14% at the end of the intervention 
(Figure 2).

Before THA, Case A had lower score on the HOS, 
worse performance in the 6MW, and lower hip 
adductor and quadriceps strength compared to the 
average female patients in the longitudinal parent 
study (Table 2). When these outcomes were evalu-
ated at the 12-month follow-up, she outperformed 
the average female patients in the longitudinal par-
ent study (Table 4). Case A rated her overall experi-
ence with the health coach as “somewhat positive”, 
but reported that she would not continue to meet 
with a health coach after the study.

Case B
At the end of the intervention, there were no 
improvements in HOS score and performance-based 
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better performance on these tests, his quadriceps 
and hip abductor strength were lower compared 
to the average male participant. Case B presented 
with symmetrical ground reaction force at baseline 
and no changes were measured after the interven-
tion (Figure 2). Case B rated his experience with the 
health coach as “very positive” and would be likely 
to recommend that others meet with a health coach.

DISCUSSION
Reductions in joint pain and high satisfaction rates 
after THA often overshadow the persistent post-
surgical impairments, such as muscle weakness and 
reduced levels of physical activity. Although these 
may be considered incidental impairments, they 
can have a substantial impact on patients’ quality of 
life, particularly in young and active patients. The 
results of this case series suggest that impairments, 
such as weakness and reduced physical activity, can 
be improved with targeted interventions, even late in 

Table 3. Patient-reported outcome, impairment-based, and performance-based measures for Case A and Case B assessed before 
and after the intervention, and at the third-month follow-up. Percentage change between the time points is also calculated

Figure 2. Vertical ground reaction force symmetry index for 
Case A (black line and squares) and Case B (red line and circles) 
at baseline, end intervention and 3-months follow-up t evalua-
tion timepoints. Symmetry index is calculated by dividing the 
value of the operated leg with the value of the non-operated leg, 
and 100% represent perfect symmetry.
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study, Case B had 76% and 14% weaker hip abduc-
tor and quadriceps strength 12-months post THA. 
It is possible that strength gains in this individual 
were limited by tissue damage associated with the 
anterolateral surgical approach,34 or intraoperative 
considerations like insufficient femoral offset.35 In 
retrospect, Case B may have benefited from a longer 
duration program or continuation with an indepen-
dent regimen after discharge from the intervention. 
However, currently there are no prognostics indica-
tors to identify participants who will benefit from 
longer care or independent exercise regimens.

Both cases demonstrated changes in the PSFS that 
exceeded the minimal detectable change.28 Using 
exercises that target patient-specific goals may 
improve patient engagement, provide changes that 
are meaningful to the patient, and foster changes 
in overall physical activity. Although both individu-
als in this case series performed well on the com-
mon performance measures, they reported low 
levels of physical activity compared to previously 
reported data in patients after THA (approximately 
3000met/week).36 Both individuals demonstrated 
large improvements in self-reported activity lev-
els at the end of the intervention, which were 

the recovery phase. The intervention was feasible in 
a clinical setting and showed an increased strength 
and functional abilities in two subjects without pro-
longed exacerbation of symptoms. Pain in the surgi-
cal hip at the end of a session was reported a total of 
three times, was limited to minimal pain, and may 
have been related to the beginning of an exercise 
routine or higher level of exercises. Assessing pain 
and potential exercise adverse effects may help cli-
nician tailoring session that promote gains, while 
limiting patients’ discomfort.32 

At the end of the intervention, muscle strength on 
the operated side improved on average 25% for the 
hip abductors and 33% for the knee extensor. Case A 
strength exceeded pre-operative values for both the 
hip abductor and quadriceps muscles. Case A dem-
onstrated symmetrical quadriceps strength, which 
was maintained 12 months after THA. When com-
pared to female subjects in the longitudinal study, 
Case A had 53 and 43% greater hip abductor and 
quadriceps strength 12-months post THA. Case 
B demonstrated strength gains during the inter-
vention, but was not able to achieve pre-operative 
levels and strength decreased at the 3-month follow-
up. Compared to male subjects in the longitudinal 

Table 4. Patient reported outcome, performance-based, and strength measure of the two participants recruited for 
the current study and the female (N = 16) and male (N = 16) participants of the parent longitudinal study at the 
12-month follow up visit
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LIMITATIONS
The absence of a direct measure of physical activ-
ity (i.e., using an activity monitor) is considered 
a limitation of this study because patients post-
arthroplasty tend to overestimate their self-reported 
activity level.12 Inherent limitation of this type of 
case-series include the lack of generalizability of the 
results, although the comparison with an histori-
cal cohort gives an interesting perspective on the 
changes promoted by the intervention. 

CONCLUSION
 The exercise intervention protocol used in this 
case series improved leg strength, weekly physical 
activity, and the ability to perform demanding rec-
reational and sport participation, without produc-
ing adverse effects. These improvements occurred 
even though patients in this case series scored well 
on common performance tests, such as TUG, SCT, 
and 6MW. This intervention is a novel approach that 
could potentially increase activity levels and restore 
recreational participation in patients after THA.
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Appendix A. Exercise Log for Sessions One, Nine and Eighteen for Case A
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Appendix B. Exercise Log for Sessions One, Nine and Eighteen for Case B
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Appendix c. Appendix C. Case A self-reported severe joint pain, swelling, tenderness, developed the day after each 
exercise session; and verbal analog scale (VAS) for pain before and after each exercise session

Appendix D. Case B self-reported severe joint pain, swelling, tenderness, developed the day after each exercise session; 
and verbal analog scale (VAS) for pain before and after each exercise session
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ABSTRACT
Context: Recent advances within the field of genetics are currently changing many of the methodologies in which 
medicine is practiced. These advances are also beginning to influence the manner in which physical therapy services 
are rendered. Rotator cuff pathology is one of the most common diagnoses treated by the sports physical therapist. 
The purpose of this commentary is to educate sports physical therapists on the recent advances regarding how genet-
ics influences rotator cuff pathology, including rotator cuff tears, and provide a perspective on how this information 
will likely influence post-operative shoulder rehabilitation in the near future. 

Evidence Acquisition: A comprehensive review of the literature was completed using the Medline database along 
with individual searches of relevant physical therapy, surgical, cell biology, and sports medicine journals. Search 
terms included: shoulder, rotator cuff pathology, genetics, apoptosis, and physical therapy. Search results were com-
piled and evaluated; relevant primary studies and review articles were gathered; the results from this comprehensive 
review are summarized here. 

Study Design: Clinical Commentary, Review of the Literature

Results: Recent advances within the understanding of rotator cuff pathology have further elucidated the cellular and 
molecular mechanisms associated with rotator cuff tears. There appears to be a hypoxic-induced apoptotic cellular 
pathway that contributes to rotator cuff tears. Activation of specific proteins termed matrix metalloproteinases appear 
to be involved in not only primary rotator cuff tears, but also may influence the re-tear rate after surgical interven-
tion. Further advancements in the understanding of the cellular mechanisms contributing to rotator cuff tears and 
postoperative techniques to help prevent re-tears, may soon influence the methodology in which physical therapy 
services are provided to patients sustaining a rotator cuff injury.

Conclusions: At this time continued research is required to more fully develop a comprehensive understanding of 
the role of genetic variables both within primary rotator cuff tears and their influences on post-operative rehabilita-
tion from rotator cuff repair surgery. 

Level of Evidence: Level 5

Key words: Apoptosis, matrix metalloproteinases, post-operative rehabilitation, shoulder
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INTRODUCTION
The power of genetics has already greatly altered 
the landscape in which medicine is practiced in 
many fields. An improved understanding of the 
influence of genetic variability among individuals 
is contributing to personalized medicine directed 
toward a patient’s specific genetic profile. A specific 
example of these recent advancements is within 
pharmacogenomics where the ultimate goal is to 
design pharmaceuticals personalized to an individ-
ual’s genetic make-up in order to improve outcomes 
and decrease risks.1 The utility of genetic informa-
tion to personalize pharmacological interventions is 
logical, however, the impact of genetic information 
on the delivery of physical therapy services is a bit 
more challenging to conceptualize. 

Improving the awareness of how the cellular and 
molecular processes influence tissue homeostasis 
can enhance a clinician’s ability to deliver optimal 
care through the appropriate therapeutic interven-
tion. The concept of how genetic information will 
influence the delivery of physical therapy interven-
tions was highlighted in a review article within the 
December 2009 issue of PT in Motion Magazine.2 
This review article summarized the opinions of 
several physical therapists regarding the impact of 
genetics on the field of physical therapy, and the 
necessity to expand the education of physical thera-
pists to understand the implications of genetics for 
optimal patient care. These earlier predictions on 
the impact of genetics within the field of physical 
therapy seemed very futuristic, but more recent 
advances in both genetics and physical therapy are 
now making this relationship more of a reality than 
a theoretical dream. 

The importance of genetic information and its 
influence on clinical decision-making for physical 
therapists was recently highlighted in a two part 
series on regenerative rehabilitation and genomics 
in Physical Therapy Journal in 2016.3-5 Norland et 
al, stressed the importance of staying abreast with 
medical advances, beginning with the initial course-
work of graduate physical therapy programs.3 More 
importantly, their survey revealed that many aca-
demic programs have yet to adequately incorporate 
new medical knowledge and technology regarding 
regenerative medicine into their respective doctor 

of physical therapy (DPT) curriculum. As physical 
therapy education has transitioned to a doctorate 
degree, a greater understanding of the basic science 
of genetics, and its subsequent influence on a per-
son’s response to medical interventions is required. 
This dearth of fundamental genetic education 
within many DPT curriculums was also highlighted 
by Goldberg.6 This position paper emphasized the 
necessity of a physical therapist to understand 
the influence of genetic factors in maintenance of 
health and development of disease. Furthermore, 
the relevance of regenerative rehabilitation topics 
on the future of physical therapy practice was rated 
as being strongly relevant by 71.3% of polled DPT 
students and 67.3% of DPT faculty.3 Indeed, the 
need for the physical therapy profession to further 
advance its understanding of fundamental genetics 
and its influence on the development of disease was 
elucidated in an editorial by Ambrosio and Kleim, 
who proclaimed the ‘Genomic Era’ is already impact-
ing the practice of physical therapy.4

Norland et al reported that it is likely many physical 
therapists are unaware of the influence of genetics 
on a patient’s response to medical interventions.3 It 
is also likely that therapists may not recall the basic 
science behind genetics from the four-letter DNA 
code through translation to proteins that constitute 
the fundamental makeup of an individual. Curtis 
et al reviewed the basic science of genetics and its 
implications for physical therapists.5 Even the Amer-
ican Physical Therapy Association has embraced the 
genomic era by developing a webpage that provides 
information about the role of genetic technology 
within patient care.7 Certainly, providing a compre-
hensive review of the basic science of genetics and 
the overall influence on the field of physical ther-
apy is beyond the scope of this manuscript. How-
ever, readers are encouraged to reference these two 
sources for an excellent overview of the basic con-
cepts behind genetics.5,7

The purpose of this literature review and clinical 
commentary is to educate sports physical thera-
pists on the recent advances regarding how genetics 
influences rotator cuff pathology, including rotator 
cuff tears, and provide a perspective on how this 
information will likely influence post-operative 
shoulder rehabilitation in the near future. Moreover, 
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physical therapists are an integral part of the post-
op recovery from a rotator cuff repair; therefore, it 
is important that physical therapists begin to under-
stand how genetic variables can influence a patient’s 
overall recovery. 

GENETIC INFLUENCES ON ROTATOR CUFF 
PATHOLOGY

Family History of Rotator Cuff Tears
A complete understanding of the exact etiology of 
rotator cuff tears remains elusive, however, there 
are likely several factors, both genetic and environ-
mental, contributing to these tears. It has previously 
been determined that there is an increased risk of 
rotator cuff pathology among first and second degree 
relatives.8 Harvey et al showed siblings of individu-
als diagnosed with a rotator cuff tear had more than 
twice the relative risk for developing a rotator cuff 
tear.9 This finding was also supported by Tashjian et 
al who reported relatives with similar genetic pro-
files are afflicted with rotator cuff tendinopathies at 
a higher rate.10 Interestingly, they also found spouses 
also display an increased prevalence of rotator cuff 
pathology, suggesting an ‘environmental’ factor may 
also be present, as an individual’s spouse would 
have a dissimilar genetic profile, but likely engage 
in similar activities. The interplay of genetic predis-
position and environmental factors appears to play 
a role in the development and progression of rotator 
cuff pathology.11 The exact genetic profile responsi-
ble for being more susceptible to a rotator cuff tear 
is not currently entirely understood, but researchers 
have discovered a collection of genes that contribute 
to rotator cuff pathology.12

Cellular Mechanisms Orchestrating Rotator 
Cuff Pathology
The confined position of the supraspinatus ten-
don within the subacromial space makes this ten-
don especially susceptible to degenerative changes. 
Impingement of the tendon has been suggested to 
cause mechanical damage and failure of the ten-
don.13,14 As noted previously by authors of the hered-
itary studies, mechanical strain is not exclusively 
responsible for the high prevalence of rotator cuff 
tears. Recent studies on rotator cuff tendinopathy 
reveal the process of ‘apoptosis’ is regularly involved 
in tendon degeneration.15-17 

Apoptosis is a highly regulated cellular process dur-
ing which cellular contents are recycled and remod-
eled.18 Apoptosis is an integral aspect of cellular 
homeostasis and directly influences important cel-
lular processes such as embryonic development. 
For example, apoptosis is responsible for the coor-
dinated elimination of tissue between fingers dur-
ing the development of a defined hand within a 
vertebrate limb.18 Apoptosis not only occurs dur-
ing development, but throughout the lifespan in 
order to promote tissue remodeling and turnover. 
Repressed apoptosis can result in pathology such 
as cancer where cellular tissue continues to expand 
unregulated since the processes of apoptosis are 
unable to effectively prevent continued expansion 
of a tumor.19 Conversely, excessive apoptosis can 
result in premature degradation of tissue such as 
that which occurs during autoimmune diseases.20 By 
comparison, excessive apoptosis within the rotator 
cuff tendon can alter the balance of normal tissue 
turnover and promote increased soft tissue degrada-
tion leading to tissue tearing. Yuan et al has shown 
an increased prevalence of apoptotic tissue within 
the edges of torn supraspinatus tissue compared to 
the control subscapularis tendon.21 Consequently, 
the management of apoptosis is highly regulated 
at the cellular level and is dependent on a variety 
of cellular signals to ensure the proper balance of 
apoptosis for normal tissue homeostasis.

For example, the regulation of apoptosis is coordi-
nated by cellular signaling proteins (such as cyto-
chrome C) that are responsible for activating a 
family of protease enzymes called caspases (Figure 
1). Caspases in turn promote the degradation of cel-
lular contents during apoptosis.22 Individuals with a 
rotator cuff tear display increased expression of cyto-
chrome C and caspase 3/7, 8 and 9 at not only the 
distal aspect of the tear, but also within regions more 
proximal to the tear.17 This expression response was 
not observed in control patients undergoing sur-
gery for proximal humeral fractures. Millar et al also 
described that an increase in caspase expression was 
noted in both animal and human subjects with rota-
tor cuff tears.23 They suggested that these cytokines 
may play a role in oxidative-stress induced apopto-
sis, however, the exact mechanisms and signaling 
that initiate the cascade toward apoptosis is not fully 
understood. 
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tion between BNip3 and pro-apoptotic pathway via 
a cytochrome C and caspase dependent pathway is 
still controversial.27,28

A study exploring the ‘hypoxia/cascade mechanism’ 
of apoptosis activation, investigated rotator cuff tis-
sue from individuals experiencing various degrees 
of impingement, various stages of rotator cuff tears, 
and control individuals undergoing surgery for a 
shoulder stabilization procedure.29 Interestingly, 
Benson et al found that indeed a high level of expres-
sion of the protein, HIF1 α, could be observed in the 
partial, small, medium, large, and massive rotator 
cuff tears. Also, a concomitant increase in expres-
sion of the protein BNip3 in these tissues was seen, 
except for the massive tears, where BNip3 actually 
decreases. The reduction of BNip3 in the massive 
tears was hypothesized to be due to an adaptation of 
the remaining tenocytes into chondrocyte-like cells, 
which would tolerate the hypoxic environment bet-

The poor blood supply to the distal supraspina-
tus tendon has long been established.24 As a con-
sequence, it has been proposed that one possible 
mechanism of excessive apoptosis within the rota-
tor cuff tendon may be due in part to poor vascular-
ity, which may cause a hypoxia trigger creating a 
cascade of signals initiating apoptosis. For example, 
two proteins, Hypoxia Inducible Factor 1 α (HIF1 α) 
and Bcl-2 Nineteen kilodalton interacting protein 
(BNip3), have been shown to promote a pro-apop-
totic response in cells (Figure 1).25 It has also been 
established that over-expression of HIF1 α, can cause 
a successive expression of BNip3.26 Thus it appears 
that HIF1 α is an upstream regulator of BNip3 as part 
of a signaling cascade that elicits apoptosis within 
a hypoxic environment. Downstream of these sig-
naling proteins are the previously mentioned cyto-
chrome C and caspases, which further propagate the 
cellular signaling associated with apoptosis within 
rotator cuff tissue.25 (Figure 1) However, the connec-

Figure 1. Apoptotic cascade initiated by a hypoxic environment. Briefl y, the regulation of apoptosis is coordinated by cellular 
signaling proteins starting with the initiation of HIF1 α. Once activated, HIF1 α is then believed to activate BNip3 (a Bcl-2 Nineteen 
kilodalton interacting protein) at the mitochondrial membrane. After the activation of BNip3, Cytochrome C is subsequently acti-
vated which in turn then promotes a pro-apoptotic response through the activation of caspases. However, the connection between 
BNip3 and Cytochrome C activation has not yet been fully elucidated. This apoptotic response is believed to promote the initiation 
and subsequent propagation of rotator cuff tears. Hypoxia Inducible Factor 1α (HIF 1α); Bcl-2 Nineteen kilodalton interacting 
protein (BNip3); (Picture of Torn Rotator cuff purchased from Nucleus Medical Art Inc / Alamy Stock Photo in accordance with 
their license agreement).
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ter. No increased expression was noted within the 
control subjects. Interestingly, Benson et al also saw 
a spike in expression of HIF1 α in the mild impinge-
ment group without a subsequent increase in BNip3. 
This may be due to vascularity changes during the 
early stages of impingement and enough regulatory 
processes within the cell to inhibit the apoptotic 
pathway from progressing further. Consequently, 
this study supports the early initiation of conserva-
tive care such as physical therapy to help improve 
oxygen flow to the tissue and open the subacromial 
space through stretching of the pectoralis minor 
musculature and strengthening of the periscapu-
lar musculature.30,31 Early intervention of physical 
therapy may prevent the initiation of an ‘aggressive 
apoptosis cascade’ which could progress toward a 
full blown apoptotic response within the rotator cuff 
tissue.

Another component of apoptosis within the rota-
tor cuff is the expression of proteins called matrix 
metalloproteinases (MMP). Once activated, these 
enzymes degrade all components of connective tis-
sue.32 This enzymatic breakdown of connective tis-
sue is an essential component to apoptosis, but is 
also deleterious to conservative care and post-oper-
ative healing of rotator cuff pathology.33 MMPs are a 
family of 23 proteins precisely regulated by endoge-
nous inhibitors and induced by factors such as phys-
ical stress and cytokines.34,35 Therefore, the balance 
between suppression and induction of the MMPs can 
determine the overall level of degradation within 
the connective tissue extracellular matrix. Specifi-
cally regarding rotator cuff degeneration, multiple 
authors have described alterations in protein expres-
sion levels of MMP1, MMP2, and MMP3, with the 
majority of studies finding increased expression of 
MMP1 within torn supraspinatus tissue.36-38 Castagna 
et al found these increased enzyme levels not only 
in the region of the torn supraspinatus tissue, but 
also in intact portions of the medial supraspinatus 
and the subscapularis, which suggests a more global 
breakdown of tissue may be occurring.37 The global 
expression of MMPs within this study was suggested 
as a possible precursor for subsequent rotator cuff 
tearing. The exact role in which MMPs are regulated 
is not fully understood, but again oxidative stress is 
predicted to induce a signaling cascade.39 The con-
tribution of MMPs in the degradation of rotator cuff 

tissue support the role of early intervention by phys-
ical therapist to promote an environment within the 
distal supraspinatus tendon to help prevent progres-
sion of this hypoxic induced apoptotic cascade.

Individual Differences in Cellular Driven 
Apoptotic Rotator Cuff Degeneration
With a more complete understanding of some of the 
cellular and molecular mechanisms contributing to 
rotator cuff pathology, the next question is whether 
there are unique differences within an individu-
al’s genetic makeup increasing propensity and /or 
risk for rotator cuff pathology. Genetic differences 
uniquely distinguish one individual from the next. 
The variability of these differences at the DNA level 
have been reported to be very small, approximately 
0.1% between individuals.40,41 Although a small per-
centage, with the human genetic code being three 
billion letters long, these differences account for 
much of the variability among people. The vari-
ances in the genetic code between individuals are 
termed single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).42, 

43 These SNPs can account for everything from a per-
son’s response to medication to their susceptibility 
to numerous medical conditions including, asthma, 
cancer and diabetes to name a few.44-48 Tashjian et 
al determined there are two SNPs in genes associ-
ated with apoptosis that may make an individual 
more susceptible to a rotator cuff tear.49 Their study 
involved genetic analysis of 311 subjects with a full 
thickness rotator cuff tear. Those with a partial 
thickness tear were excluded from the study. The 
subjects were compared to a control database of 
3293 individuals. The results showed a statistically 
significant association of SNPs within the genes of 
SAP30BP and SASH1, both of which are associated 
with the apoptotic process. The authors concluded 
that alterations within these genes might promote 
increased protein activity, thus leading to a higher 
tendency of tissue breakdown and subsequent rota-
tor cuff tears in individuals with these SNPs.

In summary, the cellular and molecular mecha-
nisms involved with rotator cuff tears are both highly 
regulated and complex. Researchers are just begin-
ning to understand the milieu of cellular signaling 
that induces apoptosis within the rotator cuff tissue 
contributing to an intrinsically driven process that 
promotes both the initiation and subsequent propa-
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gation of a rotator cuff tear.11,12 This understanding 
now has the potential to help implement specific 
interventions to prevent the initiation of a rotator 
cuff tear and also help advance treatment strategies 
to optimize post-operative outcomes.

GENETIC INFLUENCES ON POST-
OPERATIVE ROTATOR CUFF REPAIR
A recent commentary by Dr. Theodore Blaine states: 
“the molecular therapeutics and targeted gene 
therapies are the new frontier in treatment of rota-
tor cuff disease”.50 (e163) Several recent studies have 
investigated how the cellular processes regarding 
the intrinsic formation of rotator cuff tears can also 
influence the post-operative outcome of surgically 
repaired rotator cuff tissue.51-53

Tashjian et al recently identified a SNP within the 
estrogen-related receptor beta (ESRRB) gene that 
appears to promote increased susceptibility to 
re-tears after a rotator cuff repair.51 SNPs within 
ESRRB have previously been shown to correlate 
with increased prevalence of rotator cuff tearing.54-56 
Indeed, the ESRRB protein is believed to promote 
increased HIF activity through an upregulation of 
HIF transcription.57 As noted previously, HIF activ-
ity is associated with the process of apoptosis. The 
Tashjian et al study examined 72 patients undergo-
ing an arthroscopic repair of a full thickness rota-
tor cuff tear. They then completed MRI analysis at 
least one year post-operatively and detected a 42% 
re-tear rate. The patients with a re-tear were found 
to display a statistically significant increased preva-
lence of a SNP within the ESRRB gene compared to 
patients that did not re-tear. Additionally, they did 
not find any difference in age, supraspinatus muscle 
quality, or single versus double row repair type in 
tears that healed or re-tore. This finding indicates 
that the genetic profile, i.e. presence or absence of 
the SNP within the ESRRB gene, may be a better pre-
dictor of future rotator cuff post-operative re-tearing 
than some of the traditional factors such as muscle 
quality or age.

The negative implications of increased MMP protein 
expression on the integrity of rotator cuff tissue has 
been established.33, 36-38 For example, Gotoh et al inves-
tigated the presence of MMP gene expression during 
rotator cuff repairs by harvesting a marginal section 

of the torn tendon and analyzing expression activity 
of various MMPs and MMP inhibitors.52 Twenty-four 
patients were included in the study and repeat imag-
ing was completed at greater than one year post-op 
and revealed that six patients experienced a re-tear. 
Within the patients with a re-tear they found a statis-
tically significant increase in MMP3 gene expression 
compared to individuals within the study that did 
not experience a re-tear. One limitation to this study 
was that they were measuring gene expression and 
not actual protein activity. Another limitation noted 
is the patients that experienced re-tear also demon-
strated an increased duration of time from injury 
to surgical intervention compared to the group that 
did not display a re-tear. This finding emphasizes a 
potential urgency of surgical intervention follow-
ing the initial injury. Furthermore, if there is such 
a delay, then it seems as if the expression of MMP3 
may need to be monitored to help predict patients 
that may re-tear. 

Robertson et al examined 30 patients with a supra-
spinatus tear in a similar study, with the tear being 
classified as full thickness or high-grade partial-
thickness (>80% torn), and massive tears were 
excluded.53 At the time of surgery, a tissue sample 
of the torn supraspinatus was harvested along with 
a sample of the subscapularis to be used as a con-
trol. Several genes involved in inflammation and 
tendon degradation were then analyzed for expres-
sion levels in the harvested tissues. At greater than 
six months post-op, ultrasound was used to detect 
any re-tears and seven patients were found to have 
re-tears. Within this study, they found an increase 
in MMP1 and MMP9 gene expression within the 
patients that re-tore, compared to the group that dis-
played good healing. Unlike the Gotoh et al study, 
no difference in duration of symptoms was noted 
between the defect group and the healed group. 
Interestingly, they also found increased MMP9 gene 
expression within the healthy subscapularis ten-
don of the re-tear group which was not found in the 
healed group. MMP3 gene expression was not exam-
ined within this study.

From these three studies,51-53 it can be concluded 
that it may be possible to predict which patients 
will respond well to rotator cuff repairs and which 
patients will face an increased risk of re-tear based 
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on genetic profiles and from tissue samples. This 
information has led several researchers to investi-
gate if exogenous inhibitors of MMPs applied during 
tendon repairs in an animal model could improve 
repair strength. One study utilized the MMP inhibi-
tor, α-2-macroglobulin protein, and applied this pro-
tein to the tendon-bone interface during a rotator 
cuff repair in rats. Increased collagen organization 
and reduction in collagen degradation was noted at 
two and four-weeks compared to the control group 
where this inhibitor was not utilized.58 The antibiotic 
doxycycline is another inhibitor of MMPs and an ani-
mal study by Pasternak et al found that rat Achilles 
tendons repaired with doxycycline coated sutures 
resulted in improved suture-holding capacity com-
pared to a control group with uncoated sutures.59 
Furthermore, rats who underwent a detachment 
and immediate repair of the supraspinatus displayed 
improved healing enthesis when started on oral dox-
ycycline preoperatively or at post-operative day five 
compared to control animals where doxycycline was 
not administered.60 This study also found a reduction 
of MMP13 protein activity at post-operative day eight 
in the doxycycline treated rats compared to controls, 
suggesting that inhibition of this MMP promoted 
aspects of improved rotator cuff healing. At this time 
MMP inhibitors have not been investigated in human 
subjects for surgical repair of the rotator cuff.

Ling et al took an alternative approach by not exam-
ining the expression level of the MMP3 gene, but 
rather investigated the presences of SNPs within the 
MMP3 gene and also interleukin 6(IL-6) gene.61 IL-6 is 
an inflammatory cytokine, which has been associated 
with the presence of subacromial bursitis.62,63 In con-
trast to previous studies, they focused on the influ-
ence of SNPs within these two genes on post-operative 
stiffness rather than the rate of post-operative re-tear-
ing. Ling et al examined 188 patients undergoing a 
mini-open rotator cuff repair and found the presence 
of SNPs within both IL-6 and MMP3 genes that signifi-
cantly correlated with increased post-operative stiff-
ness. These SNPs may result in different isoforms of 
the MMP3 protein, where a structurally similar pro-
tein from the same gene may display slightly differ-
ent functions between people based on the SNP that 
is present. The authors suggest the presence of these 
SNPs in a post-operative patient may justify a more 
aggressive post-operative rehabilitation approach to 

help prevent excessive post-operative stiffness. This 
study contrasts previous reports that indicate exces-
sive expression of the MMP3 gene may result in an 
increased presence of re-tear rates in individuals hav-
ing a rotator cuff repair. Therefore, one can conclude 
from this study that not only the expression level, but 
also the unique isoform of the MMP protein may need 
to be examined to determine if a patient can be cat-
egorized into an increased risk of re-tear or post-oper-
ative stiffness susceptible group. The SNP within the 
MMP3 gene of this recent study may have influenced 
the activity of the MMP3 protein, thus preventing 
normal collagen remodeling, resulting in excessive 
collagen deposition and subsequent stiffness. The 
role of this SNP on MMP3 protein function was not 
explored within this study, therefore, the cause of the 
increased tightness within patients displaying this 
SNP remains hypothetical. Ling et al highlight how 
further research is required to more fully elucidate 
how the complex interplay between these numer-
ous proteins can influence a patient’s post-operative 
recovery and return to a high level of function.

CLINICAL REHABILITATION IMPLICATIONS
It is not understood whether changing the biological 
environment by improving vascularity or alleviating 
mechanical stress has any effect on the apoptotic 
cascade once it is initiated. However, the authors 
argue in favor of utilizing physical therapy interven-
tions to address impairments contributing to rotator 
cuff impingement. This includes, but is not limited 
to: thoracic mobilizations, capsular stretching/mobi-
lizations of the shoulder girdle joints, scapular sta-
bilization exercises, and rotator cuff strengthening.

Kokmeyer et al outlined several rotator cuff repair 
prognostic indicators and recommended post-opera-
tive protocols based on several key factors, however 
the inclusion of genetic factors was not considered 
with these initial recommendations.64 The future of 
sports medicine is to consider these genetic factors 
when choosing a rehabilitation protocol (Table 1). It 
is not known if altering a rotator cuff repair protocol 
based on genetic factors will ultimately improve sur-
gical outcomes, but we advocate that it is reasonable 
to modify the rehabilitation progression in light of the 
patient’s unique genetic presentation (Table 2). Com-
plications following arthroscopic rotator cuff repair 
are common. One of the most common complications 
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is post-operative stiffness.65-67 Huberty et al outlined 
several risk factors for developing post-operative stiff-
ness 68 (Table 3). The presence of SNPs within MMP3 
and IL-6 genes could be added to this list of risk fac-
tors. Meijden et al presented evidence-based guide-
lines for rehabilitation following arthroscopic rotator 
cuff repair.69 The “moderate” rehabilitation protocol 
is designed for the young patient with good tissue 
quality or a small tear. The moderate protocol calls 
for PROM to begin immediately without restrictions. 
Koo et al presented a modified accelerated rehabili-
tation program beginning with active assisted table 
slides immediately.70 They stated that this modifica-
tion helped to keep the rate of stiffness low (<1%) 
in the high-risk group of patients. Uhl et al showed 

the prayer stretch position used to regain forward 
elevation ROM has minimal supraspinatus and infra-
spinatus activation, with only 2-10% maximum vol-
untary isometric contraction (MVIC).71 Adding table 
slides and/prayer stretch immediately in the group 
with high risk of developing post-operative stiffness, 
including those with SNPs within the MMP3 and IL-6 
genes, is recommended by the authors of this clinical 
commentary to avoid this complication.

Another common complication of arthroscopic 
rotator cuff repair is re-tear of the repaired tendons. 
Galatz et al report re-tear rates as high as 94%.72 
Thomazeau et al state that, in the presence of rota-
tor cuff atrophy, recurrent rotator cuff tears occur 

Table 1.  Rotator Cuff Repair Rehabilitation Protocols Classifi ed by Prognostic Factors

Table 2.  Rotator Cuff Repair Prognosis-Based Rehabilitation Protocols
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protocol. Dockery et al investigated seven passive 
shoulder motion modes and found CPM, Codman’s 
and therapist-assisted PROM, generated the lowest 
percentage of MVIC of rotator cuff activity.74 There-
fore, such exercises or mobility interventions are 
recommended for the PROM stage. At six weeks 
post-surgery AAROM should begin progressing 
slowly to AROM. This progression should account 
for progressive increases in rotator cuff activation. 
Wise et al demonstrated vertical wall slides have rel-
atively low rotator cuff activation (8-13%) whereas 
unsupported vertical slides increases cuff activation 
(10-17%).75 Therefore, considering not only the rate 
of exercise progression, but the selection of exercise 
within the post-operative rehabilitation process, is 
vital to help prevent re-tearing in patients that may 
be susceptible to re-tearing due to their specific 
genetic profile.

CONCLUSION
The techniques used to repair torn rotator cuff ten-
dons has evolved immensely since Karl Hüter per-
formed the first rotator cuff repair in 1870.76 The 
innovation of utilizing arthroscopic techniques on 
the shoulder in the 1980s was a major breakthrough 
in the advancement in addressing shoulder pathology 
and more specifically rotator cuff tears. The next such 
innovation appears to be within the realm of utiliza-
tion of genomic information to improve outcomes. 

One concern about utilization of genetic infor-
mation is the potential increased cost associated 
with analyzing a patient’s genetic profile and gene 
expression levels during rotator cuff repair surgery. 
With exploding healthcare costs, this is a very real 
concern. However, as the understanding of the cel-
lular processes associated with rotator cuff tears has 
advanced, so has the technology associated with 
sequencing DNA samples. Recent advances have 
reduced the cost of sequencing a million base pairs 
of DNA from thousands of dollars to mere cents.77 
Genomic sequencing has become such common-
place that individuals now have the liberty of exam-
ining part of their genetic profile at home through 
kits available from various websites for a moderate 
fee.78,79 If individuals are willing to pay for genetic 
information from these sites out of curiosity, they 
would also likely be willing to accept extra expenses 
associated with this analysis during a rotator cuff 

in 25% of patients.73 Koo et al report those with a 
large tear (>5cm) or involving more than two ten-
dons also have an elevated risk of re-tear.70 Patients 
with increased MMP gene expression are at a higher 
risk for recurrent tear of the repaired rotator cuff. 
Meijden et al outline a conservative protocol for 
the older patient with poor tissue quality or large 
tears.69 Their protocol outlines the patient wears a 
sling for six to seven weeks with PROM beginning 
at week three. PROM in the conservative protocol 
is restricted to 120 degrees of flexion, 30 degrees 
of external rotation, internal rotation to the belly 
and 90 degrees of abduction until week five. AROM 
is delayed until week six to seven in the conserva-
tive protocol. There are several genetic risk factors 
for recurrent tear following a rotator cuff repair 
(Table 4). When a dysfunctional apoptotic cascade 
is present, such as increased expression of MMP1, 
3, 9 genes or the presence of SNPs within SAP30BP, 
SASH1 or ESRRB genes, the authors of this com-
mentary recommend following the conservative 

Table 3.  Post-Operative Stiffness Risk Factors

Table 4.  Possible Post-Operative Re-Tear Genetic 
Risk Factors
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ready to embrace a new framework for understand-
ing not only the structural aspects of a rotator cuff 
repair, but also the cellular mechanisms that facili-
tate a successful surgical outcome. Adopting this 
knowledge into routine patient care may optimize 
post-operative outcomes and help substantially 
reduce post-operative re-tear rates.
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ABSTRACT

Sports-related concussions are receiving growing attention in healthcare. Most concussions resolve sponta-
neously with little or no treatment, but twenty percent of concussions take longer than three weeks to 
resolve. In some cases, symptoms can last for five years following a traumatic brain injury. Physical Thera-
pists have unique skills that can assist patients experiencing protracted recovery.

The purpose of this clinical commentary is to describe a new conceptual model that provides a framework 
for Physical Therapy management of patients with protracted recovery following a sports-related concus-
sion. The end product is a visual diagram that represents the full scope of clinical practice that Physical 
Therapy can provide to an athlete following a concussion.

Level of Evidence: 5
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INTRODUCTION

Background 
A concussion is a mild traumatic brain injury caused 
by a direct or indirect biomechanical force to the 
brain.1 This initial injury is followed by a secondary 
insult on the brain due to a metabolic cascade that 
places increased energy demands on the brain.2,3 
Each year 1.6 to 3.8 million sports-related concus-
sions occur in the United States.4 Eighty percent of 
concussions have been observed to recover within 
7-10 days.1 Twenty percent of the sports-related con-
cussions take longer than three weeks to resolve.5,6 
Symptoms such as headaches (54%), dizziness 
(37%), and anxiety (63%) may persist for five years 
after a head injury, regardless of the severity of the 
injury.7 

Predictors for having a protracted recovery include: 
loss of consciousness,8 post-traumatic amnesia and 
retrograde amnesia,8 and elevated symptom scores 
early after concussion.8,9 Females have been shown 
to have increased risk of longer recovery compared 
to their male counterparts in the same sports.9-11 
Those with a prior history of migraine and those with 
post-traumatic migraines are slower to recover.9,12 
In collegiate football players, a statistically signifi-
cant association exists between history of multiple 
concussions and a longer recovery time.13 High 
school athletes took longer to recover from neuro-
cognitive deficits than collegiate athletes following 
a concussion.14 

THE ROLE OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
Those who have protracted recovery can experi-
ence symptoms, impairments and functional losses 
that can be managed by Physical Therapists. These 
include headaches, dizziness, neck pain, fatigue, 
balance disturbances, oculomotor changes, and 
decreased coordination.15,16 Physical Therapists 
are part of the multidisciplinary team that has the 
ability to manage patients with vestibular rehabili-
tation, spine rehabilitation and controlled activity 
progression.15-20 

Vestibular-Ocular Rehabilitation 
The forces that cause a concussion can disrupt the 
neurons that run along the vestibulospinal tracts, 
control the vestibular-ocular reflex, and link central 

vestibular pathways.21,22 The peripheral vestibular 
receptors can also be injured during a concussion.21,23 
Physical Therapists can provide treatment for bal-
ance dysfunctions, gaze stabilization activities, 
vestibular habituation activities, and canalith repo-
sitioning.24-26 In the same way, oculomotor control 
can be compromised through axonal injury or blunt 
trauma to the visual control systems.27-32 Physical 
Therapists can provide treatments that are directed 
towards addressing impairments in ocular motor 
control such as convergence,33-37 smooth pursuits,38-43 
saccades,41-45 and ocular fixation.42-44 

Cervical Rehabilitation 
Dysfunctions of the neck, particularly the upper cer-
vical spine, can be responsible for producing neck 
pain and headaches,46-50 dizziness,51-53 oculomotor dis-
turbances,39,54-56 and postural dysfunctions.53,57-59 There 
are multiple isolated impairments that can poten-
tially exist in the cervical spine following a concus-
sion. Each of these impairments can be responsible 
for producing one or more of the symptoms noted 
above. 

Physical Therapists can refine their cervical-based 
care into three broader components of treatment 
that address: 

• Cervical mobility dysfunctions

• Neuromuscular control 

• Strengthening 

Cervical Mobility Dysfunctions
The first component to address is cervical mobility, 
which can be influenced by intra and extra articu-
lar factors. Although all segments of the cervical 
spine should be considered, the mobility of C1/C2 
should be of particular importance. This area of 
the upper cervical spine can produce pain, loss of 
rotational mobility, headaches, and alter postural 
control.46,51,52,60 Manual Therapy has been shown to 
have positive benefits for treatment of hypomobile 
segments in the cervical and thoracic spine for indi-
viduals following a concussion and whiplash asso-
ciated disorders.50,51,61,62 Since the thoracic spine can 
influence the cervical spine, it should also be consid-
ered with evaluation and treatment of the cervical 
spine.63 
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Neuromuscular Control 
The rapid acceleration/deceleration of the head 
can result in trauma to the mechanoreceptors in 
the cervical spine. The deep cervical flexor muscles 
are richly innervated with muscle spindles that 
provide proprioceptive and kinesthetic feedback.64 
Altered proprioceptive input in the neck can result 
in altered perceived head position.65 Higher rates 
of joint position error are noted in subjects with 
chronic whiplash-associated disorder compared to 
controls without cervical injury.66 This is consistent 
with altered proprioceptive function observed after 
injuries in other areas of the body.67 

Treatment for neuromuscular control needs to 
include activities that involve the ability to coor-
dinate muscle contraction in order to maintain 
a cervical posture. Cranio cervical flexion (CCF) 
with pressure biofeedback is a low load exercise 
approach that helps refine the individual’s ability to 
grade muscle activity of the deep neck flexors (lon-
gus capitus and longus colli), while inhibiting the 
sternocleidomastoid and anterior scalene muscles. 
A randomized controlled trial by Jull, found this 
training technique helpful in treating cervicogenic 
headaches.68

Joint reposition sense is another component for nor-
mal cervical function.39,69,70 A head mounted laser 
and a target can be used to track relocation accuracy 
after active horizontal head movements. In indi-
viduals with chronic neck pain, improvements in 
cervical kinesthesia (head reposition accuracy) was 
associated with decreased neck pain, improved cer-
vical range of motion, and improved self-reported 
functional improvement.70 

Good postural alignment helps improve muscular 
function by maximizing length tension relation-
ships.71 Suboccipital and anterior chest wall tightness 
should be addressed with stretching to help facilitate 
improved cervical spine posture.46,60,72 Addressing 
body mechanics and posture during school, activi-
ties of daily living and work can reduce strain on the 
spine that can lead to headaches and neck pain.73-75 

Strengthening
The final component of overall cervical treatment is 
strengthening the cervical and periscapular muscles. 

The Deep Neck Flexor Endurance (DNFE) Test is a 
way to measure the strength of the neck stabilizers. 
Hold time durations for the DNFE test were statisti-
cally and clinically significantly different between 
individuals without and with neck pain. Mean time 
for those without neck pain was 39 seconds.76 Nor-
mative times for asymptomatic men and women 
have be documented (Men = 39 seconds, Women = 
29 seconds).77 It is reasonable to use these outcomes 
as goals for muscle strength during the late phase of 
deficit management or early return to sports phase 
of recovery. 

Smaller mean neck circumference, smaller mean 
neck to head ratio and weaker mean overall neck 
strength were significantly associated with concus-
sion. Collins reported for each one pound increase 
in neck strength, there was a 5% reduction in the 
risk of concussion.78 A program of general muscu-
lar strengthening for the neck and periscapular 
muscles should be considered during late phase 
rehabilitation.

Exertional Activity Progression
There are three strategies for Physical Therapists to 
organize exertional aerobic activities: 

•  Light to moderate aerobic exercise

•  Controlled graded aerobic exercise

•  Exercise as an Adjunct to Managing Anxiety, 
Depression, and Sleep Disturbances

Light to Moderate Aerobic Exercise
Gagnon noted that children and adolescents who 
participated in light aerobic exercise had improved 
post-concussion outcomes compared to those who 
did not.79,80 Their patients exercised at 50-60% of 
their predicted max heart rate (220-age). Reed also 
found similar improvements with light aerobic activ-
ity in youth athletes done at the same intensities.81 
In college athletes, mild to moderate activity was 
found to be a safe adjunct to care.82

Graded Aerobic Exercise
Some athletes may experience exercise intolerance 
following a concussion that has not resolved within 
7-10 days.83 These athletes may be experiencing dys-
functions in their autoregulatory control of heart 
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rate responses attributed to imbalances in sympa-
thetic/parasympathetic activity.83-88 Leddy initially 
proposed a system of subsymptom threshold exer-
cise that was based on the Balke Protocol. Exercise 
for individuals with post-concussion syndrome was 
prescribed at 80% of the heart rate at which concus-
sion symptoms were provoked during exercise test-
ing.89 Interrater reliability for performing the Balke 
protocol was found to be high in a follow up study.90 
Leddy refined the testing procedures by modify-
ing the protocol treadmill speed, and incorporating 
thresholds for changes in symptoms and rate of per-
ceived exertion (RPE). This new protocol is known 
as the Buffalo Concussion Treadmill Test and is rec-
ommended for patients with noted exercise or auto-
nomic sensitivity.91 

Exercise as an Adjunct to Managing Anxiety, 
Depression, and Sleep Disturbances 
Following a concussion an athlete is at risk of sec-
ondary conditions such as anxiety, depression, and 
sleep disturbances. A Cochrane Review on exer-
cise and depression for adults 18 years and older, 
reported a small effect over control interventions in 
reducing depression symptoms. It was also shown 
to be no more effective than standard psychologi-
cal or pharmacological treatments.92 The Cochrane 
Review reported that exercise was a good adjunct to 
treating depression due to its associated benefits and 
having very few associated negative side effects. 

Another Cochrane Review examined the effect of 
exercise on treating anxiety and depression in chil-
dren, adolescents and young adults no older than 
20 years old. Again, a small effect was noted in the 
ability of exercise to lessen anxiety and depression 
in this population.93 This benefit was maintained 
regardless of whether the exercise was performed at 
low or high intensity levels. Exercise therapy has a 
place in mitigating the effect of depression due to 
withdrawal from normal daily activities, and as an 
adjunct to typical medical care in those patients that 
are experiencing clinical anxiety and depression.16 

Sleep can often be disrupted in the post-concussion 
populations. The Clinical Practice Guidelines for 
Concussion/Mild Traumatic Brain Injury and Persis-
tent Symptoms recommends considering exercise as 
part of sleep management.16

Addressing Challenges Facing Physical 
Therapists 
A concussion is a functional disturbance to the brain 
without observable structural injury.94 The lack of a 
pathoanatomical model, the multitude of non-specific 
symptoms, and the potential for confounding influ-
ence from co-morbidities is a challenge for Physical 
Therapists in developing appropriate treatment plans. 

Conceptual models can be used to organize physical 
and abstract information. This can assist the clini-
cian to synthesize complex clinical information into 
meaningful groups or patterns.95 Well-developed 
models can allow the user to visualize complex rela-
tionships into simple and discrete visual forms.95 The 
initial concepts for a conceptual model for the Physi-
cal Therapy management of protracted recovery 
were proposed by the author.96 These concepts were 
refined and expanded as part of this commentary. 

Purpose
The purpose of this clinical commentary is to 
describe a new conceptual model that provides a 
framework for Physical Therapy management of 
patients with protracted recovery following a sports-
related concussion.

CONCEPTUAL MODEL
This conceptual model is for post-concussion 
patients that do not recover spontaneously within 
7-10 days. This model is made up of four levels of 
treatment considerations. The levels of treatment 
consideration are: Recovery Time Line, Phases of 
Recovery, Progression of Treatment, and Physical 
Therapy Treatment Domains. (Figure 1)

Recovery Time Line
The Recovery Time Line is on the bottom of the 
model. It starts with the onset of the concussion and 
moves right with the passage of time. The time line 
ends with unrestricted return to sports. The time line 
does not provide any discrete time intervals, since 
the recovery time from a concussion can be variable. 

Phases of Recovery
The next level of treatment above the Recovery Time 
Line is Phases of Recovery. There are three phases 
that run from left to right. The first phase is termed 
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the Protection Phase. It is represented by a red cir-
cle. The color strengthens the concept of protec-
tion and stresses preventing additional trauma and 
avoiding overtasking the neurometabolic recovery 
process.2,3,97-99 It does not represent absolute rest.100-

104 The second phase is represented by a yellow 
circle and is named the Deficit Management Phase. 
This phase is focused on addressing impairments, 
neuroplasticity, and normalizing full function. The 
last phase in this model is the Return to Sport Phase 
and is represented by a green circle. This phase rep-
resents progressive return to safe sporting activities. 
The Return to Sports Phase ends when the athlete 
safely returns to full and unrestricted sports par-
ticipation. There is overlapping between the Deficit 

Management Phase and the two other phases, since 
there is no clear indication when one phase ends 
and the next starts. 

Progression of Treatment 
The third level of treatment consideration is termed 
Progression of Treatment. As time passes from the 
initial injury, there needs to be an evolving focus 
on the goals of treatment and the types of treatment 
activities emphasized. There are five treatment pro-
gressions that move from left to right, also using the 
red, yellow, green color coding. 

Relative Rest is the initial treatment focus in the 
progression of care. Relative Rest is controlled 

Figure 1. 
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activity and “rest as needed”. Symptoms are closely 
monitored and patient clinical status is assessed to 
determine appropriate activities.101,105,106 The patient 
is educated regarding which activities should be 
avoided and which activities should be modified.107 

Symptom Management is the second treatment 
focus in the progression of care. There is a proac-
tive shift towards managing potential symptom trig-
gers.80-82,86,100-102,108 These triggers may arise from an 
underlying autonomic dysfunction from the con-
cussion or developing deconditioning from reduced 
activity levels.83,86,109 Triggers can also exist from impair-
ments to the cervical spine or vestibular system.20,110 
Physical Therapy should focus on progressing activity 
level and function by mitigating existing barriers.6 

Neuoplasticity is the third treatment focus in the pro-
gression of care. Treatment activities incorporated 
should stimulate neurological plasticity in order to 
maximize long term neurological recovery.98,99,111-114 
Multi-sensory activities in situations that are purpose-
ful and meaningful result in neuroplasticity.111,113,115

Complex Functional Activities is the fourth treat-
ment focus in the progression of care. Treatment 
should emphasize maximizing full functional recov-
ery.15,115 Full functional recovery rehabilitation would 
involve real-life functional movements, occurring in 
a variety of sensory environments, and incorporat-
ing dual task activities that would approximate nor-
mal daily function for the individual.116,117 

Guided Return to Sports is the last treatment pro-
gression of care. Sports-specific activities that are 
determined to be safe are emphasized. Each sport 
and position has a different relative risk to the ath-
lete that must be considered when selecting appro-
priate activities.118-120 The individual’s prior history 
of concussions and baseline function must also be 
considered before the patient is released back to 
their sport without restrictions.5,121-123 

Physical Therapy Domains:
The Physical Therapy Domains are situated at the 
top of the conceptual model. They are the areas of 
Physical Therapist  practice through which the cli-
nician can directly impact the care of an athlete 
following a concussion. Previous discussion in this 
commentary supports their place within this model. 

Specific treatment activities selected for any domain 
are dependent on the residual deficits and the point 
of recovery on the time line. 

There are three domains in which Physical Thera-
pist can impact the residual deficits that remain dur-
ing protracted recovery: 

1. Vestibular-Ocular Rehab

2. Cervical Spine Rehab

3. Exertion Activity Progression 

A Physical Therapist may encounter patients with 
multiple deficits that require multiple domains of 
care.124 If one type of treatment domain is outside 
the therapist’s knowledge base, they should consider 
collaborating with another therapist that is able to 
address the specific deficit that cannot be appropri-
ately managed by a single therapist. 

CONCLUSION 
This conceptual model was developed from a thor-
ough review of the literature to specifically describe 
the full scope of care that Physical Therapy can pro-
vide to patients recovering from a sports-related con-
cussion. The conceptual model is made up of four 
levels of treatment consideration oriented vertically. 
Each level is dependent on the level of treatment 
consideration below it. The model progresses verti-
cally, the levels become more specific to the role of 
Physical Therapy in the management of the recov-
ering athlete. Horizontally, as the time line moves 
away from the onset of concussion, the model pro-
vides a pathway for progressing treatment. 

This model can help an individual therapist organize 
their treatment plan, and improve their understand-
ing of when they may need to collaborate. In addi-
tion, this model can be used by physicians and other 
healthcare professionals to recognize which deficits 
are best managed by Physical Therapy in order to 
make appropriate referrals. The end product of this 
commentary is a visual representation of Physical 
Therapy management of protracted recovery follow-
ing a sports related concussion.
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ABSTRACT

The foundation of evidence-based practice lies in clinical research, which is based on the utilization of the 
scientific method. The scientific method requires that all details of the experiment be provided in publica-
tions to support replication of the study in order to evaluate and validate the results. More importantly, 
clinical research can only be translated into practice when researchers provide explicit details of the study. 
Too often, rehabilitation exercise intervention studies lack the appropriate detail to allow clinicians to rep-
licate the exercise protocol in their patient populations. Therefore, the purpose of this clinical commentary 
is to provide guidelines for optimal reporting of therapeutic exercise interventions in rehabilitation research. 

Level of Evidence: 5

Key words: Evidence based practice, clinical research, exercise intervention reporting
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INTRODUCTION
Scientific reporting requires adequate and detailed 
explanation of research methodology for both 
study replication (reliability) and quality (validity). 
Rehabilitation research that explores or reports on 
therapeutic exercise intervention protocols often 
lacks a detailed description of the interventions 
used. In contrast, basic science research publica-
tions tend to have more precise reporting and 
highly detailed methodological descriptions, typi-
cally conducted within a well-controlled environ-
ment. Surprisingly, many authors of rehabilitation 
research lack the detail to adequately describe 
the exercise intervention for replication in their 
research methods, sometimes only using generic 
terms such as “stretching and strengthening” to 
describe their intervention. This lack of detail in 
intervention reporting contributes to a “worldwide 
waste in research funding”.1, p.1 Furthermore, a lack 
of detailed intervention limits the evaluation and 
interpretation of systematic reviews and meta-anal-
yses, as well as the replication of research methods. 
Therefore, the purpose of this clinical commentary 
is to describe guidelines for optimal reporting of 
therapeutic exercise interventions in rehabilitation 
research. 

STANDARD REPORTING GUIDELINES
Reporting guidelines have been recommended by 
scientific journals in order for authors to include the 
necessary details of all facets of a study. The EQUA-
TOR Network (Enhancing the Quality and Transpar-
ency of Health Research; www.equator-network.
org) promotes these guidelines in order to improve 
accuracy and completeness of reporting, which aids 
in research quality and repeatability. As of Janu-

ary 1 2015, 28 rehabilitation journals have agreed 
to require authors to use several specific guide-
lines to report research methods and findings.2 Of 
note, The International Journal of Sports Physical 
Therapy (IJSPT) requires authors to use checklists 
from established reporting guidelines based on their 
study design such as “CONSORT” for randomized 
controlled trials (RCT) or “STROBE” for cohort stud-
ies (Table 1). These guidelines often include “check-
lists” for authors to use to ensure that several key 
items are addressed, unique to publication type. 
Requiring checklist review as part of journal sub-
mission improves the numbers of items reported in 
articles,3 thereby providing more study details and 
completeness of reporting. 

INTERVENTION GUIDELINES
While standard reporting guidelines focus on mak-
ing sure that specific components of specific study 
designs are included, these guidelines often provide 
minimal reporting requirements for the intervention 
component. For example, CONSORT lists “interven-
tions” as one of 22 items to address, asking authors to 
provide “precise details of the intervention intended 
for each group and how and when they were actu-
ally administered”.4,p.663 The SPIRIT guidelines pro-
vide recommendations for describing interventions 
specifically within protocols.5 While SPIRIT also 
requires an intervention description as one of 33 
items, it does require more specific reporting guide-
lines, adding detail on modifications, adherence, and 
concomitant interventions to the description. Such 
general instruction about the reporting of therapeu-
tic interventions often leaves researchers uncertain 
of exactly how much to report; in addition, the level 
of detail desired by a journal is not clear. 

Table 1. Current Reporting Requirements from IJSPT
Original Research CONSORT  (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) 

STARD (Studies Reporting Diagnostic Accuracy) 

STROBE (Strengthening the Reporting of Observational 

Studies in Epidemiology) 

Systematic 

Review/Meta Analysis 

PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 

Reviews and Meta-Analyses) 

Clinical Commentary/ 

Current Concepts 

Checklist for Clinical Commentary-Current Concepts 

Review 

Case Reports Checklist for Case Report Focusing on Unique 

Pathological Presentation 

Checklist for Case Reports Focusing on Differential 

Diagnosis 

Checklist for Case Reports Focusing on Innovative 

Intervention 
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rehabilitation, etc.) were adequately described. Inter-
estingly, pharmaceutical interventions have better 
intervention reporting than non-pharmacological 
interventions (67% vs. 29%, respectively)9 such as 
education and surgery. Furthermore, Schroter et 
al10 reported that a majority (57%) of interventions 
in clinical trials could not be replicated or clinically 
implemented based on the authors’ description of the 
treatment. As rehabilitation scientists and research-
ers, we must improve the quality of reporting. The 
IJSPT is committed to leading this initiative and sup-
porting “new” guidelines for standardized reporting 
of therapeutic exercise interventions. 

PHYSICAL THERAPY INTERVENTION 
REPORTING GUIDELINES
Physical therapy interventions are often multi-
modal, complex, and individualized. They include 
modalities, manual therapy techniques, education, 
and therapeutic exercise. Unfortunately, only gen-
eral descriptions of exercise interventions tend to 
be provided in research protocols, which allows for 
individuality and variability between clinicians and 
patients. However, such generality in description of 
interventions leads to a lack of detail available in a 
publication to allow for replication or implementa-
tion in a real-life clinical setting, thereby limiting 
translation into practice. Explicit reporting of thera-
peutic exercise interventions is important not only 
for researchers and clinicians, but also for journal 
reviewers who must assess the quality of articles in 
the peer-review process that occurs before consid-
eration for publication. A lack of detail in interven-
tion reporting may also be wasteful: the money and 
resources spent on performing the research would 
essentially be lost without effective clinical imple-
mentation. Most importantly, however, incorrect 
implementation of an intervention because of a lack 
of detail may actually cause harm to patients.

In physical therapy literature, Gianoloa et al11 found 
that less than 20% of RCTs investigating lower back 
pain rehabilitation reported the necessary details to 
transfer research into practice. In a recent review 
of 200 physical therapy RCTs in the PEDro data-
base, Yamato et al12 found 77% of articles reported 
more than half of intervention description check-
list items for the experimental groups, while only 

True implementation of evidence-based practice 
requires clinicians to be able to replicate the research 
methods of a study with their own clinical popula-
tion. For example, if a clinical trial demonstrates a 
clinically important outcome in a relevant population 
for a clinician, the same intervention would need to 
be applied in that clinician’s setting in order to deter-
mine whether similar results can be achieved in a 
different clinical population. Perhaps Hoffman et al. 
stated it best: “Without a complete published descrip-
tion of the intervention, clinicians and patients can-
not reliably implement interventions that are shown 
to be useful, and other researchers cannot replicate 
our build on research findings”.6, p. 1 

Detailed descriptions of therapeutic exercise interven-
tions are also important for researchers performing 
systematic reviews and meta-analyses. Insufficient 
detail in the description of interventions does not allow 
researchers to combine results of multiple studies into 
a meta-analysis due to potential lack of homogeneity. 
In their systematic review on post-operative rehabilita-
tion after menisectomy, Reid et al7, p. 48 noted, “The lack 
of detail in conjunction with the types of intervention 
provided meant that quantitative analysis was unable 
to be performed. Similarly, a qualitative comparison 
across the programmes was challenging.” Poor descrip-
tion of the utilized interventions ultimately limits the 
usefulness of such reviews. For example, Crossley et 
al in their review of patellofemoral pain interventions 
noted, “the lack of detailed description of the exercise 
therapy interventions limits the translation of the 
research findings into clinical practice.”8, p.5.

Case report research often suffers from lack of clarity 
in reporting of interventions, especially on first sub-
mission for publication. Lack of detail regarding inter-
vention makes peer review of case report research 
difficult and ultimately inhibits creative sharing of 
ideas for practice. The authors of this commentary 
believe that it is imperative that case report research 
describing innovative or combination interventions 
provide abundant clarity and detail regarding the 
interventions that were used so that such research 
can be analyzed for implementation in practice and 
inform the design of future research. 

Hoffman and colleagues1 found that only 39% of non-
pharmacological interventions (including  surgery, 
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The authors then reviewed 51 trials published in 
BMJ for checklist items. They found that over half 
of the articles did not include sufficient detail for 
clinicians or researchers to implement or replicate 
clinical research findings. 

In 2014, the Template for Intervention Description 
and Replication (TIDieR) guidelines and checklist 
were established by extending from the minimal 
recommendation of CONSORT and SPIRIT in order 
to improve the “completeness of reporting, and ulti-
mately the replicability, of interventions”.6, p. 1. Fol-
lowing the EQUATOR Network methodology for 
developing reporting guidelines, the authors estab-
lished a committee, generated checklist items, and 
performed a Delphi consensus survey of 74 “authors 
of research on describing interventions, clinicians, 

25% reported more than half of the items for the 
control group. They noted the most common inter-
vention description item missing from all 200 RCTs 
was modification of intervention during the trial, 
both for experimental and control groups. Yamato 
and colleagues12 further noted that physical therapy 
RCTs described interventions simply with the name 
of the developer (Pilates, McKenzie, etc), which is 
not an adequate explanation of the intervention. 
Obviously, physical therapists would not be able to 
replicate these interventions based on inadequate 
descriptions in the literature.

A particularly common practice is for authors to sim-
ply use exercise names unique to a clinic or exercise 
developer. Obviously, only using an exercise name 
without appropriate detail and description prevents 
replication or integration of the intervention proto-
col in clinic practice. This is particularly difficult for 
international audiences, who may not understand 
“jargon-laden” exercise names. 

Until recently, there were no widely accepted guide-
lines for reporting interventions in the literature. In 
2006, Toigo and Boutellier13 provided a list of impor-
tant descriptors specific to resistance exercise train-
ing based on factors leading to distinct muscular 
adaptations (Table 2). These 13 factors are important 
to identify in both planning and reporting a resis-
tance exercise intervention.

Schroter et al10 first provided a checklist of mini-
mal details needed to assess the quality of descrip-
tions of treatments (Table 3). The checklist items 
are based on how clear authors were in providing 
detail on the setting, recipient, provider, procedure, 
materials, intensity, schedule, and missing sessions. 

Table 2. Descriptors for resistance training interventions 
(modifi ed from Toigo & Boutellier13)

elpmaxErotpircseD
MR1%57edutingamdaoL

Number of repetitions 6 

1stesforebmuN

Rest in-between sets (seconds or 

minutes) 

None 

Number of exercise interventions (per 

day or week) 

2 per week 

Duration of the experimental period 

(days or weeks) 

10 weeks 

Fractional and temporal distribution of 

the contraction modes per repetition and 

duration (seconds) of one repetition 

10 s shortening 

10 s isometric 

4 s lengthening 

Rest in-between repetitions (seconds or 

minutes) 

None 

Time under tension (seconds or 

minutes) 

96 + 10 s 

Volitional muscular failure Yes 

%001noitomfoegnaR

Recovery time in-between exercise 

sessions (hours or days) 

72 hr 

Anatomical de�inition of the exercise  Yes, must be included 

Table 3. Interventions Checklist (modifi ed from Schroter et al.10)

Setting Is it clear where the intervention was delivered? 

Recipient Is it clear who is receiving the intervention? 

Provider Is it clear who delivered the intervention? 

Procedure Is the procedure (including the sequencing of the technique) 

of the intervention suf�icient clear to allow replication? 

Materials Are the physical or informational materials used adequately 

described?  

Intensity Is the dose/duration of individual sessions of the intervention 

clear? 

Schedule Is the schedule (interval, frequency, duration, or timing) of the 

intervention clear? 

Missing Is there anything else missing from the description of the 

intervention? If yes, what? 
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TIDieR has been recommended specifically for physical 
therapy intervention studies. The Journal of Orthope-
dic and Sports Physical Therapy endorses the TIDierR 
checklist, and includes it in the editorial policy.14 Alva-
rez et al15 recommended the use of TIDier in manual
therapy publications. Delahunt et al16 authored report-
ing guidelines specifically for groin pain in athletes, 
endorsing and recommending the TIDieR with CON-
SORT and STROBE guidelines for RCTs and observa-
tional studies, respectively. Physical therapists provide 
a broad range of interventions, including manual ther-
apy, modalities, and therapeutic exercise prescription. 
While physical therapy-related journals recognize the 
importance of requiring several forms of guidelines to 
encourage authors to provide detail, none are specific 
to detail related to therapeutic exercise intervention.

authors of existing guidelines, clinical trialists, 
methodologists or statisticians with expertise in clin-
ical trials, and journal editors”.6, p. 2 Once consensus 
was reached, the 13 checklist items were presented 
and piloted with 26 researchers authoring interven-
tion study papers, resulting in the acceptance of 12 
final items. Simply put, the TIDieR checklist helps 
authors answer the questions, “Why, What, Who, 
How, Where and When” regarding an interven-
tion (Table 4). In addition, when using the “PICO” 
(Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome) 
pneumonic of a RCT, the TIDieR guidelines pro-
vide the “Intervention” and “Comparison” elements. 
Researchers can download the checklist and find 
more details on TIDieR at www.equator-network.
org/reporting-guidelines/tidier. 

Table 4. TIDieR checklist (Adapted from Hoffmann et al.6)
Item Item 

Number 
Item 

Brief Name 1 Provide the name or a phrase that describes the 

intervention 

Why 2 Describe any rationale, theory, or goal of the elements 

essential to the intervention 

What 3 Materials: Describe any physical or informational 

materials used in the intervention, including those 

provided to participants or used in intervention delivery 

or in training of intervention providers. Provide 

information on where the materials can be accessed 

(such as online appendix, URL) 

 4 Procedures: Describe each of the procedures, activities, 

and/or processes used in the intervention, including any 

enabling or support activities

Who provided 5 For each category of intervention provider (such as 

psychologist, nursing assistant), describe their expertise, 

background, and any speci�ic training given 

How 6 Describe the modes of delivery (such as face to face or 

by some other mechanism, such as internet or 

telephone) of the intervention and whether it was 

provided individually or in a group 

Where 7 Describe the type(s) of location(s) where the 

intervention occurred, including any necessary 

infrastructure or relevant 

When and 

how much 

8 Describe the number of times the intervention was 

delivered and over what period of time including the 

number of sessions, their schedule, and their duration, 

intensity, or dose 

Tailoring 9 If the intervention was planned to be personalised,

titrated or adapted, then describe what, why, when, and 

how 

Modi�ications 10 If the intervention was modi�ied during the course of the 

study, describe the changes (what, why, when, and how) 

How Well 11 Planned: If intervention adherence or �idelity was 

assessed, describe how and by whom, and if any 

strategies were used to maintain or improve �idelity, 

describe them 

 12 Actual: If intervention adherence or �idelity was 

assessed, describe the extent to which the intervention 

was delivered as planned 
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include both in-clinic and home exercise programs, it 
is important to include details on both interventions.

CONCLUSION
If the goal of clinical research is to provide evidence-
based, real world interventions, clinicians must rely on 
detailed information provided in publications on thera-
peutic exercise programs in order to translate research 
into practice. Research is not beneficial to the clinician or 
patient if it cannot be replicated in the clinic. Interven-
tions cannot be validated if they cannot be replicated. 
Systematic reviews on the efficacy of clinical interven-
tions are limited without specific details of an interven-
tion. The inability to properly replicate research findings 
is wasteful, and may actually harm patients. 

Journals often require authors follow specific guide-
lines when reporting specific types of studies, but 
these generally do not provide specific guidance on 
detailing the therapeutic interventions utilized within 
a study. Recently, guidelines and checklists have 
been recommended for reporting interventions in 
the clinical literature. A specific guideline for exercise 
intervention reporting (CERT) can be used to provide 
necessary detail on exercise interventions in physi-
cal therapy research, which will benefit researchers, 
clinicians, and patients. The International Journal of 
Sports Physical Therapy now requires  all applicants 
to use the TIDieR checklist, or the Modified CERT 
checklist (Appendix 1) if exercise interventions are 
included in a manuscript.
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Appendix 1. Modifi ed Consensus on Exercise Reporting 
Template (CERT) for Therapeutic Exercise Interventions. Last 
column has been added to the original CERT from Slade et al17 
by the authors of this commentary
Item 
Category 

Item 
No. 

Abbreviated Item 
Description 

Therapeutic Exercise Detail 

WHAT: 

materials 

1 Type of exercise 

equipment 

Provide equipment 

manufacturer, city, state, 

country, if appropriate, and 

appropriate copyright 

WHO: 

provider 

2 Quali�ications, 

teaching/supervising 

experience, and/or 

training of the exercise 

instructor 

If exercise program is 

administered by multiple 

therapists, provide detail on how 

each therapist was trained in the 

intervention 

HOW: 

delivery 

3 Whether exercises are 

performed individually or 

in a group 

If group exercise, note the size of 

the group 

 4 Whether exercises are 

supervised or 

unsupervised 

Note if exercise is ‘direct’ one-on-

one or indirect supervision 

 5 Measurement and 

reporting of adherence to 

exercise 

Provide exercise log in appendix, 

or specify method for both in-

clinic and home program 

compliance recording 

 6 Details of motivation 

strategies 

Note behavioral strategies to 

improve compliance with home 

exercise program (See #10) 

 7 Decision rules for 

progressing the exercise 

program 

Provide criteria for progression 

of each exercise both in the clinic 

and in home program (See #13) 

 8 Each exercise is 

described so that it can 

be replicated (eg, 

illustrations, 

photographs) 

Provide detailed instructions 

(including cues and 

modi�ications) for each exercise, 

including patient booklets in a 

table, appendix, or supplement.  

Avoid using only exercise names 

as descriptors. 

 9 Content of any home 

program component 

Provide details on how home 

program was instructed, 

delivered, and progressed 

throughout intervention (Note # 

1, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15)  

 10 Non-exercise 

components 

Include education (posture, 

ergonomics, modalities) in 

appendix or where materials can 

be accessed 

 11 How adverse events that 

occur during exercise are 

documented and 

managed 

Reported and addressed in 

limitations or future research 

considerations 

WHERE: 

location 

12 Setting in which exercises 

are performed 

Note which exercises were 

performed in clinic and/or home 

WHEN, HOW 

MUCH: 

dosage 

13 Detailed description of 

the exercises (eg, sets, 

repetitions, duration, 

intensity) 

Compliments #7, and provide 

progression rules for individual 

exercises, including the home 

exercise program. Do not simply 

refer to the protocol based on the

name of the developer. 

TAILORING: 

what, how 

14 Whether exercises are 

generic (“one size �its 

all”) or tailored to the 

individual 

If tailored, detail how decisions 

are made for 

choosing/progressing exercises, 

including options for therapist. 

Provide algorithm or �low chart 

for tailored exercises. 

 15 Decision rules that 

determines the starting 

level for exercise 

Provide how speci�ic sets, 

repetitions, resistances are 

determined initially, including 

the home program 

HOW WELL: 

planned, 

actual 

16 Whether the exercise 

intervention is delivered 

and performed as 

planned 

De�ine markers of “success” 

(compliance, outcomes) 



Fundamental 
understanding 
   of the   
Foot & Ankle 
   and the     
Biomechanics 
   of
Human Gait

An essential ConEd course for every therapist

THE foot and ankle class just got a whole lot better

2017 COURSE DATES //
March 4-5, 2017!

March 11-12, 2017!
March 24-25, 2017!
April 29-30, 2017!

May 6-7, 2017!
September 16-17, 2017!

Sept 30-Oct 1, 2017!

Bermuda Run, NC!
Green Bay, WI!
Honolulu, HI!
Boston, MA!
Orange, CA!
Chicago, IL!
Fayetteville, NY

More dates being scheduled

When the Feet Hit the Ground…
EVERYTHING CHANGES

whenthefeethittheground.com




